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Abstract

Development agencies are allocating resources to specific developing countries. This

allocation of bilateral developing aid is, for outsiders, difficult to understand. While

one developing country gets substantial support, another one receives non. This

study, investigates factors which impact the volume of final allocations. Therefore,

four development agencies were analysed on three levels: the Organisational level,

the Process level and the Criteria level. A comparison of the case organisations

on each level was made. Thirteen factors, which affect the aid amount have been

identified.
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1 Introduction

Every year, an uncountable amount of country specific indicators are being gathered,

listed and published. During the last decades, special attention was given to De-

veloping Countries (DCs). The reasons for that are diverse. The identification of

factors which encourage development in DCs as well as a monitoring of supportive

actions are only two out of many reasons. The World Bank plays an important role

in this matter. By financing economic developing projects all over the world, the

World Bank became both one of the biggest economic related data collectors and

one of the most important data providers (Strom 2011).

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP)1 is recognised as one of the most important

economic indicators. The GDP per capita2 is widely seen as an indicator of a

country’s wealth and development. Every year, the World Bank publishes a ranking

based on the GDP per capita where every country gets listed. The countries with

the highest GDP per capita are seen as the wealthiest, while the countries with

the lowest GDP per capita are seen as the poorest and least developed countries.

In 2013, the World Bank‘s data showed that the African countries Malawi (USD

239.9), Burundi (USD 259.4) and the Central African Republic (USD 326.4) were

the poorest countries in the world, measured on GDP per capita. Even though there

is an ongoing debate about the appropriate measure of poverty, the GDP list by the

World Bank is one of valid indicators so far.

Since there is a ranking of the poorest countries in the world, one could assume that

development agencies support also these poorest countries the most. However, after

screening recent Official Development Assistance (ODA) flows of a few development

agencies, it became clear that that is not the case.

For example, the British Department for International Development (DFID) sup-

ported these three countries with 2.02 percent3 of their 2014 budget for bilateral

1The sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes,
minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products; Calculated without a (1) deductions
for depreciation of fabricated assets or depletion and (2) degradation of natural resources (OECD
2016).

2The GDP divided by the midyear population.
3GBP 72.9 M/ USD 113.7 M; total budget 2014: GBP 3,608.7 M/ USD 5,626.3 M (1 GBP =

1.55909 USD; 31.12.2014).
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ODA4 (DFID 2015b). During the same year the Danish International Development

Agency (DANIDA) has not sent more than 0.56 percent5 of their bilateral aid spend

in supporting Malawi, Burundi and the Central African Republic (DANIDA 2015a).

Several questions arose from these findings. The most obvious ones are: why do

official governmental development agencies not support the poorest countries the

most? Why have the three poorest countries of 2013 only gotten small percentages

of the 2014 budgets of those development agencies?

One could argue that development agencies in 2014 did not have enough time to

react to the World Bank’s GDP per capita ranking published in 2013. However, a

struggling DC like Burundi does not end up as one of the poorest countries on this

planet over night. Burundi, Malawi and the Central African Republic have been at

the very bottom of the GDP per capita rating in previous years as well6 (World Bank

2011; World Bank 2012). Therefore, an argument of too little time to react does not

hold proof.

Another example supporting the argument that development aid is not delivered

to the poorest, can be found by studying DANIDA’s bilateral ODA transfers in

2015. While Mozambique, was supported with DKK 57,638,684, the Democratic

Republic of Congo got DKK 332 in ODA (DANIDA 2016b). To add some more

context to these numbers: in the 2013 GDP ranking, Mozambique was listed as #179

out of 191 countries. The Democratic Republic of Congo was found at position #188

(World Bank 2013).

This evidence gives use the impression that development agencies do not, at least

exclusively, decide based on public available poor measurements.

The objective of this analysis is to understand, what leads to those differences. Other,

closely questions are: How do development agencies make those decisions? And

which criteria are they based on?

The purpose of this analysis is to understand the mechanisms behind development

4Official financial flows with the the main object of promoting economic development and welfare
of DCs. Contributed by donor government agencies, bilateral ODA goes to DCs while multilateral
ODA will be given to multilateral institutions - OECD (2016).

5DKK 5.5 M/ USD 0.8 M; total budget 2014: DKK 988.3 M/ USD 1606 M (1 DKK = 0.16246
USD; 31.12.2014).

6In 2011: #186 Central African Republic, #191 Malawi, #194 Burundi (out of 194 countries);
In 2012: #185 Central African Republic, #190 Malawi, #191 Burundi (out of 191 countries).
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agencies’ decisions about how much support specific DCs get. What are the decision

processes leading to Country A getting 10 percent of an agency’s ODA budget and

Country B getting nothing. This international and intercultural issue gets tackled

by comparing the decision making processes of four development agencies. To find

out patterns in these processes and identify sub-optimal decisions. This is a complex

issue because the chosen cases are of complex organisational structures, which is one

of the reasons why the decision making processes are of a complex matter as well.

By presenting different ways of allocating development aid a discussion about the

best practise can get started. Such a discussion could lead into rethinking current

decision making processes. In the best case, it could even lead into a fairer overall

distribution of aid towards the country and the people who need it most. Therefore,

this study is of relevance for companies and organisations.

After this Introduction, In section 2, the Methodology, including Philosophy of Science

(2.1), Theory (2.2) and the Research Design (2.3), will be described. The following

section 3, introduces and applies the Thematic Analysis (3.1) and the method of

Comparison (3.2) The comparison takes place on three different levels therefore,

finding will be presented in the section 3.2.1 (Organisational Level), section 3.2.2

(Process Level), and section 3.2.3 (Criteria Level) accordingly. A short Discussion

describes section 4 while a summary of the findings is part of the Conclusion (5).
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2 Methodology

Moses and Knutsen (2012) suggest to see methodologies as well equipped tool boxes

for different jobs. While the tool box of an carpenter fits perfectly the carpenter’s

needs, an electrician would not find a carpenter’s tool box very helpful (Moses and

Knutsen 2012). An electrician tool box may contains a few similar tools. However,

most tools will be different. Each tool can be seen as method of analysing or obtaining

data. While some methods might be the same in different methodologies, most of

them differ according to their purpose. In this section, the used tool box is being

discussed.

2.1 Philosophy of Science

This section focuses on the philosophy of science and its most important disciplines.

Firstly the focus will be put on the philosophy followed by the researcher. Afterwards,

the disciplines of Ontology, Epistemology and Axiology are introduced and their

importance for this study is outlined. At the end of this section, the chosen research

approach will be presented and elaborated on.

To start with, this study follows a critical realism research philosophy. A critical

realist sees an experience as a sensation, or in other words, as an image of reality.

A follower of this philosophy believes not to see reality itself. Experiences are not

a matter of a single moment. On the one hand, there is the reality as well as a

sensation of the reality. On the other hand, immediately after experiencing the

sensation, the brain will start processing what the senses have recognised (Saunders,

Lewis, and Thornhill 2016).

Hughes (1990) points out the importance of ontological and epistemological positions

in research projects out. Ontology describes the concern with the nature of reality

while epistemology describes what the researcher considers as acceptable knowledge

(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). ”No technique or method of investigation [...]

is self-validating: its effectiveness, i.e. its very status as a research instrument making

the world tractable to investigation, is, from a philosophical point of view, ultimately
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dependent on epistemological justifications” (Hughes 1990, p. 11). Therefore, it is

of importance to describe those two positions. There are different understandings

of how fixated someone is to its specific ontological and epistemological position.

Marsh and Furlong (2010) see ontological and epistemological positions as skin like:

after one got its positions, those will stick. A contrasting approach, was presented

by Moses and Knutsen (2012), which sees ontological and epistemological positions

more like jackets which can be worn whenever needed, depending on where one wants

to go. If this the perspective of Moses and Knutsen (2012) will be followed, it is not

a question of what the authors ontological or epistemological position is. It is more a

matter of which position in both disciplines a researcher is using. For most research

projects, it is not of importance if the ontological and epistemological positions were

chosen for one study or, for the entire life of the researcher. What is of importance,

however, is that both used positions are presented.

Ontology

The ontology, defines a system of beliefs which explains the way of dealing with the

nature of reality (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). In this study and within

the ontology, a subjective approach will be followed. That means that in this study

special attention is given to individual managers thoughts about how they should

perform and what kind of meaning they see in their jobs. This is in contrast to

an objective perspective, which emphasises the structural character of management

itself and believes that in all organisations the management is similar (Saunders,

Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). ”Subjectivism asserts that social phenomena are created

from the perception and consequent actions of a social actor. As social interactions

between actors are an on-going process, social phenomena are in a constant state of

revision” (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016, p. 130). It is necessary to study and

understand this state of revision, continue Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016).

Development agency decisions are such social phenomena. The fact that one DC gets

development aid, while another one does not, is the result of actions made by social

actors. Those social actors are the subjects of this study. Obviously, social actors
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working in development agencies will interact with other social actors. Through

those interactions, processes are on an ongoing basis changing. Within the subjective

approach, a picture of a socially constructed reality can be drawn. The term ”social

constructionism” describes such a social constructed reality and requires analysing

details in order to understand the reality behind social phenomena (Saunders, Lewis,

and Thornhill 2016). That the critical realism research philosophy is a good fit

with the subjectivism ontological position gets confirmed by Saunders, Lewis, and

Thornhill (2016). This combination enables a deeper research which is searching for

the true and hidden reality behind all sensations (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill

2016). After having discussed the ontological approach, in the next section the

epistemology will be defined.

Epistemology

Epistemology is a branch of philosophy in which it is discussed what one considers

as acceptable knowledge. Dobson (2002) pointed out that our knowledge of reality

is a result of our social conditions. Processes based on an individual reality cannot

be understood by other social actors without describing the used reality (Dobson

2002). Considering that a critical realism research philosophy is followed, phenomena

which create sensations can be misinterpreted (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016).

Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016) are suggesting to put focus on explanations

considering the specific context. Because, as Bhaskar (2010) mentioned, in a context

of a critical realism perspective, one sees only a part of the bigger picture. In order

to see the whole picture, the social world, we need to understand social structures

connected with the studied phenomena (Bhaskar 2010).

Axiology

Under the term ”axiology”, judgements about values are discussed (Saunders, Lewis,

and Thornhill 2016). The Heron (1996) states that all human actions are guided by

reasons based on values. The role values play is of great importance during the whole

research process, especially if the research results should be considered as credible

(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). Critical realists see research as value laden,
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which influences the research process through many different factors such as, culture

experiences and the world’s view on values (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016).

It cannot be denied that those factors are affecting research. One should be aware of

influences from this direction.

Research Approach

While most studies are of deductive nature, this analysis follows an inductive research

approach. In contrast to a deductive approach, where theoretical propositions will be

tested, here, the data will be explored before getting to deep into theories (Saunders,

Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). By following an inductive research approach, the

researcher is lead towards the theory by exploring the data. No predominating theories

or conceptual frameworks are limiting the research in any direction. Nevertheless,

the purpose, the research question and specific objectives have to be clear, early in

the process in order to move into the right direction (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill

2016).

Finding the theory through the data offers the advantage that the choices of theories

as well as the definition of hypothesises are not predefined and allows for alternative

explanations (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). By having a study with a

small sample of subjects, the inductive approach is also recommended by Saunders,

Lewis, and Thornhill (2016). Again, the context of single events concerns researchers,

particularly the ones using an inductive approach.

Moses and Knutsen (2012) state, that the object of study is the same for everyone.

How different viewers look at an object, depends on the eye of the beholder. Therefore,

it is not so much about finding an approach which fits the real world best when

emphasising the fact that it differs how individuals preceive the world (Moses and

Knutsen 2012).

2.2 Theory

In this section, the theoretical background of this study will be provided. To name

the objects of this study, by using one universal term, is not as trivial as it may
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appear. Is this study focusing on international assistance agencies (Rondinelli

1981), agencies for development cooperation (NORAD 2016) or on departments

for international development (DFID 2016a)? Fact is, there are many names for

governmental organisations and institutions which are in charge of allocating aid.

Aid, however can be differentiated in humanitarian aid, which is used, for example,

to provide aid after natural catastrophes, or developing aid. The latter’s target is,

to promote development and to fight poverty. This study is focusing exclusively

on the allocation of developing aid. Therefore, and for the purpose of simplicity,

organisations which are handling developing aid are called, in this study, development

agencies.

Thus development agencies, the subjects of this study, are either globally acting

organisations or international institutions. In the first part of this section, literature

about International Organisations and International Institutions will be presented.

In the second part, the focus will shift towards decision making processes in those

organisation.

2.2.1 Decision Making in Development Agencies

Programming, mapping out development programmes, is a crucial part of develop-

ment agencies’ business. Jones (2002), who studied learning processes in development

agencies, describes programming as a cyclical process with following stages: (1)

agenda-setting, (2) formulation, (3) implementation, (4) evaluation and (5) feeding

evaluation results into the next formulation session. In particular the last stage

is of interest because it states, according to the model by Jones (2002), that the

programming process influences itself through learn effects and knowledge transfers.

He points out that, central evaluation departments or units, which carry out various

assessments and reviews of programmes and policies, can be found in many develop-

ment agencies (Jones 2002). Obviously, development agencies invest resources and

efforts in order to optimise their programmes based on previous experience.

The decision making in development agencies is described as an interactive model

by Thomas and Grindle (1990). Various stakeholders have the opportunity to exert
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pressure or influence institutional processes at different points and through different

platforms. In those complicated constructs, the initial impetus comes mostly from

a political sphere which can be either a request from a governmental institution

or from the leading minister of the agency (Jones 2002). Programme designing or

policy making teams will follow initial steps which will involve negotiations between

ministers and civil servants in order to reach an acceptable compromise. Even though

programming processes, in most development agencies, consider evidence (Jones

2002), a formal implementation of the use of this evidence does not guarantee that a

robust analysis is of genuine focus (Jones and Mendizabal 2010). How well evidence

informed decision- and policy-making works, strongly depends on the qualification

and environment of the individuals involved (Jones and Mendizabal 2010). For

instance, the performance of an adviser, who is responsible for many sectors at the

same time and where sector programming is not connected to internal evaluation

units, is rather disappointing. While another adviser’s performance, who can easily

connect internally with positions of sufficient power, is of a promising level (Jones

and Mendizabal 2010).

The programming cycle, described by Jones (2002), is a process which takes several

years. Therefore it is worth to look at decisions made in those processes from a more

strategic perspective. The Strategic decision making is a crucial part of strategic

processes like programming cycles (Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 1992). It involves

fundamental decisions which will bring about major long term impacts because they

shape the course of an organisation. Strategic decisions are defined by Mintzberg,

Raisinghani, and Théorêt (1976, p. 246) as such which are ”important, in terms

of the actions taken, the resources committed, or the precedents set”. This study

follows their definition.

Before getting deeper into strategic decision making, Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992)

are used to clarify several points. First, people act rational yet bounded. Second,

power is the force which wins battles of choice. And a third point worth mentioning

is that chances have an affect on the course of strategic decision making (Eisenhardt

and Zbaracki 1992).
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The common Model of rational Action assumes that human behaviour is of rational

nature and that it has some purpose (Simon and March 1958; Allison 1971). This

model leaves actors enter decision making situations knowing their objectives. Thus,

determine possible outcomes of the actors’ actions. Through gathering appropriate

information, a set of alternative actions will be developed. At the end, the optimal

alternative is selected (Simon and March 1958; Allison 1971). That the rational

model has its limits, is supported by empirical research (Eisenhardt and Zbaracki

1992). Thus shows that decision makers (1) focus more on satisfaction instead of

optimisation, that they (2) rarely engage in comprehensive research, and that they

(3) often discover their goals during the process of decision finding.

These points are not consistent with the model of rational action. Therefore, there

was a need for an alternative perspective. The political perspective on strategic

decision making rose form the political science literature of the 1950s (Eisenhardt

and Zbaracki 1992). This perspective was originally designed to understand decision

making processes in legislative branches of governments. Adapted to organisations,

it let decision makers with different goals come together and build coalitions in order

to achieve their goals (Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 1992). The political model states

that people are individually rational yet collectively so. It describes a counterpart of

the prevailing economic assumption that organisations follow the same superordinate

goal (Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 1992).

Allison (1971) makes clear that the most important assumption of the political model

is that organisations are coalitions of people which have competing interests. These

people may follow similar goals, like the welfare of the organisation, however, there

are also conflicts. While some individuals may prefer growth, others favour efficiency.

Conflicting preferences can arise from numerous occasions, for example, from different

expectations of the future or from clashes in personal interests or ambitions (Allison

1971).

The process by which conflicts among persons of different preferences are getting

resolved, is the centre of the political perspective. Several scholars showed that

decisions follow the desire and respective choices of the most powerful individual
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(March 1962; Hinings et al. 1974; Salancik and Pfeffer 1974). Political tactics such

as the involvement of external experts, a strategic use of information or coalition

formation can be also found in organisations. Therefore is it not surprising that

the political model of conflicting preferences found acceptance in industry, academic

institutions and governmental authorities (Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 1992). They

accept the central ideas of the political perspective that: (1) individuals have similar

goals but may have conflicting preferences; (2) strategic decision making is a political

process in which only the most powerful actors reach their goal; (3) decision makers

use political tactics in order to enhance their power. Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992)

confirm that those central ideas are support by published research literature as well

as by ”most people’s day-to-day experience within organisations” (Eisenhardt and

Zbaracki 1992, p. 27).

By combining the bounded rationality of individuals with the political perspective, a

compelling description of strategic decision making processes in organisations can be

derived (Jones 2002).

2.2.2 International Institutions

This study follows the definitions of Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2001, p. 762)

defining international institutions as: ”explicit arrangements, negotiated among

international actors, that prescribe, proscribe, and/or authorize behavior.”

Nowadays, a vast amount of International Institutions (IIs) are active on this planet.

Therefore it is not surprising that IIs are organised in many differently. More precise

and based on observations from Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2001, p. 761),

”major institutions are organized in radically different ways”. Institutions like the

United Nations (UN) are global and open to all states, whereas others are regional,

like the European Union (EU), and have restricted membership. Also the way states

can participate in voting, e.g. equal votes for every state or weighted voting, or the

role of the institution, as consultant or central authority, differs strongly (Koremenos,

Lipson, and Snidal 2001).

In the International Organisation (IO) theory, which can be applied to some extend
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on international institutions, recent studies suggest to focus analyses on the power

of bureaucracy (Mühlen-Schulte 2010). In particular the nature of bureaucratic

cultures can be an informal source of power of bureaucrats especially working for

governments. Parts of this study include the analysis of provesses, which can be

described as bureaucratic. However, no attention was given to the bureaucratic

cultures.

Realists see IIs as more than ciphers for state power (Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal

2001). This statements leads to concluding two things. First that states mostly do

not allow IIs to become autonomous actors which could have a significant impact.

Second, institutions are, however, not empty vessels. Proof for this can be seen in

the fact that states spend time and effort in building up institutions because those

can be helpful in reaching state goals in areas such as national security, international

economy or global environment issues. Because the design of IIs affects the outcome,

how Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2001) continue, states fight over institutional

designs. That is of importance because, changing of international power within IIs

does mostly not happen easily. One example by Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal

(2001) is Germany’s modest role in the UN today. After being excluded from the

Security Council 1944-45, Germany has not been able to rejoin. This shows, according

to Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2001) that IOs do not adopt quickly to such

changes. Therefore states pay close attention to the design of institutions.

According to Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2001) multinational firms, Non-

Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and intergovernmental organisations have

influenced the way IIs are designed today.

Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2001) defined five key dimensions in which IIs vary.

They clarify that there are more dimensions on which they could have focused on,

however, those are all substantively important and they give a array of IIs by covering

the most formal dimension as well as the least bureaucratic. Those five dimensions

are: (1) Membership rules, (2) Scope of issues covered, (3) centralisation of tasks,

(4) rules for controlling the institution and (5) flexibility of arrangements.

How IIs develop depends on evolutionary forces and prior outcomes. Rational design
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choices, during the development of institutions, arise from two sources (Schrader

1996). As new circumstances arise, institutions may be modified in stages through

purposeful decision like imitating features from other IIs which are proven to work

well, or by strengthening tacit cooperation. The second way of development of

those institutions occurs when states or other international actors favour specific

institutions. When an institution is better suited to face new problems or conditions

other institutions may get abandoned (Schrader 1996).

2.2.3 Decision Making in IO’s

Openness and transparency are attributes which international organisations and

institutions are benefiting from (Dahl 1999). That, however, does not mean that

international policy decision are made democratically. According to Dahl (1999),

international policy decisions are rather bureaucratic bargaining systems. However,

leaders in bureaucratic bargaining systems, cannot, ”just as rulers in most authori-

tarian governments”, ignore the desires and opinions of the governed and have to

respond to that to some extent (Dahl 1999, p. 33).

Modern summitry are is mechanism of international organisations to coordinate

international economy and political issues (Reinalda 2001). In the initial design

a small group of states of major powers come together with the target of finding

solutions for uprising problems. Nowadays, in the importance of summits rose by also

making it to a decision making mechanism and by adding different control functions

on top (Reinalda 2001). Usually summits are prepared by representatives of the heads

of state which belong to national political bureaucracies (Reinalda 2001). However,

not all actors engaged in summits are connected to a specific nation. Reinalda (2001)

points out that private actors, experts and international servants are involved, to

some degree, in international policy as well as in decision making processes. The

coordination of all actors takes place through an alternating host of the system. This

host can influences procedures, meeting preparations or agenda settings (Reinalda

2001). The conference system, supplemented by national bureaucratic apparatuses

and their connections to national bureaucracies are the heart of modern summitry.
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In Particular Cox and Jacobson (1973) and Haas (1968) delivered insight of the

processes of IOs.

Cox and Jacobson have developed 1972 a framework which describes and analyses

decision making processes in IOs. Their framework is still ”fairly valid” and they

work is being acknowledged by other scholars ”remarkable” (Hazelzet 1998, p. 39)

It has to be mentioned that Cox and Jacobson (1973) do not treat IOs as independent

units. They rather see them as political systems which are linked with member

states. That, however, does not mean that both parts, the IO and the state, have

always the same opinion. Differences between, for example, an important interest

group and a department of government can lead to ”extremely serious consequences”

regards the decision making in that organisation (Cox and Jacobson 1973, p. 16).

Cox and Jacobson (1973) divide the political system of an international organisation

into two subsystems. Actors which potentially have an influence on the decision

making process are either part of the representative or the participant subsystem.

The fist subsystem conjuncts all member states but also important interest groups like

the Roman Catholic church, the International Chamber of Commerce or multinational

corporations (Cox and Jacobson 1973). Participants of the organisation’s decision

making process are comprised in the second subsystem. Representatives of national

governments, the executive head, or representatives of private organisations are only

a few examples which are part of the second subsystem (Cox and Jacobson 1973).

The studies by Cox and Jacobson (1973), identified patterns of influencing factors on

decisions making processes, by analysing eight specialised organisations of the UN.

They examined those organisations as political systems and focused on the balance

of forces which lead towards a decision instead of the decision’s content. Cox and

Jacobson (1973, p. 9) created a taxonomy of decisions made in international organi-

sations. Their seven categories are: (1) representational, (2) symbolic, (3) boundary,

(4) programmatic, (5) rule-creating, (6) rule-supervisors and (7) operational decisions.

It is worth noticing, that of particular importance for the organisation in terms

of authority and autonomy are rule-creating as well as rule-supervisory decisions

(Cox and Jacobson 1973). Not only the decisions IOs are involved in can be cate-
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gorised, also the actors who are involved in those decisions were classified by Cox

and Jacobson (1973, p. 12). Their seven groups are: (1) representatives of national

governments, (2) representatives of national and international private associations,

(3) Executive heads of organisations, (4) high officials and other members of the

bureaucracy of each organisation, (5) individuals who serve in their own capacity as

advisers, (6) representatives of other international organisations and (7) employees

of the Media. These actors can play specific roles in decision making processes.

Every decision needs to have an actor who takes the initiative and becomes the

initiator (Cox and Jacobson 1973). The formal initiator can thereby differ form

the real initiator. One example: officials prepare a draft resolution which will then

be presented by members of a national delegation. Some actors have the power to

block initiatives and therefore become vetoers. That can be the case if they own

a strategic position in the line of communication or because they are in control of

extensive resources. Some actors, Cox and Jacobson (1973) call those controllers,

will be taken into account because of their authority or control of resources. Because

some actor’s role is a combination of vetoer and controller, they are in-betweeners

and called brokers (Cox and Jacobson 1973).

The exercise of influence itself, is divided into two interaction modes: the analytical

and the bargain mode (Cox and Jacobson 1973). During the first process ”facts are

examined and rational techniques of analysis applied to them” (Cox and Jacobson

1973, p. 14). This mode is employed when fundamental practises, values and criteria

are agreed on between all parties. The second mode is employed when an agreement

needs to be reached. ”[I]t will have to be on the basis of compromise achieved more

by barter than by rational argument” (Cox and Jacobson 1973, p. 14).

Haas (1968) payed attention to both, the process of making a decision and the

outcome of these decisions. He presents an analytical scheme which assumes that

decision makers can agree or disagree by considering preferred outcomes or believed

causation.

The matrix developed by Haas (1968) can be studied in 1. The different labels describe

patterned types of behaviours of decision makers. For example, individual experts
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Figure 1: Behaviour Adopted by Decision Makers, Source: Haas (1968, p. 105)

in administrative hierarchies with large delegated powers fall into the bureaucratic

structure.

Haas (1968) identified four actor related patterns while analysing possible outcomes

in different compositions. Those compositions where characterised by attributes like

the presence of experts, bureaucrats or representatives of other non-governmental

organisations. Haas’s four specific decision making method are the following. (1)

Bureaucracies are characterised by a hierarchical or specialist structure. Those are

staffed with specialists who have good connections to groups of parallel interests

and use computation as a resolving method; (2) Independent expert groups however,

are used for making recommendations on programming or examining organisational

performance. A collegial structure is common and judgement is the resolving method

of choice; (3) Official expert groups also have a collegial structure but they are

the subject to instructions by the appointing governments. Their resolving method

involves judgements and shading into compromise; (4) A conference of either delegates

of governments or large organisations are bargaining in a representative structure

and use compromise as resolving method; (Haas 1968, pp. 109-10).

Haas (1968) believes, because IOs consist and are ruled by coalitions of different

interests, that internal consensus can only be reached as a result of ”judicious mixture

of judgemental with compromise decisions” (Haas 1968, p. 111). The implication is,

that bureaucracies, independent experts and government delegates are constantly in

a stage of bargain (Reinalda 2001). That leads to three differed pattern of outcomes

(Haas 1968). The first pattern is the minimum common denominator. It is the
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least demanding result and is typical in diplomatic negotiations. Secondly, a result

somewhere in the middle of final bargaining positions, belong to the splitting the

difference pattern. The third outcome, upgrades, deliberately or inadvertently, the

interest of the bargain parties while leaving room for the organisation’s leadership to

handle independently (Haas 1968).

2.3 Research Design

In this section, the research design, including data collection techniques and analysing

methods, are discussed. In this study, a multiple research method was chosen

(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). A research design using a multiple research

method is characterised by using multiple data collection or analysing tools. While

qualitative primary data was collected through interviews, complementary qualitative

secondary data was gathered.

Qualitative research is seen by scholars as rather straightforward compared to

quantitative research. Corbin and Strauss (2015), for example, state that qualitative

research produces findings which do not rely on statistical procedures. They also

believe that qualitative research consists of three major components. First, there

is the data which can come from different sources. In this study, data arises from

interviews and secondary data. The Second component includes specific procedures

of organising and interpreting the data as well as creating and managing categories.

For this purpose, a thematic analysis and the method of compensation will be used.

The third component of qualitative research consist of writing and record of reports

which can be used as references (Corbin and Strauss 2015).

In order to get a better understanding of this study’s research process, figure 2

pictures a simplified model. Data about the four development agencies have been

collected. Then the data was analysed by using, firstly, a thematic analysis and

secondly, the method of comparison. The relevant elements of this research design

are described in detail later this section.

This study’s aim is, to find out how development agencies decide how they allocate

money. In order to get an idea of how those decisions are made, four agencies, of
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Figure 2: The Research Process

different characteristics where chosen.

Particularly for studies involving the comparison of cases, the case selection is of

immense importance and done differently than in other methods. These do not get

selected randomly but are chosen based on the dependent variables which are the

centre of attention (Moses and Knutsen 2012). That is also the case in this study,

as described later in this section. The four development organisations this study

focuses on were selected on purpose, not randomly. Scholars describe the selection as

”one of the great strengths of the comparative method” (Moses and Knutsen 2012,

p. 96). However, the same scholars admit that this way of selecting particular cases

also brings problems. One problem of selected bias is priming among those. Another

one is the small number of cases. Rarely, comparative projects rely on more than

three to four cases, while statistical studies have a hundred or even a thousand cases

to rely on (Moses and Knutsen 2012). The explanation why comparative studies are

often small-n studies is, according to Moses and Knutsen (2012), quite simple: By

having a look at the number of possible comparisons which can be expressed through

the following formula:

[n(n− 1)]/2

If a comparativist plans to compare eight cases, [8(8-1)]/2=28 different combinations
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have to be considered. Many comparisons and thus a increasing complex are the

main reason for a mostly low number of cases in comparative methods (Moses and

Knutsen 2012).

This study focused on four development agencies which are: (1) the Danish Inter-

national Development Agency (DANIDA), (2) the Department for International

Development (DFID), (3) the Directorate-General for International Cooperation

and Development (DG DEVCO) of the European Union (EU) and (4) the United

Nations Development Program (UNDP). All cases of this study share similarities

but also have differences. One of their similarities is that their Head Quarters (HQs)

are located in western countries. DANIDA’s HQ is in Copenhagen, the DFID’s in

London, DG DEVCO is based in Brussels and the UNDP has its HQ in New York.

Beside their western based HQs another similarity is their outstanding effort within

the developing world. Denmark as well as the United Kingdom (UK) are spending

a higher percentage of their GDP in supporting DCs7 (OECD 2015) than many

other high-income economies8. The role of the DG DEVCO within Europe, as well

as the UNDPs’s role within the world, as institutions with functions such as aid

acquisition, development supporting, stability enhancer and effort coordinator. The

value of those organisations is difficult to measure in monetary terms. As Lund, an

interviewed UNDP manager, said: ”the world is not in a very good shape” (Lund, l.

422), but if organisations like DG DEVCO and the UNDP have ”not been in town

(0.3) .hh, the reality would have been even worse”9 (Lund, l. 486-87).

Additionally, there are also differences among these four agencies. DANIDA as well

as the DFID are organisations representing one country. DANIDA is a development

agency of a rather small country - Denmark - with 5.64 Million inhabitants (World

Bank 2015). The British DFID is based in a relatively well settled country with a

population of 64.51 Million (World Bank 2015). In contrast to DANIDA and DFID,

the DG DEVCO, the development agency of the EU, as well as the UNDP, are

organisations representing a multitude of member states. While the EU is a regional

7In 2014: DK’s ODA: 3.0 Million USD, 0.86 percent of DK’s Gross National Income (GNI)
(#4), UK’s ODA: 19.3 Million USD, 0.70 percent of the UK’s GNI (#5).

8According to the World Bank’s classification. See World Bank (2016a).
9For an explanation of the transcription symbols, see: table tab:Symbols (Appendix).
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organisation connecting countries within Europe, most of the countries in the world

are part of the international UN.

Of course, there are also other development agencies which have great and im-

portant impact in the development world. For example the German Gesellschaft

für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) or the Japan International Cooperation

Agency (JICA) are two of the biggest ODA donors worldwide (OECD 2015). However,

these two organisations are reserved with providing country specific data about their

efforts. While the UNDP and the DFID are the most transparent agencies, according

to the Aid Transparency Index 2014, the GIZ got a ”fair” rating while the JICA

transparency was rated as ”poor” (Publish What You Fund 2014). Data availability

rather than transparency scores has influenced the choice of cases. Nevertheless, a

relationship between data availability and transparency can be detected.

A combination of similarities and differences between those development agencies,

their importance as well as good data availability made DANIDA, the DFID, the

DG DEVCO and the UNDP the subjects of this study. Short introductions for each

organisation are part of section 3.2.1

2.3.1 Data Collection

The used data was either collected through semi-structured interviews or is secondary

data. Tje data collection was conducted before the literature research. In the

following, the collection of interviews and secondary data will be discussed.

Interviews

A qualitative research interview has, per definition, the purpose of gathering ”de-

scriptions of the life-world of the interviewee with respect to interpretation of the

meaning of the described phenomena” (Kvale and Brinkmann 2015, p. 176). In

order to follow this purpose, qualitative research interviews should have, according

to Kvale and Brinkmann (2015), following characteristics: (1) a structure which is

most of the time not imposed by the interviewer, (2) mostly open questions and (3)

a focus on ”specific situations and action sequences in the world of the interviewee”

(Kvale and Brinkmann 2015, p. 176).
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# Name Organisation Date Interview Style

1 Filip Ericson DANIDA 23.02.2016 Skype Audio Call

2 Bosse Tifft UNDP 29.02.2016 Skype Audio Call

3 Maria Lund UNDP 03.03.2016 Skype Audio Call

4 Jeffrey Schuttmann DG DEVCO 11.03.2016 Face-to-Face

Table 1: Interview Schedule

Potential interviewees was chosen through a mixed process of studying the structure

of the specific organisations and internet search based on job titles on LinkedIn.

The most relevant persons found, while looking for actual decision makers, got

contacted via email. The template email, used for the first contact, can be found

in the appendix and contained the research question, a short explanation of the

topic and a brief description of the interview set up. In addition to this a discovery

question asked for their level of knowledge about this topic, was part of this email.

Out of those contacted persons two interviews were scheduled directly. In often cases,

contacts of more relevant colleagues were provided. Overall, four interviews could

be arranged. A brief overview of the interviewees can be found in table 1. A more

detailed overview, containing for example the interview location and the interview

duration, can be studied in table 6, which is part of the appendix. Nationalities

of the interviewees were not noted, which is due to the pre-assumption that the

nationality of decision makers does not influence the decision making process itself.

For example, the DG DEVCO process of allocating development aid is designed in

such a way that no single person owns enough power in order to decide in sake of

their own nation.

The aim was, for the purpose of collecting primary data, to organise qualitative

research interviews, by some scholars called semi-structured interviews, with relevant

persons at all four development agencies. In the end, interviews with three develop-

ment agencies could be arrange. One face-to-face interview with DG DEVCO and

three interviews with DANIDA and the UNDP via Skype audio calls. An interview

with the DFID was not feasible. Relevant decision makers at the British development

agency declined several interview requests. However, they directed me towards

relevant documents which will be, as secondary data, carefully considered.

In total, 104 interview minutes have been recorded. The interview duration differed
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between ten minutes, the shortest, and forty-two minutes, the longest. During all

four interviews, four to eight of the ten prepared main questions have been asked.

Silverman (2013) states, that qualitative interview studies tend to have a rather

small number of question which give the interviewer the freedom of drifting into own

chosen directions and setting their own pace. Therefore, interviewers usually use their

questions as a guideline rather than a fixed schedule of questions (Silverman 2013).

A list of all ten main questions is part of the interview guide which is also part of the

appendix. Although, the interview guide contains complete questions, those have

been mainly seen as bullet points for topics the interviewer wanted to touch upon.

During the interviews, questions were most of the time adjusted, some questions were

skipped while new questions evolved out of the situation. Spontaneous restructuring

was required in all interviews. Therefore, the words from King (2004) can cited here

which state that: a high degree of flexibility is ”the single most important factor in

successful qualitative interviewing” (King 2004, p. 17).

The primary aim of the questions was to get the interviewee to explain the decision

making process of their organisation which which new valuable insights that are not

publicly available.

It is of importance to inform interviewees beforehand if an interview will be recorded

and, furthermore, to describe whether or not it will be possible to identify the

participant’s identity in the final product (King 2004). All interviews of this study

have been recorded. One often cited reaction of interviewees who know that they are

recoded, instead it might lead to limited openness (Hermanowicz 2002). To prevent

that and to get the permission to record interviews, all interviewees will be kept

anonymous.10

As King (2004) suggested, all interviews started with an easy opening question, in

order to give the interviewee some time to relax and to get into the talks. The chosen

opening questions asked for a short description of the interviewees position and their

responsibilities.

In this study, two different kinds of interviews have been used. Therefore, the most

striking differences experienced are discussed here.

10All names have been changed.
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The first and most obvious difference, the personal factor of doing interviews in

person, is a very strong one. Firstly, it is easier to keep the interviewee interested

and focused when sitting in front of the person. Second, the interviewee might be

more willing to help providing valid information. It took the interviewer some effort

to get to the interviewee, therefore the interviewee wants to justify this effort by

delivering good information.

Another advantage of interviews in person, especially compared to Skype audio calls,

is that the connection cannot get lost. As described earlier this section, calls via

Internet connections are not one-hundred percent stable.

The possibility to interact with the other person, to exchange documents, for example

and to look into these together, is another valuable advantage.

However, not in all points face-to-face interviews are superior to audio calls. The

time and cost factors also influence the decision about the kind of interviews held.

To go to the interviewee’s office or to even travel into another city, requires time and

financial resources. While interviews in person often require more time and are as

well more costly, a Skype call minimal time and almost zero costs.

Another disadvantage of interviews in person is that they are more intense and

require a more body controlled appearance. Compare to a Skype audio call, not

only the voice, also the body language requires attention. Another plus point for

audio calls is that the recoding of those is happening in the background. During

face-to-face interviews, a audio recording device needs to be placed in front of the

interviewee which can have an intimidate effect on interviewees.

Most likely, Skype interviews take place at the interviewees workplace. In audio

calls, there interviewee cannot have eye contact. In addition to that, distracting

information, such as emails, updates, ect. are popping up on the interviewees screen

constantly. This is not a description of the perfect interview environment. Distracting

background noises from the interviewee’s site, like email notification sounds, instant

messenger beeps or keyboard typing noises are supporting the face that the own work

space is an imperfection interview environment which can become very challenging.

During the transcription process, another difference between both types of interviews
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became visible. Conversations via audio calls are clearly more separated into speaking

turns. In Skype audio call interviews, one let someone else speak until a relatively-

longer-break signals that one is finished. Doing interviews in person, it happens

more often that both parts, interviewee as well as interviewer, are talking at the

same time. That can be followed back to the fact that communication, when seeing

each other, differs by a big extent from non-visual communication.

Secondary Data

While secondary data is not as reliable as primary data, Bryman (1989) points

out that secondary data in general, but especially written documents, can be used

as a source for qualitative data. Moreover, the use of secondary data has also

advantages besides their disadvantages. One of the biggest advantages is that it

saves enormous resources, such as time and money, compared to the collection of

primary data (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). Another advantage is that

secondary data, especially nowadays, is public and can be accessed permanently.

The latter, allows others to access and check this data relatively easily (Denscombe

2010). However, beside those advantages there are also disadvantages which need to

be mentioned. The biggest disadvantage is the purpose of how secondary data was

collected. Primary data is selected for a specific purpose and directed to a specific

research questions. The purpose of creating the data used as secondary data does not

have to fit the purposes of the chosen research question (Denscombe 2010). Because

of that, secondary data can be inappropriate or only answering given objectives partly

(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). Another important point worth mentioning

is, that the quality of the data, collected by other researchers, is not controllable.

In those studies, they may also have used different definitions for similar variables.

Those different definitions can have a remarkable impact on the research, especially

when combining different data sets with each other (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill

2016). Because of the above mentioned advantages and disadvantages, secondary

data is often used in a supportive role towards primary data. That will also be the

case in this study.
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Due to the disadvantages mentioned, evaluating the suitability of secondary data is

needed. First, special attention has to be put on checking the validity of the used

measurements. It has to be ensured that the used secondary data provides useful

information for answering the research question. Secondary data that fails providing

that, will have invalid answers as a result (Kervin 1999). Saunders, Lewis, and

Thornhill (2016) admit, that there is no clear solution to problems of measurement

invalidity. A estimation of the data’s validity by comparing the used methods, with

ones used in other studies of similar contexts, is ”all you can do” (Saunders, Lewis,

and Thornhill 2016, p. 291). Based on that, a decision about the validity of the data

has to be made.

Secondly, the coverage is another important criterion of suitability (Saunders, Lewis,

and Thornhill 2016). Primary addressing quantitative data sets, is has to be possible

to exclude unwanted data while the remaining data stays sufficient enough in order

to get analysed (Hakim 2000). Because the secondary data used in this study

quantitative nature, such as strategic papers and statements, the check of coverage

is not of high importance in this study.

Thirdly, secondary data’s reliability and validity needs to be critically reviewed

(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). Data sets provided by well known and large

organisations, including governmental organisations, can be seen as trustworthy. The

organisation’s image relies, to some extent, on the quality of their published data.

Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016) go even further and states that the existence

of those organisations rely on the quality of their data. Nevertheless, Saunders,

Lewis, and Thornhill (2016) remark that other organisations, which do not relay on

their quality of data, will state that their records are reliable. Even though they data

often includes inaccuracies and inconsistencies. While this study focuses on large,

international active organisations such as NGOs and development agencies, their

data can be considered as reliable. However, any data will be analysed with critical

eyes. Most development agency’s aim is, to have the most possible impact. Targets

like that can easily lead towards inaccuracies. Therefore, and better whenever,

handling secondary data, attention has to be put on measurable bias (Saunders,
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Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). Interviewees who adjust their answers in order to please

the interviewer is only one example which can occur.

Because this study focuses on international operating organisations, the data mainly

used are documents provided by those organisations. For data of this kind it is

unlikely, notes Denscombe (2010), to find a formal methodology describing the

context of the data collection. Therefore the reliability of this data is difficult to

assess. Those documents could, for example, be written from a personal point of

view. The reader should be always aware of the context (Denscombe 2010).

2.3.2 Data Analysis

In order the analyse the decision making process of development agencies, primary

and secondary data has been selected and analysed.

In preparation for the analysis, transcripts of all interviews have been produced, they

can be found in the appendix. Producing and using transcripts are, like Atkinson

and Heritage (1984) pointed out, essential research activities. Like Saunders, Lewis,

and Thornhill (2016) suggested, questions within the transcripts are in italics and

the main questions have numbers according to the interview guide. According to

Silverman (2015) messy features which occur in natural conversations, may cover

useful information and valuations on opinions or interpretation clues. To not lose

these detailed transcripts are the key (Silverman 2015). Therefore, these messy

features were not cleaned out and the transcripts are matching the audio recordings

as best as possible. Rapley (2004) highlighted that sounds like, hms or ehms can

have crucial impacts on the direction an interview is guided to. Therefore, all those

sounds and noises which can be heard in the recordings can also be found in the

transcriptions. In order to document the interviews of this study as best as possible,

detailed transcripts have been produced by using most of the transcription symbols

suggested by Silverman (2015). In table 7, which is part of the appendix, all used

symbols are listed and explained.

Another concern regarding the analyses of in-depth interview data, pointed out by

Dale, Arber, and Procter (1988), is that, in order to fully understand the data, one
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had to participate in those interviews. Neither tapes nor transcripts can fully recount

the social interactions happening (Dale, Arber, and Procter 1988).

Rapport is only one out of many factors which are, on the one hand, hard to record

and have, on the other hand, a big influence on the interview’s outcomes. The term

rapport describes the creation of a comfortable atmosphere and relationship during

an interview situation between the interviewee and the interviewer. To build a stable

foundation of trust is in the interest of both sites but particularly important for the

interviewer. Because the later is the one, who relies on the information and quality

of the data gathered. Not to be able to establish a certain level of rapport could

decrease the amount and value of data gathered drastically. Therefore, rapport is of

importance but to capture it on tape or paper is challenging.

Thematic Analysis

The gathered and transcribed data was investigated by using a Thematic Analysis.

This flexible yet systematic approach is not tied to any philosophical position

(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). It can be used irrespectively because it was

development as a standalone technique analytical. Therefore, it does not require

to be part of a specific methodological approach (Braun and Clarke 2006). This

technique can be applied in inductive as well as deductive studies. When doing a

deductive study, the researcher will search for themes which are interesting for the

research without imposing a framework of themes. That is also how the thematic

analysis was used in this study. A description of the entire process and its separate

stages can be found in section 3.1.

Comparison as Method

The thematic analysis was used to investigate and organise the data but it was

not the only tool used. The core of this analysis it to compare data of different

organisations. It has to be mentioned once more that a realism perspective is used.

Moses and Knutsen (2012) see realism perspective between the naturalism and the

constructivism perspective. A realist, according to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill

(2016), combines elements from both approaches. In particular, constructivist are
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using comparisons in order to search for meanings by studying a few cases closely

instead of looking for laws (Moses and Knutsen 2012). According to Moses and

Knutsen (2012), constructivists’ attitudes towards comparisons are often relaxed or

commonsense.

Comparisons have been used by historic-oriented social scientist in a way that

appears like a structured and controlled test of arguments (Moses and Knutsen

2012). By investigating deeper it became clear that they, instead of focusing on

theories or models, tend to focus on themes, concepts and issues. What is even

more important is that, their comparisons highlighting the particular and do not

bury these unique characteristics under a heavy theoretical veil (Moses and Knutsen

2012). That connects perfectly with the methodology and theoretical background

of this study. A deductive approach paired with a comparison as analysing tool,

justifies a not to extensive theory section while emphasising, at the same time an

not theoretical-influenced research process.

Moreover, comparisons are used with the aim to understand rather than to generalise

(Moses and Knutsen 2012). The target of a comparative analysis is, according to

Bendix (1964), to sharpen the understanding of the context which allows to draw

more detailed causal influences. Moore (1966) warns, that a to strong devotion to

theory tends to lead to an over emphasis of facts. Facts which would fit a theory

behind yet not give the right picture.

Most social scientists believe in the utility of comparison methods (Moses and Knutsen

2012). However, there are sceptics. One of the biggest doubters of comparative

methods in social science is MacIntyre (1972). He showed how misleading and

superficial apparent similarities in comparative social science can be. Particularly

in cross-national comparisons, similar to this study, the factor of different cultures

often is underestimated. One example by MacIntyre (1972) highlights the different

meaning or understanding of terms in different contexts. As an example he points

out that pride in Italy is connected to different attributes than it is in England.

Therefore it is difficult to use pride as a describing variable. MacIntyre (1972,

p. 14) states: ”Where the environment and where culture is radically different the
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phenomenon is viewed so differently by those who participate in it that it is an

entirely different phenomenon”. Therefore, social scientist have to be very careful

in seeing and describing similarities of phenomena they wish to compare (Moses

and Knutsen 2012). In addition to that, Moses and Knutsen (2012) mention that

a different understanding of pride would not be discovered without comparing the

Italian and English perspective. Lijphart (1971) elaborated that the comparative

method cannot be seen as equivalent to other methods. It is rather a ”very imperfect

substitute” which requires fully awareness of its limitations (Lijphart 1971, p. 685).

He adds that, comparative methods’ weaknesses can, however, be minimised.

Wittgenstein (1953) describes the method of comparison with one looking at a family

photograph and trying to find differences. Patters may not reveal themselves on

every individual. By jumping back and forth between focusing individuals or the

entire group, deeper and underlying similarities are identified (Wittgenstein 1953).

Through comparing and contrasting differences and similarities can be found. Such as

the comparing of pictures or paintings, the academic method of comparison has been

used for centuries. Therefore it is not surprising that countless subtypes evolved such

as names like comparable case strategy (Lijphart 1975) or the method of systematic

comparative illustration (Smelser 1973).

Because of the vast amount of subtypes evolved, scholars such as Moses and Knutsen

(2012) focus their attention on John Stuart Mill (1806-73), who was the first to

systematically formulate the modern comparative method (Moses and Knutsen 2012).

Mill (1891) identifies five logical designs within comparative methods: (1) the Method

of Difference, (2) the Method of Agreement, (3) the Indirect Method of Difference,

(4) the Method of Concomitant Variation and (5) the Method of Residues. The

latter, the Method of Residues, is, according to Durkheim (1964), too complex to

apply to studies of social phenomena. His suggestion will be followed in the same

way than the one made by Moses and Knutsen (2012) also concerning the last logical

design. Moses and Knutsen (2012) show, that the Method of Residues will not add

any value to analyses in the given context. Therefore, the fifth logical design will not

be considered.
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Mill’s (1891) first method, the Method of Difference, compares different social systems

which share some similarities. By that, some differences are neutralised while others

are highlighted. The Method of Difference comes with four applications (Mill 1891).

The first application describes the comparison of one county at difference times.

The second application investigates different intra-state differences by comparing

different areas within one country with each other. The third application assumes

that countries located in the same region have some characteristics in common. This

application describes the search for differences between those countries (Mill 1891).

The fourth and final application involves choosing counter-factual cases. The Method

of Difference is powerful but only in theory (Moses and Knutsen 2012). That these

four conditions will ever be met is very unlikely. The assumptions of similarities in

time, countries or regions are rather unrealistic. Therefore, the Method of Difference

is neglected as well.

The second logical design, the Method of Agreement, formulated by Mill (1891),

does not require to fulfil all the requirements which made the Method of Differences

less practical. It is rather a simple logical design. The investigator collects cases of

the phenomena of interest in an attempt to identify similar attributes in those cases

which are otherwise very different from each other. Even though this logical design

is the simplest and most straightforward logical design presented by Mill (1891), it

is generally seen as inferior (Moses and Knutsen 2012) due to a fast caveat of faulty

empirical generalisations. Durkheim (1964), was not convinced by both methods,

the Method of Difference and the Method of Agreement, and criticised those as not

applicable on social science studies. Because, according to him, they are simply too

complex. Moses and Knutsen (2012) add to this, by using different examples, that

those two logical designs can, in the context of social science, only be seen as methods

of elimination.

The third of Mill’s (1891) logical designs, the Indirect Method of Difference, is the

most reliable of the comparative methods. It basically relies on combining two

applications of the Method of Agreement (Moses and Knutsen 2012). That means,

that one has more facts in the first place which allows to draw causal relationships
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with more certainty.

The last presented logical design is the Method of Concomitant Variation.It recognised

variation in magnitude rather than the absence or presence of variables. Durkheim

(1964), who was very sceptical about the first two logical designs, saw this one as

the perfect instrument for sociological research.

Originally, those methods of comparison were designed as inductive tools which map

out the complex empirical patterns of the real world (Moses and Knutsen 2012).

Nevertheless, Moses and Knutsen (2012) argue that they can also successfully applied

in deductive studies. In their opinion, however, the best comparative study combines

deductive and inductive approaches.

2.3.3 Limitations

In this section, limitations to the applicability and generalisability of the outcome of

this thesis will be outlined.

One limitation is posed by the small number of research objects. To analyse four

development agencies will not produce the whole picture which impedes the general-

isability. To study more development agencies would make this work more reliable,

however due to the scale and scope of this thesis, this was not possible. Nevertheless,

what can be drawn for this study of four agencies is a small window which allows to

have limited view insight the allocation processes of development agencies.

It furthermore has to be mentioned, that such small n-studies as the present one, do

not give a full picture of the social phenomena. Also a valid compensation of the two

different interview types used, can also not be significantly made. The reader needs

to be aware that a potential bias of the interviewees can also not be excluded which

might deflect the perception of the situation and therefore the outcome of the thesis.

The researcher of this study is aware of the fact that the value of USD 1 is higher in

a country with a weak own currency, than in another country where the currency is

stronger. The real value and therefore the impact of USD 1.000 would be higher in a

weaker currency country. However, due do simplicity, no attention was given to this

fact.
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Not much information could be gathered on DANIDA because of a combination of

reasons. (1) The information available publicly is limited; (2) Most of the information

is in Danish. Even though the research has some basic Danish skills, to find relevant

information or contact persons was more difficult; (3) The timing was unfortunate;

(4) Within the time frame, more information could not be gathered.

Language barriers were also encountered in French documents. Most of FERDI’s

documents are in French. To discover those was therefore not, with an acceptable

amount of effort, doable.
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3 Findings & Analysis

In this section, the use of both analytical tools, the thematic analysis and the method

of comparison, is presented together with their outcomes. Because the comparison is

based on findings identified through the thematic analysis, the latter will be presented

first.

3.1 Thematic Analysis

For analysing the raw data a tool called Thematic Analysis was used. According

to Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 78), this approach is a ”foundational method for

qualitative analysis” which is, according to Braun and Clarke (2006) a systematic

yet flexible way to analyse qualitative data. Small as well as large data sets can be

analysed in a logical way which leads to rich descriptions and explanations (Saunders,

Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). The main purpose of this approach is to identify patterns

or themes in a set of data (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). That will be

achieved through research question focused coding which is been used as preparation

of further analysis. A step-by-step guide with six phases was developed by Braun

and Clarke (2006) and is summarised in Table 2.

This study followed the guideline developed by Braun and Clarke (2006). It has to

be mentioned that the guidelines are not rule-like and can be handled flexibly in

order to fit to the research project (Patton 1990).

During the first phase, the researcher familiarises with the data. To produce tran-

scripts may be time-consuming, however, it is a very good opportunity of getting to

know the data (Riessman 2008). Braun and Clarke (2006) state that the time spent

producing transcripts is not wasted. During this process, a deeper understanding of

the date will be developed. The transcripts of this study were produced is described

in detail in section 2.3.2. The final transcripts were read various times, while initial

ideas where noted down. All transcripts can be found in the appendix.

The second phase, according to Braun and Clarke (2006), involves initial coding of

data. The process of coding data is not just a step of preparing the analysis. It
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Phase Description

1. Data Familiarising Transcribing, reading & noting down initial
ideas

2. Initial Codes Gener-
ating

Coding the data in a systematic fashion, col-
lecting data relevant to each other

3. Themes Search Collating codes into potential themes, gather-
ing relevant data to each potential theme

4. Reviewing Themes Checking if the themes work: 1) in relation to
the coded extracts and 2) the entire data set,
generating a thematic ‘map’ of the analysis

5. Defining & Naming
Themes

Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each
theme & the analysis tells, generating clear
definitions & names for each theme

6. Producing the Re-
port

The final opportunity for analysis. Selection
of vivid, compelling extract examples, final
analysis of selected extracts, relating back
of the analysis to the research question and
literature, producing a scholarly report of the
analysis

Table 2: Phases of Thematic Analysis, Source: Own creation based on Braun and
Clarke (2006, p. 87).

is part of the analysis itself (Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña 2014). Initial coding

involves selecting and organisation data into use- and meaningful groups (Tuckettab

2005). That includes making analytical decisions and requires to prioritise. After

working systematically through the data and, as suggested by Braun and Clarke

(2006), giving equal attention to every piece of it, 52 individual codes have been

developed.

After listing the initial codes from the entire data set, phase three, searching for

themes, starts. This stage involves: sorting codes into potential themes and identify-

ing relationships between both, codes and themes (Braun and Clarke 2006). Part of

this process is to combine, separate, refine or discard initial codes.

The initial codes were reviewed and categorised into seventeen potential themes. Out

of those themes, the following six potential main themes, which are displayed in

figure 3 as boxes, were identified: Organisation, Organisation Structure, Development

Instruments, Process, Decision Making Process and Criteria/Influence. One tem-

porary theme is called Miscellaneous and groups codes which did not fit anywhere

else. To have a theme like this, is according to Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 90)’s

guideline, ”perfectly acceptable” at this stage. Figure 3 also gives an overview of
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how the potential themes are structured. It can be seen that all potential themes are

directly or indirectly connected with each other. Furthermore, most potential themes

are sub-themes of at least on other potential theme. Relationships between those

themes are not part of figure 3 due to the sake of clarity. However, the modified

figure 8, mapping out first relationships between potential themes, is part of the

appendix.

In figure 3, the potential themes organisation structure as well as development

instruments have been considered as possible main themes because both combine

multiple codes. As suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006), in this phase, information

was only shuffled but no information was abandoned. During the process of phase

three, some codes became sub-themes while others became main themes.

Figure 3: Thematic Analysis Phase 3: Initial Thematic Map

To review and refine the current set of potential themes, is part of the process of

phase four. Candidate themes may be combined while others need to be broken

down into separate themes. Braun and Clarke (2006) are describing two level of

reviewing potential themes. On the one hand, the candidate themes are getting

reviewed by considering the coded data extracts. On the other hand, the entire data
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set is being considered (Braun and Clarke 2006).

While six potential main themes entered this theme reviewing phase, only three of

those were left in the end. Figure 4 shows the three main themes as a thematic map.

It has to be highlighted that all themes are hierarchically connected with each other.

While organisation is THE main theme, process is a sub-theme of organisation and

a main theme at the same time. The third main theme goes even one level deeper.

The Criteria/Influence theme is also both: a sub-theme of process and the third

main theme. After developing those main themes, the further analysis will focus on

those three different levels.

Figure 4: Thematic Analysis Phase 4: Thematic Map

To definite and further refine the themes is aim of the fifth phase. Braun and Clarke

(2006) highlight that the core of this step is, first, to identify the essence of each

theme and second, to determine what the data of each theme tells.

In this phase, themes have been reshuffled. While in the previous phases as few data

pieces where categorised under main themes, in these phases main themes became

names of a group of themes. That means, that the three main themes do not have

any coded data directly connected to them. Also, at the end of phase five, the

main themes became more independent. For example, the theme process will not be

considered when analysing organisation. An whole analysis on the process level will

be done at another point, which enables a more independent analysis of the three

different levels.

During the process of describing all themes it became clear, that not all themes are

directed towards the research question of this study. Therefore the three previous

themes Cooperation, Results and Review will not be taken into further consideration.
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Themes Description

Organisation Groups themes which contain data about rele-
vant organisational information.

Structure Contains data about the structure of the organi-
sations.

Targets Contains data about the targets of the organisa-
tions.

Table 3: Thematic Analysis Phase 5: Final Themes and Descriptions, Organisation

In addition to that, it was realised that the Development Instrument themes are

misleading. All data combined under this theme was re-categorised into other themes.

Themes Description

Process Groups themes which contain data about the
process of aid allocation and development pro-
grammes.

Decision Maker Contains data about any person, committee or
institution who’s decisions have an impact on
final allocations.

Process Start Contains data about the beginning of the whole
process.

Process Flow Contains data about the flow of the process.

Table 4: Thematic Analysis Phase 5: Final Themes and Descriptions, Process

At the end of the fifth phase all themes for further analysis got identified and described.

Braun and Clarke (2006) emphasis the importance of having clear definitions for

each theme. The final themes and their definitions are summarised in the tables 3-5.

The purpose of the sixth and last phase of a thematic analysis is, as described above

in table 2, to do the final analysis and to write down the story the data tells (Braun

and Clarke 2006). To do that in a logical and coherent way is thereby of importance.

Part of this phase is the second part of the analysis: the comparison of the extracted

data.

3.2 Comparison

In this section, the data extracted through the thematic analyses is analysed by

comparing all four cases on different levels. The three identified levels of comparison

are: (1) the organisational level, (2) the process level and (3) the criteria level. A

description and discussion of the method of comparison can be found in section 2.3.2.

Every level will be analysed separately. When focusing on a specific level, first the
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Themes Description

Criteria Groups themes which contain data about crite-
ria and factors which have an impact on final
allocations.

Budget Contains data which explains the budget reserved
for ODA.

Documents Contains data explaining which documents guide
and influence decisions within this process.

Focus Contains data about priorities within this pro-
cess.

Other Criteria Contains data about other factors which are get-
ting considered and have an impact on the allo-
cations.

Own Interest Contains data which shows that decisions are
sometimes own-interest driven.

Quantitative
Methods

Contains data about quantitative allocation
methods.

Table 5: Thematic Analysis Phase 5: Final Themes and Descriptions, Criteria

gathered information about the four case organisations will be presented and second,

those findings will be compared with each other.

3.2.1 Organisational Level

The first of the three levels of comparison is the organisational level and includes a

comparison of the organisation’s structure as well are their organisational targets.

The Danish International Development Agency

Actually, the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA) is not an inde-

pendent organisation (DANIDA 2016d). The term DANIDA describes an area of

activities under the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It is also the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs who is responsible for Denmark’s development assistance (DANIDA

2016d). The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, based in Copenhagen, established its first

bilateral development assistance programme in 1962. One year after, the name

DANIDA, a contraction of Danish International Development Agency, appeared

the first time and remained, until today, as a term for Denmark’s development

cooperation (DANIDA 2016f). That DANIDA is an independent area of activity of

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is highlight by the fact that DANIDA has its own

logo (DANIDA 2016a). Also because of that, this paper uses the term DANIDA
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to describe Denmark’s development efforts and it will be referred to DANIDA as it

would be an organisation.

That Denmark takes these efforts seriously can be seen by the fact that it is one

out of only five countries11, which follows the UN’s target of granting development

assistance as high as 0.7 percent of the country’s GNI (DANIDA 2016c). In 2014,

Denmark sent support into 61 countries (DANIDA 2015a) by disbursing DKK 16.83

billion (USD 2.73 billion)12 on Official Development Assistance (ODA).

The data shows, that DANIDA’s mission is to ”help people in need and promote the

MDGs: Women, education and health” (DANIDA 2014, p. 7). It can be seen that the

Danish development agency takes the UN’s Millennium Development Goal (MDG)

seriously. The Danish government focuses on MDG areas where extra work needs

to be done in order to reach them. Because education as well as health are central

elements of the MDGs, the Danish government announced to promote the education

of girls, sexual and reproductive health and the right for girls and women (DANIDA

2014).

Mogens Jensen, currently minister for Trade and Development Cooperation, wrote

the foreword of DANIDA’s latest strategic priority document. He confirms that

DANIDA’s focus on women, health and education and points out that Denmark’s

humanitarian contribution towards unstable and disaster-affected areas will be

increased (DANIDA 2014). The purpose of increasing the support for unstable areas

is done fore the sake of global security. He adds, that transforming these priorities will

benefit ”the world’s poor, global development and us all” (DANIDA 2014, p. 3). Here,

it can be seen that DANIDA’s targets are, at least, influenced by it’s own interests.

By analysing his words, it becomes clear that one of Denmark’s development policy

targets is to develop foreign markets. Jensen wrote: ”[d]eveloping countries want

solutions to challenges which private companies, not least Danish companies, can

supply in areas like health, water, energy, environment, climate, agriculture and

food production” (DANIDA 2014, p. 3). In addition to that, Jensen points out that

”DKK 5 million will be allocated to Danida Business Explorer, which is a new project

11Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the UK.
121 DKK = 0.16246 USD (31.12.2014)
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development facility, which can support Danish companies” (DANIDA 2014, p. 3). It

could be argued that money, determined for development aid, is here being used for

the purpose of creating business opportunities. However, firstly, the money DANIDA

reserved for supporting DCs is still the money of Danish tax payers. Secondly, Jensen

talks about DKK 5 million, which is a very little amount of money considering the

DKK 16,893 million of Denmark’s development assistance for 2015 (DANIDA 2014).

Nevertheless, that Denmark follows their own interest came also up during the

interview with a current DANIDA country program manager. After asking about

the reasons why DANIDA is supporting e.g. Somalia, the person admitted that one

of the reasons is, that refugees are coming from Somalia.

The Department for International Development

Even though, British development assistance has a long tradition and the UK is

one of the biggest players in the Developing world, the British Department for

International Development (DFID) is not even twenty years old. It was set up in

1997, is based in London and has around 2,700 staff under contract (DFID 2016a).

The UK is, beside Denmark, one of the five countries which live above the UN’s

target of granting 0.7 percent of their GNIs for development assistance. In 2014,

the UK spent GBP 11.8 billion (USD 18.4 B)13, equal to 0.71 percent of the UK’s

GNI, in ODA (DFID 2015a). The DFID got from the UK government, GBP 10.1

billion (USD 15.75 B) for following their mission of ending poverty and to promote

sustainable development in the world (DFID 2015a). Out of this amount, GBP 4.0

billion (USD 6.24 B) have been contributed for multilateral purposes while GBP

3.13 billion (USD 4.88 B) were accounted for bilateral programmes (DFID 2015a).

The later budget were dispensed across 57 countries in 2014 (DFID 2015b).

In November 2015, the British government launched a new strategy for UK aid

named: ”tackling global challenges in the national interest” (DFID 2015c, p. 2). It

became quickly clear what the DFID’s purpose is: to align global poverty reduction

objectives with the national interest of the UK. This British development agency

does not try to hide that their own interests are also part of their development

131 GBP = 1.55909 USD (31.12.2014)
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commitment. As described in section 2.3, the DFID is known for their transparency.

Instead of focusing their communication on their willingness to help DCs, they admit

that they support poorer countries because they benefit from that as well. While

this behaviour is uncommon it is very understandable at the same time, considering

the fact that the DFID and their programmes are financed trough British taxes.

Therefore, the government needs to show that this money is spend in the interests

of the British population. Therefore, the following four strategic objectives of the

DFID’s aid programmes are benefiting both, the UK and the DCs (DFID 2015c):

(1) strengthening global peace, security and governance; (2) strengthening resilience

and response to crises; (3) promoting economic development and prosperity in DCs

and (4) helping the most vulnerable people and tackling extreme poverty. 14

The Directorate-General for International

Cooperation and Development

The EU’s history of development assistance goes back to 1957 when the European

Economic Community (EEC) developed instruments of aid, such as the European

Development Fund (EDF), to cooperate and support with former colonies of some

member states, with African, Caribbean, and Pacific Group of States (ACP), Asia

and Latin America, Mediterranean countries and Middle East and Eastern European

neighbouring countries (DEVCO 2016a). During those 50 years, the EU’s Develop-

ment policy has changed as much as the EU’s development agency. ”[T]he EU and

its member states remain the world’s largest official development assistance (ODA)

donor” (European Commission 2015, p. 8) contributing with EUR 58.2 billion (USD

70.44 B)15 ODA in 2014 (European Commission 2015). As impressive as this number

is, it is important to point out that the EUR 58.2 billion, also contains all British

Official Development Assistance (ODA) contributions as well as all Danish DANIDA

contributions. However, the EU also acts as donor, by implementing twenty percent

of the collective EU aid (European Commission 2011). The European Commission

itself, excluding individual country efforts, had, in 2014, EUR 10.1 billion (USD

14The British government’s Manifesto Commitments on Aid can be found in DFID (2015c) as
annex 1.

151 EUR = 1.21036 USD; (31.12.2014)
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12.22 B) of ODA disbursements (European Commission 2015). While this is still

a good amount of support for DCs, it is actually less than the British government

spends for ODA.

The primary objective of the EU development policy, however, is not less ambitious:

”the eradication of poverty in the context of sustainable development, including

pursuit of the MDGs” (European Commission 2011, p. 2). Moreover, the EU commits

fully to international goals and objectives, such as the UN’s MDGs (European

Commission 2011). That DG DEVCO seeks to allocate their resources wherever it is

needed the most and where they have the greatest impact (DEVCO 2014), can also

be seen in other parts of the data. For example article 208 of the Lisbon Treaty of the

European Union states: the ”Union development cooperation policy shall have as its

primary objective in the reduction and, in the long term, the eradication of poverty.

The Union shall take account of the objectives of development co-operation in the

policies that it implements which are likely to affect DCs” (European Commission

2008, p. 139). During the interview, Schuttmann also said: ”in terms of purpose, it is

really to reach [...] those countries which are most in need” (Schuttmann, l. 340-41).

”It is really to try to (0.4) allocate money [...] in the most objective [...] fashion

possible” (Schuttmann, l. 363-64). In addition to that, DG DEVCO is responsible for

”formulating EU development policy and sectoral policies in order to reduce poverty

in the world, to ensure sustainable economic, social and environmental development

and to promote democracy, the rule of law, good governance and the respect of

human rights, notably through external aid” (DEVCO 2015, p. 4).

In order to fulfil its different tasks, DG DEVCO developed an organisational structure

consisting of eight directorates. The first one, directorate A, is a thematic unit and in

charge of formulation DG DEVCO’s development policy and of providing economic

analysis. While directorate B and C are also thematic units, covering human

development and migrations as well as sustainable growth and development, the four

directorates D-G are geographical units, responsible for specific regions. The last

directorate R is managing DG DEVCO’s resources (DEVCO 2016b).

The most interesting directorate for this study is directorate A. Its mission is to
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”formulate strategic orientations for the EU development policy, including on budget

support, on the basis of internal and external experience, analysis and research;

provide economic analysis in view of the formulation of evidence-based policy and

promote and coordinate Policy Coherence for Development” (DEVCO 2015, p. 25).

Directorate A is structured into four units: (1) Unit A1 - Policy and Coherence;

(2) Unit A2 - Aid and Development Effectiveness; (3) Unite A3 - International

Cooperation and Dialogue and (4) Unit A4 - Budget Support and Public Finance

Management. The interviewee Schuttmann works in the Unite A1.

The United Nations Development Program

The UNDP was established by the General Assembly of the UN in 1965 (Murphy

2006) and is celebrating its fiftieth birthday this year. Currently, UNDP runs

programmes in 177 countries through 166 country offices16all over the world (UNDP

2014).

Currently, 193 states are member of the UN Assembly (UNDP 2016c).

The UNDP is ”neither a development bank nor a charity, nor is it a specialized

agency or an NGO. [It is] one of the few multilateral development agencies working

holistically across sectors and across the world” (UNDP 2013, p. 5).

UNDP takes over many tasks. Beneath defining broader development policies and

implementing development projects, it also coordinates between many different

actors, such as donors, recipient states, civil societies, private sectors and other UN

organisations (Mühlen-Schulte 2010).

In 2014, the UNDP amounted USD 4.72 billion overall contributions. 58 percent of

this amount, USD 2.73 billion, has been contributed to bilateral and multilateral

funds (UNDP 2014). With this budget, the UNDP itself created 1.5 million new

jobs in 2014 (Lund). The impact of created jobs, goes further than stable incomes.

Poverty reduction, more money for education and health care as well as an increased

demand for goods, which therefore will increase the incomes of others and multiplies

those effects. That is just the beginning of a complex chain of effects triggered

16Some country offices are covering multiple countries. Therefore, the UNDP does not have 177
country offices.
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through the creation of jobs.

Almost as complex as that is the structure of the United Nations Development

Program (UNDP). ”The UNDP is a complex institution” (Mühlen-Schulte 2010,

p. 1) are the first words of Mühlen-Schulte (2010) wrote his dissertation about

the UNDP. A couple of sentences later he writes: ”the organisational structure is

confusing for the outsider, but for staff this is how the organisation works, this is

how the UNDP organises development” (Mühlen-Schulte 2010, p. 1). In order to

understand the complex structure of the UNDP, an organisational chart is part of

the appendix.

Even the theory of IO has problems explaining UNDP’s structure. Usually a command

structure is assumed where the most power and influence is with the most dominant

part of the organisation (Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal 2001). The UNDP, however,

is not following this standard IO model (Mühlen-Schulte 2010).

The interviews with Lund and Bosse helped to understand the structure and process

of this organisation. Within the EU, the UNDP’s covers two roles: (1) it runs

the development programme and (2) it is the coordinator of the United Nations

Development Group (UNDG). The latter combines all development agencies, funds

and programmes like, the United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) or

the World Food Programme (WFP).

As it can be seen in figure 9, the UNDP is very decentralised with five regional

bureaus for: (1) Africa, (2) Asia and the Pacific, (3) Arab states, (4) Europe and

Central Asia and for (5) Latin America and the Caribbean (UNDP 2016a).

Each regional bureau has its own regional service hubs at one location in their regions.

The directors of the regional bureaus, however, are located in the HQ in New York.

There is also the Executive Office located, which can be found in the centre of figure

9. It hosts the, UNDP’s administrators which are at the same time chair of the

UNDG and the Executive Board. The tasks of the executive board are to support

and overview UNDP’s activities and to ensure that it stays responsive towards the

needs of their programme countries (UNDP 2016b). Representatives from thirty-six

countries, out of all five regions, serve the executive board on a rotating basis (Bosse,
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Lund).

In addition to these five regional bureaus, the executive office is also connected

to three central bureaus. Those cover: (1) policy and programme support, (2)

external relations and advocacy and (3) management services (UNDP 2016a). Both

interviewees, Bosse and Lund, work in the Development Impact Group, which is

part of the central bureau for policy and programme support. The development

impact group is the quality insurer of the entire organisation (Lund). It is also

their responsibility to maximise the impact of development. That can be seen in

their two pillars, which focus on: (1) programme effectiveness and (2) development

effectiveness.

The first pillar’s target is to ensure that the UNDP’s programmes are ”strong in terms

of quality, [are] well monitored, [are] informed by evidenced and [are] generat[ing]

results” (Lund, l. 34-36). Those results are then informing future programming

processes, added Lund.

The development effectiveness pillar defines the way UNDP works with the world by

covering topics such as knowledge management or global partnerships. Lund states

that the development impact group is a crucial part of ensuring that the UNDP

is and stays a strong performing development actor. Her perception may not be

objective, however, the objectives and tasks which the development impact group

covers, such as ensuring to learn from previous experiences and to constantly seek

for improving UNDP’s impact, is giving this unit some importance.

The data also shows that the UNDP is looking for sustainable approaches. Lund

emphasis the need for good governments, strong policies and institutions which the

UN is seeing as their mandate (Lund). The MDGs, of which the UN is initiator, are

just one way of trying to establish that.

Organisational Level Summary

After concluding and presenting the data about the four case organisations, here

relevant pieces of information will be compared. While the structure of an organisation

may not seem to have an impact of the final ODA allocation, yet the process of
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allocating aid has an influence on the final allocation numbers. Therefore, in order to

understand complex processes, the organisational structure needed to be presented.

Attention was not put on the structures of DANIDA or the DFID. Their process do

not require an extensive organisational structure background. Those two development

agencies have their HQ and country offices in their priority countries. While their

structures are rather straightforward, the complex structures of DG DEVCO or the

UNDP are rather complex.

That those four case organisations could be categorised into two different groups

of development agencies is almost obvious and was made on purpose during the

case selection. DANIDA and the DFID are national development agencies, while

DG DEVCO and UNDP are multilateral development agencies. Some differences

and similarities can get explained just by that fact.

The difference in the budgets however, is not explainable through this. The budget

directly effects how much money reaches DCs but that it can also have an impact on

the selection of country will be discussed later, in section 3.2.3.

In 2014, the EU’s ODA spending are, with EUR 10.1 billion (USD 12.22 B)17 the

highest of these four organisations. Even-though this budget is used for both, bilateral

as well as multilateral aid, the difference between DG DEVCO’s budget and the

DFID’s is so large that even if only sixty percent of their Official Development

Assistance (ODA) budget would be used for bilateral programmes, the Directorate-

General for International Cooperation and Development (DG DEVCO) would still

have the biggest budget. The DFID has the second largest budget by reserving GBP

4.0 billion (USD 6.24 B)18 for bilateral ODA.

The bilateral ODA budgets of DANIDA was with DKK 16.83 billion (USD 2.73

billion)19 as high as the amount of money the UNDP reserves for the same purpose.

That seems to be a relatively small budget for the well known UNDP. However, it

has to be considered, that the UNDP is not the only organisation, within the UN

system, which supports especially DCs. Other UN agencies such as UNICEF or the

WFP cover tasks which are not accounted for in the UNDP’s budget. Those tasks

171 EUR = 1.21036 USD (31.12.2014)
181 GBP = 1.55909 USD (31.12.2014)
191 DKK = 0.16246 USD; (31.12.2014)
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are included in budgets of national development agencies.

Another factor can be found on the cost side of the UNDP. While this well-know

multilateral development agency can rely on thousands of voluntary workers, at least

for DANIDA and the DFID, this option is not available to the extent the UNDP is

using this source of cheap labour. Even a specific department for managing the UN’s

volunteers is part of the UNDP’s structure (UNDP 2016a).

Organisational targets in general are a decision influencing factor which also effect the

selection of programme countries. The primary targets of the four case organisations,

as it will be presented later, can be partly explained with the kind of development

agency, a national or multilateral development agency. On the one hand, there is

little difference between the primary targets, ”tackling extreme poverty” (DFID

2015d, p. 9) or to aim for ”the eradication of poverty” (European Commission

2008, p. 139), is the main target for most development organisation, independent

of which kind. On the other hand, one of DG DEVCO’s role is to be coordinator

and policy-maker in order to integrate European policies in the development world

(European Commission 2011). That is clearly not a role DANIDA would take.

One additional difference, which can be explained with these two groups of investi-

gated development agencies, is the amount to which own interests influence their

behaviour. As presented above, the data includes small hints, that DANIDA follows,

to some degree, their own interests. Similarly, the British DFID names slogans such

as ”UK aid: tackling global challenges in the national interest” (DFID 2015d, p. 1).

An indicator, that DG DEVCO or the UNDP show also follows own interests could

not be found. Schuttmann, the interviewed DG DEVCO manager, explains why the

EU’s development engagement does not have to follow any interest groups: ”[what]

is very particular of the, e:h, commission work, the EU work (0.5) is that (0.5), ehm.

While national agencies (0.5) might be driven, not just by development concern but

also by political concern, like (0.5) countries with which they have a sort of preferred,

e:h, relation, eh, historical legacies, colonial legacies (0.5) .hh. In the case of the EU

we really allocate count, eh, allocate money (0.4) to almost any (0.4) country which

is in need” (Schuttmann, l. 307-312). The same applies to the UNDP.
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3.2.2 Process Level

This section highlights the process of establishing country programmes in order to

identify the places where decisions happen. Decision makers will be identified and to

understand the process between different units, actors and countries are targets of

this section.

DANIDA

The amount of information which could get gathered, concerning DANIDA’s decision

making and programming process, was very limited. Nevertheless, some insights

were made.

What was found out is, that DANIDA’s country programmes are designed and

approved by the Danish ministry of foreign affairs. According to Ericson, they are

responsible for budgeting projects and programmes, while local embassies cover the

tasks of following up and controlling those specific engagements.

Ericson delivered also some insights about the process of setting up programmes at

DANIDA. While first, a team of external consultants identifies potential projects,

the grand committee in the ministry of foreign affairs approves them. Nevertheless,

Ericson and other DANIDA employees located in offices around the world, are

becoming part of the decision making process. They met a team of external consulates

and were questioned, when further engagement opportunities were explored. Ericson

said: ”I have had influence on it” (Ericson, l. 122), referring with ”it” to the country

programme he is currently working for. Because, ”I was also interviewed by (0.3),

like everybody else, by the embassy” (Ericson, l. 123-24). It is questionable how

much influence the interview of stuff located directly in developing countries have.

While those interviews may do not affect if DANIDA supports a specific country or

not, it is not impossible that important insights affect the size and design of a project

or programme. Ericson confirms this by saying: ”there is a group of, of people who

have, have (0.3), ehm (.), influenced this. Of course” (Ericson, l. 128-29). In the

next sentence he adds: ”But it, it also comes very much from the ministry of foreign

affairs in, in, in Denmark (0.4). How they think it should be designed” (Ericson, l.
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129-30).

Nevertheless, part of the process of programming at DANIDA is, to include insights

of employees in the field to reports which the team of external consultants will deliver

to the grand committee.

DFID

When focusing on the DFID’s process level, their transparency shines also there.

They state, in a self-critical way that: ”[t]he allocation of funds between multilateral

and bilateral aid remains one of the most important allocation decisions, but it is

also the least clear” (DFID 2015c, p. 15). In the DFID, the budget for developing

aid is split into bilateral aid and multilateral aid. This split, between bilateral and

multilateral aid, is not fixated. It is as the DFID’s whole process, under constant

review. A higher percentage for multilateral aid results in a lower percentage of the

UK’s aid budget for bilateral spending, and vice versa. These parameters are set

by the government and the treasury (DFID 2015c). The ministers are also deciding

about priority countries and the closure of programmes (DFID 2011).

The process of allocating bilateral aid makes heavy use of a formula which will be

explained at a later point. The data shows that reviewing decisions and processes is

very much part of the DFID (DFID 2015c). The Strategic Development Review, the

Research Review and the Bilateral Aid Review (BAR) are only three parts out of a

whole self-learning and evidenced-focused process.

When which review has to deliver insights to other processes is shown in the timeline

which is part of the appendix. One of the targets of those reviews is to apply this

”complex allocation model to maximise the impact of UK aid” (DFID 2015c, p. 8).

While the Strategic Development Review defines DFID’s strategic objectives, the

Research Review guides decisions about priorities and size of programmes and the

BAR informs operational plans. As soon as the Strategic Development Review is

completed, the two separate but linked BAR and Multilateral Aid Review (MAR)

are launched. These two reviews impact most directly budgetary allocations (DFID

2015c).
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One central team within the DFID, assesses the outcomes of all reviews. It is also

part of the tasks of this team to reconcile competing objectives and priorities across

aid channels, countries and sectors. All that within the budget set by the treasury.

DG DEVCO

In order to achieve the in the previous section mentioned objectives, the EU uses

mainly three development cooperation instruments: (1) the European Development

Fund (EDF), (2) the Development Corporation Instrument (DCI) and (3) the Euro-

pean Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI) (European Commission

2015). While the first two instruments, the EDF and the DCI, are managed by the

DG DEVCO, for the latter, the ENPI, is the Directorate-General for Neighbour-

hood and Enlargement Negotiations (DG NEAR) responsible. Because this study is

focusing on the DG DEVCO, the ENPI will not further discussed.

The EDF and DCI, however, as development instruments of the DG DEVCO, are

getting discussed. The EDF focuses on financing development assistance to Sub-

Saharan Africa20, the Caribbean and the ACP. This fund is managed by the EDF

committee and directly funded by the EU member states on basis of an internal

agreement (European Commission 2015). Therefore, not financed out of the EU

budget.

The DCI, however, is directly financed by the EU budget. It consists of two parts.

The first, geographical part covers cooperation with 47 DCs in Latin America, Asia

and Central Asia, the Gulf region 21 and South Africa. The other half includes

thematic programmes which are benefiting all DCs (European Commission 2015).

The latter groups global and regional programmes together and is therefore not focus

of this study.

The general principles and objectives of the DCI are in line with the Lisbon Treaty and

the Agenda for Change (European Commission 2016a). Its primary objective is to

reduce poverty, but also to ”fostering sustainable economic, social and environmental

development as well as the promoting democracy, the rule of law, good governance

20Except South Africa.
21The Gulf region includes: Iran, Iraq & Yemen.
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and respect for human rights” (European Commission 2016a, p. 1).

Countries which are supported through the EDF, cannot receive money through the

geographical component of the DCI instrument (Schuttmann).

In order to reach those countries which are most in need, a transparent and objective

allocation methodology is used for both development instruments (European Com-

mission 2015). This methodology does not have a long tradition at the DG DEVCO.

It was created by within the Unit A1 based on the methodology of the French

development agency Fondation pour les Études et Recherches sur le Développement

International (FERDI) (Schuttmann, l. 40-42).

The process at the DG DEVCO looks as follows: everything starts with a European

Union Council Meeting where the Multi-annual Financial Framework is discussed

and, at one point, agreed on. This strategic document lays down the EU’s budget

and how much money may be spend on different political fields, called headings,

over at next 5 years (DEVCO 2015). One heading describes the budget reserved for

development which is split into four parts: (1) bilateral level, (2) regional level, (3)

global level and (4) thematic usage. The allocation methodology is used to allocate

only money accounted for bilateral ODA towards DCs (Schuttmann).

Figure 5: DG DEVCO: Process Map, Source: Own creation.

The model of the process in figure 5 is divided into two parts, the EDF is on the

left and the DCI on the right. These are two separate processes which are using the

same allocation methodology. However, they are funded differently. In figure 5 it

can be seen that bundles of information about every country are taken through the
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allocation methodology. The outcome, of each instrument, is a ranking of scores. The

criteria considered by the allocation methodology and affecting this score are part

of the following section. Every country in the world is ranked but for further steps

only the first X countries were considered. According to Schuttmann the number

of supported countries depends on reaching a critical mass. Money which does not

reach a critical mass will vanish without any effect.

According to the out-coming score the separate budgets are divided in potential

and individual ODA allocations. Those potential country specific allocations are

reviewed and discussed in the instrument-specific committees. This is necessary

because, ”Quantitative computation alone cannot capture all the dimensions relevant

to decisions on country level allocations. Where necessary and appropriate the

methodology therefore allows for adjustments” (DEVCO 2014, p. 1).

It is allowed to adjust the allocation, if well justified, in highly sensitive cases

by plus/minus 25 percent. In around eighty percent of all allocation suggestions,

the committees follow the quantitative formula or have only experienced minor

adjustments22 (DEVCO 2014).

The data shows, that it is of importance for DG DEVCO that the DCs know, form the

beginning, how much money they will get. That way the DCs have the opportunity to

know how much money they will receive and make plans accordingly (Schuttmann).

After the individual envelopes were decided, the next step is to negotiate with the

government and to discuss the best way of spending the money (Schuttmann).

The decisions influencing final allocation amounts are happening at DG DEVCO at

multiple places. First, there is the European Council which decides about different

budgets by ratifying their multi-annual financial framework23.

Second, there is the Unit A1, which is empowered to suggest important policy changes

after which DG DEVCO distributes its budget. That can be the defining rules or

priorities or adjustments on their allocation methodology. While Unit A1 can only

suggest changes, which have to be approved by the commission or the committees,

the ability to bring up suggestions is a form of influence. Even if not all suggestions

22Plus/minus ten percent.
23See: European Commission (2016b)
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are followed, the ones approved, would not be in force without Unit A1 suggesting

them. Third, the instrument specific committee, which are filled with representatives

of the member states, can adjust the proposed allocations with up to 25 percent. An

interplay of those ”decision makers”, together with the factors discussed in section

3.2.3, results into DG DEVCO’s country allocation.

UNDP

During the analysis of the UNDP’s process, one thing was realised quickly. Not only

the UNDP’s structure is complex. The ”whole process of how it works in the UN is

very, very complicated” (Bosse, l. 142-43).

Based on the data, a figure, mapping out the process of a country becoming part of

their country programme, was drawn. Figure 6 helps to understand this process. It

is recommended to keep the structure of the UNDP in mind.

Figure 6: UNDP: Process Map, Source: Own creation.

To get ODA from the UN is a process which takes several years. In nine steps the

process will be reconstructed based on gathered data.
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(1) All begins in a UN country office in a DC. Lund formulated the beginning very

accurately: ”it is the government which requests the support of UNDP (0.5) .hh,

and that’s how the whole thing starts” (Lund, l. 339-40). This government contacts

the UN’s country office and asks for support.

(2) The government and the resident coordinator, who is the head of the UNDP

country team and representing the UN in this country, analysing, negotiating and

preparing the United Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) (Lund).

The UNDAF is based on an global plan which is based on the UNDP’s strategic

plan (UNDP 2013). Every four years the executive board develops and approves

a strategic plan which is the groundwork of many other guiding documents. The

UNDAF is a document which describes the targets, outcomes, ect. of all UN agencies

in one specific country. Based on the UNDAF, each UN agency develops their own

country programme together with the government (Lund).

(3) As soon as the UNDAF is completed, it needs approval by the domestic gov-

ernment. Projects and programmes included in the UNDAF are funded by the UN

and the government (Lund). Therefore, the government needs to approve the plans

because the UN is ”only” co-funding projects (Bosse).

(4) Based on the UNDAF, the UNDP develops, again, together with the government,

a country programme. A Country Programme Document (CPD) will be prepared

and needs to take specific information, such as outcomes, over from the UNDAF

(Lund, l. 151-52). Because the UNDAF was approved by the government and the

government is also involved in planing the country programme, the CPD itself does

not need approval from the government (Lund). However, the CPD needs to be

approved by the executive board.

(5) As soon as a draft of the CPD in the country office was created, it is sent

toward the appropriate regional bureau, in order to get support and suggestions for

improvements from the regional service hub (Lund). That is called the pre-PAC

process. After the CPD is checked by the regional bureau it goes back to the country

office were it is enhanced.

(6) On the CPD’s way towards the executive boards, it needs to pass through the
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Programme Approval Committee (PAC). The Programme Approval Committee

(PAC), organisational located in the central bureau for policy and programme support

in New York, does the final screening and quality checks, before submitting it to the

Executive Board. When the CPD is ready for the next step, the resident coordinator

presents it to the PAC. The PAC will ”clean it from a quality perspective” (Lund,

l. 170-71). Final recommendations and questions need to be implemented and

answered.

(7) As soon as the PAC recommendations are implemented, the Development Impact

Group, submits the Country Programme Documents (CPDs), together with the

UNDAF, to the executive board (Lund). Both documents have to be sent to the

executive board at least twelve weeks before their next formal session takes place.

Within those twelve weeks, the UN member states have the opportunity to read

through the CPD and ask questions. The CPD and the UNDAF are sent together,

so that the executive board can see the alignment of the country programme with

the UNDAF (Lund).

(8) At the formal session of the executive board, a member of the DC’s government

presents the country programme. The presenting country may be member of the

executive board, but because of the rotating structure of its seat, that is neither

required nor of importance in this process.

(9) The executive board will then approve the CPD. Here, it is important to point

out that, the approval of the country programme in the executive board is only ”a

symbolic thing” (Bosse, l. 103). ”[T]he real approval takes place at the country

level” (Bosse, l. 96-97). Lund gives more details: ”there is the agreement in the UN

system, that the executive board in the UNPD, no matter who sits on the board

(0.4) .hh, will approve all country programme documents” (Lund, l. 204-06). The

Development Impact Group ”need[s] to make sure, that we do not reject the country

programme. Because it is, we put our colleagues in, in country offices in difficult

positions. They have already discussed it with the government. The government

endorsed the country programme (0.4) .hh. So if we send it back from here, it’s not

a good sign (0.3) .hh” (Lund, l. 218-220). If a country programme would not be
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approved by the executive board, all the previous steps, including negotiations and

agreements with the government, would be unavailing. Therefore, the approval of

the executive board is ”a symbolic thing” (Bosse, l. 103).

The executive board has, however, other ways of influencing the country programmes.

One point, mentioned by Lund is, that the executive board is not as passive as it

may seem. They approve country programmes but they also request the UNDP to

take specific action.

Another way the executive board has power to influence the process is through the

design and priorities of the strategic plan. A vast amount of prescriptive content,

including several documents24 which guide the entire processes, are based on it. Lund

elaborates that their country offices need to have freedom in the way they engage

with the governments. Too many rules would not work, a curtain degree of flexibility

is needed.

Not only the UNDP’s side has to try to improve and to bring commitment. The

results the UNDP can present, depend on ”how much commitment is there by

government to make it happen” (Lund, l. 498). Without dedicated governments, the

UNDP could not help improving the developing world and would not achieve their

goals. The willingness of local governments is a large factor which cannot be ignored.

As described, the UNDP’s CPD gets inputs and recommendations from many different

directions, in many different places. However, if a country is supported and to which

degree, is decided in the country office, in the first place. The UNDAF defines the

boundaries, also monetary wise. The resident coordinator, who is leading the country

office, represents the UN in that country and negotiate with the local government,

is one key decision maker. However, the resident coordinator gets orders from the

regional bureau and has to build an UNDAF according to the strategic plan, which

is prepared and approved by the executive board.

Other actors influencing the final allocation are: (1) the DC itself. As described

above, the UN is co-funding projects and the factor those country’s governments play

is enormous; (2) the development impact group who defines the rules of this process;

24Based on the strategic plan, the global programme, regional programmes and the country
programmes are developed. Also several guidelines for e.g. programme or project managers (Lund).
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(3) the PAC and the regional service hubs in their function as quality checker; (4) the

executive board, not because they could, in theory, reject a country programme, but

because they make strategic decisions which documents such as the strategic plan.

Process Level Summary

After investigating all four case organisations separately, this section compares the

findings of where decisions are made and discusses differences and similarities.

Again, while there wasn’t much relevant data about DANIDA available, the DFID

shines with transparency. The data shows, a high degree of self criticism in DFID’s

documents and processes. The fact that the British development agencies run at

least six independent reviews every year, supports this impression.

But also other agencies have included some reviews into their processes. The

DG DEVCO and the UNDP show evidence about assessments being part of their

processes. While the UNDP takes lessons from previous programmes into new planing

stages, the DG DEVCO have mid-term reviews implemented, which determine the

second half of planed programmes. It could not be found out if DANIDA includes

reviews.

What also differs is the direction the flow of decisions goes. While the national

development agencies as well as DG DEVCO, decide at the top which countries get

how much of support, UNDP’s approach takes the opposite direction. The UNDP’s

country programmes start in the DCs, where the first decisions are made. Only at

the end of the process the executive board, at the top of the organisation, approves

it. That is very counter-intuitive and does not confirm with the IO theory.

DG DEVCO, DFID and DANIDA determine priority countries and country alloca-

tions with a process where, at the beginning the most powerful unit approves it.

An interesting difference, which would be an explanation for the complexity of the

UNDP’s process, but also shows a difference in mindsets.

The UNDP is self-critical and states that it is time to rethink development. Sus-

tainable development is UNDP’s key and its vision is ”to help countries achieve the

simultaneous eradication of poverty and significant reduction of inequalities and
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exclusion” (UNDP 2013, p. 3).

The UNDP does not want to lift counties out of poverty through pumping high

amounts of developing aid into them. Because that would not be sustainable. The

UNDP wants to help DCs by teaching and leading the governments towards achieving

development. That is a major difference which the UNDP’s process structure also

pictures.

Other data shows, that multilateral development agencies are interacting more with

the DC during the programme planing phase. The UNDP and the DG DEVCO, con-

struct plans together with the local government, while DFID and DANIDA prepare

their programmes and projects on their own. The national development agencies are

also talking with local governments and may adjust their plans accordingly, but not

at the same level than multilateral development agencies cooperate with DCs.

To identify the most relevant decisions makers in all companies became a difficult

task. At DANIDA, for example, not much information was found, excepted that

the ministry of foreign affairs, with its grand committee, makes major decisions. In

London, the decisions, bounding the DFID, are made by the British government.

Single country-allocation decisions are based on a formula while major decisions are

taken by the ministers (DFID 2015b).

Because multinational development agencies do not have a specific government behind

them and because their set ups are much more complex, it is not surprising that

they have different committees and unites which have more or less influence on final

allocations. If one similarity between both multilateral development agencies has

to be pointed out, then that would be the role of DG DEVCO’s Unit A1 and the

UNDP’s development impact group. Both are responsible for defining the policies

and rules of their processes. Apart from that, no more similarities could be found.

3.2.3 Criteria Level

This section brings all three levels together. The structure of an organisations

influences and is influenced by processes. Decisions made in those processes are

influenced by criteria. This part covers the most important criteria which influence
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decision which have an impact on the amount of money DCs receive.

DANIDA

Unfortunately, not much could found out about the criteria and factors DANIDA

uses in order to allocate their development aid. ”The main emphasis in Denmark’s

bilateral development cooperation is the support to Denmark’s priority countries”

(DANIDA 2016e, p. 1). Those priority countries are ”the countries where Denmark

is present with a long-term engagement and with political and financial weight”

(DANIDA 2016e, p. 1). Those are selected based on political decisions and other

factors such as, ”an assessment of the country’s development needs, the relevance

of the partnership with the country and the opportunity for Denmark to make a

difference and contribute to sustainable results” (DANIDA 2016e, p. 1). DANIDA

also states that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is constantly in contact with other

political institutions in order to enhance Denmark’s development and cooperation

policies (DANIDA 2015b).

Currently, Denmark has 21 priority countries25. Most of them are in Africa and that

has a reason: ”Though the scope of Denmark’s development policy is global, our

concrete efforts are focused on the poorest countries, where the needs are greatest,

where Denmark can best make a difference and where it is in our own interest to do

so. This means that, in reality, the main focus of Denmark’s development cooperation

is and will continue to be on Africa because this is where the needs are greatest”

(DANIDA 2016e, p. 1). Of special interest are the words ”where it is in our own

interest to do so” (DANIDA 2016e, p. 1). That shows, as in section 3.2.1 discussed,

that own interest is one criteria of DANIDA’s decisions.

In which counties DANIDA has country offices, is also ”a bit of a coincidence”

(Ericson, l. 99). The interviewee elaborated on that by explaining that DANIA has

an office in Somalia mainly because a former foreign minister vised this country and

decided to open an office there. The DANIDA manager agreed, that if this former

minister would have visited another country, that there would not be a DANIDA

25DANIDA’s priority counties: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia,
Indonesia, Kenya, Mali, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, Niger, Pakistan, Palestine, Somalia, South
Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Vietnam and Zimbabwe.
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office in Somalia.

At least the decision of where to have country offices can be affected by non-rational

factors. It can be assumed, that ODA support correlates with the factor of having

an existing country office in a country or not.

According to Ericson, DANIDA mainly focuses on life fragility. However, due to the

limited knowledge Ericson had in this area, this information is not very reliable.

To sum up DANIDA’s analysis, some influencing criteria could be identified. The

main focus of DANIDA’s development effort is given towards Denmark’s priority

countries. Those are chosen depending on following factors: (1) the DC’s need for

development, (2) Denmark’s possibility to have an sustainable impact and also on

(3) Denmark’s own interest and how relevant partnerships towards specific countries

are. More concrete indicators could not be found, due to limited data and time

availability.

DFID

The story the data tells about the DFID, is that this development agency is highly

aware of its need of to priorities. ”[The] DFID cannot work in every country where

there is need [..] and hard choices had to be made” (DFID 2012, p. 3). Where value

for money, economies of scale and impacts cannot be achieved in a satisfying way,

the DFID will relocate money away from countries which do not show the expected

performance.

This happened with Burundi, one of the examples mentioned in section 1. In 2012,

the British Government cancelled their support for Burundi, one of the poorest

countries in the world. Because the DFID is ”prioritising efforts in countries where

[they] can make the most difference” (DFID 2012, p. 3). In Burundi, however, to

make a difference and to keep the value for money high was not feasible anymore.

The value for money factor plays also a big role in the MARs. Their 43 multilateral

development organisations based are evaluated on this factor. With result that ”very

good value for money organisations received increases in UK aid funding”, while bad

value for money organisation get less (DFID 2013, p. 7).
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That value for money plays an important role can be see in the DFID’s need-

effectiveness index, which is used to identify country allocations and which contains

a part considering the effectiveness (DFID 2011). This formula considers all Low

Income Countries (LICs) and Lower Middle Income Countries (LMCs)26 in order to

calculate country-specific indices. According to DFID (2011), their need-effectiveness

index can be described as followed:

HDI ∗ CIFP − FFS ∗ Population living under $2 a day0,2 ∗ CPIA

The name of the need-effectiveness index gives away that it combines two parts: a

country’s need and the potential of aid being effective in a country (DFID 2011).

The first part describes a country’s need and consist of three components: (1) the

Human Development Index (HDI), (2) an index explaining a countries fragility and

(3) the number of people living under USD 2 a day (DFID 2011).

The HDI27, comes from the UNDP and wants to be the best criteria describing a

country’s development without focusing on economic growth only (UNDP 2015).

This index considers on its part of the following indicators: (1) the life expectancy

at birth, (2) the adult literacy rate, (3) the gross enrolment rate28 and (4) the GDP

per capita (UNDP 2015).

The reasoning behind this factor is, that a country with a low GDP per capita, a

low adult literacy, a low life expectancy or a low gross enrolment rate is in greater

need of developing aid that a country which does better in those categories.

The second component of the need part, explains the fragility of a country. The

Country Indicators for Foreign Policy (CIFP) for Failed and Fragile State (FFS),

illustrated as CIFP-FFS, comes from Carleton University. The CIFP-FFS29 combines

extensive structural data and dynamic events monitoring to draw an overall picture

of the fragility of a country (CIFP 2016). This index includes parameters explaining:

26LICs & LMCs according to DAC List of ODA Recipients (by GNI per capita). See OECD
(2014).

27The two-years average of the HDI is inverted so that the country in most need is close to 1
(DFID 2011).

28Primary, secondary & tertiary.
29Usage of the index: index score = (x − xlower)/(xupper − xlower) Xupper/xlower were set

above/below the maximum/minimum values in the series (DFID 2011).
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authority, legitimacy, capacity, governance, economics, security and crime, human

development, demography, environment and gender (CIFP 2016). The CIFP-FFD

parameter for human development, economics and development, however, have been

excluded because they are already considered through the HDI (DFID 2011). This

factor is positively related, the more fragile a state is, the greater the need for aid.

The last component included in the need-part, takes the number of people living

under USD 2 a day into account. It has en exponent of 0.2 which ensures that the

model will not be dominated by a high population (DFID 2011). Nevertheless, the

logic behind this factor is that a country with a higher number of poor people needs

more aid.

After presenting the need part of the need-effectiveness index, attention is now

shifted towards the the effectiveness part. This part, however, simply contains

one component and is described through the World Bank’s Country Policy and

Institutional Assessment (CPIA) score30 (World Bank 2016b). This assessment

intends to measure ”the extent to which a country’s policy and institutional framework

supports sustainable growth and poverty reduction, and consequently the effective

use of development assistance” (World Bank 2016b, p. 1).

These two parts are combined in order to come up with an overall need-effectiveness

index. A country scoring high on this index is characterised by a high poverty and

an strong institutional environment. The largest impact in this model have the HDI

and the population under USD 2 a day, followed by the CPIA (DFID 2011).

After the DFID used the need-efficiency index on all LICs and LMCs a ranking of

those countries is the outcome. In table 8, which is part of the appendix, shows all

considered countries sorted according to their need-efficiency index. The table is, for

presentation purposes, divided into quartiles. Therefore, the first quartile contains

countries where the potential impacts of aid are the highest. While the fourth quartile

groups countries where aid is least likely to unfold a reasonable impact.

In the same table, the DFID’s priority countries are marked in bold. It stands out

that the nine countries with the highest need-efficiency index are priority countries.

30The CPIA score is based on the IDA Resource Allocation Index (IRAI) 2009. Those scores
were adjusted in a similar way as the fragility index described above.
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Also striking is that, nineteen out of the twenty-six priority countries31 are grouped

within the first quartile, which is as much as 71 percent (DFID 2011).

It can be asked how accurate the need-effectiveness index is. Burundi’s score is very

high, only twelve other countries have a higher score. Nevertheless, DFID decided

to end their support for Burundi for the reason that sufficient impacts cannot be

achieved in this country (DFID 2012).

The fact that other development agencies were in Burundi in stronger position was

taken in to account by the DFID (DFID 2012). Leaving that country was for the

best of everyone because the gap DFID left behind, was filled by others development

agencies or NGOs, which can expand and increase their impacts through, e.g. a

better use of economy of scale (DFID 2012).

Another factor, affecting the amount of ODA DCs are receiving, is the financial

background of this specific development agency. As discussed in section 3.2.1, the

budget size is a determining factor.

However, not all of the money classified by the government as ODA reaches developing

countries. Figure 7 displays the different ways ODA at the DFID can go.

Figure 7: DFID: ODA Allocation Path, Source: Own creation based on DFID
(2015c).

First of all, not all money spend for ODA goes to the DFID (DFID 2015c). In

2015 around 85 percent were directed towards the DFID (DFID 2016b). The money

which reaching the DFID was then split into two budgets, one used for multilateral

31DFID’s priority countries: See bold countries in table 8.
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programmes and the other one for bilateral programmes.

These factors are affecting the final allocation and can also lead to scenarios where

changes of the multilateral-bilateral split leads to less money for bilateral programmes

which make the programme for one country unattractive because a critical mass will

not be reached with the adjusted budget, is possible.

It has to be mentioned, that the DFID cannot completely freely decide about their

ODA spending. DFID is obliged to invest 50 percent of its budget in fragile states

and regions (DFID 2015c). How striking this rule is, is difficult to estimate. However,

in 2015, 21 out of 28 priority countries were classified as fragile (DFID 2015c). That

those 21 countries are of priority is the result of the need-effectiveness formula. It

could be argued, that this formula was designed to consider the 50 percent fragile

states rule and that therefore the majority of the UK’s priority countries fragile

states.

To sum up, several factors influencing the amount of, DFID’s money allocated

to specific countries: (1) the amount of money provided by governments for the

purpose of ODA; (2) the split of the original budget between different organisations

or institutions; (3) the proportion of dividing the budget for the case organisation

into different pools, such as multilateral and bilateral pools; (4) to be in the interest

of the British government and (5) all factors considered in the need-effectiveness

formula.

DG DEVCO

The DFID is not the only development agency which uses a formula as decision

supporting tool. DG DEVCO uses their Allocation Methodology. The objective of

their methodology is, to allocate resources where they are needed most, in order to

reduce poverty (DEVCO 2014). This methodology is used for both development

instruments, the EDF and the DCI (Schuttmann). Formally it can be expressed as

the following:

A = P 0.5 ∗GNI(p/c) ∗HAI ∗ EV I ∗WGI
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The DFID’s country allocation, described by A, consists of five parts: (1) the

population, (2) the GNI per capita, (3) the Human Asset Index (HAI), (4) the

Economic Vulnerability Index (EVI) and (5) the Worldwide Governance Indicators

(WGIs) (DEVCO 2014).

The first and most simple factor is the population of a country. This is an indicator

for the ”size of a country’s need” and is here displayed with a P 32. The population

has an exponent of 0.5 and is positively correlated, which means that the higher the

population the larger the allocation index (DEVCO 2014).

The second factor is the GNI per capita33. It is similar to the earlier presented GDP

and is a proxy of poverty (DEVCO 2014). This factor is negatively correlated, a

lower allocation is the result of a higher GNI per capita (DEVCO 2014).

The HAI is also part of this methodology. It was created by the United Nations

Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) in order to identify Least

Developed Countries (LDCs) (DEVCO 2014). The HAI measures a country’s level of

human capital development by combining following four equally weighted indicators:

(1) the percentage of population which is undernourished, (2) the mortality rate for

children younger than six34, (3) the gross secondary school enrolment ratio and (4)

the adult literacy ration (UNDESA 2016). The HAI also correlates negatively, which

means that the higher the HAI is, the lower the allocation index will be. (DEVCO

2014).

The fourth variable is the EVI. It was build be the UN in cooperation with FERDI,

and is a fragility and vulnerability indicator (FERDI 2016). It evaluates countries

based on a composition of indices. The most important areas are: (1) the country’s

population, (2) its remoteness, (3) structural indicators, (4) population in coastal

zones, (5) natural disasters indicators and (6) trade shock indicators. This indicator,

however, is rater flexible, the countries population was most likely not included once

more. In the allocation methodology, the EVI is positively correlated which results

in an higher allocation index the higher a country’s vulnerability is (DEVCO 2014).

32The maximum value P can have, is 40 million.
33The sum of value added by resident producers, plus any product taxes, not included (WB

2016a, p. 1).
34This indicator correlates highly with the mother’s health and the accessibility of drinking water

(DEVCO 2014).
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The also positively correlated WGI are also part of his allocation methodology.

Hosted by the World Bank, the WGI aggregates several indicators of the six following

dimensions of governance: (1) the Voice and Accountability, (2) Political Stability

and Absence of Violence, (3) Government Effectiveness, (4) Regulatory Quality, (5)

the Rule of Law and (6) the Control of Corruption (WB 2016b).

Previous experience and academic research shows that transparent and objective

methodologies need to be heavily based on quantitative models (DEVCO 2014).

However, ”[q]uantitative computation alone cannot capture all the dimensions rel-

evant to decisions on country level allocation. Where necessary and appropriate

the methodology therefore allows for adjustments on the basis of a qualitative as-

sessment” (DEVCO 2014, p. 2). This qualitative assessment reflects elements such

as commitment, performance, inequality or the current political situation. These

decisions are made in the instrument-specific committees, as described in section

3.2.2 (DEVCO 2014).

Schuttmann and relevant documents highlight that adjustments of this kind need

to be well justified and can only be applied for ”a very limited number of special

cases” (DEVCO 2014, p. 2). That gives the opportunity ”to decrease on the basic

of some (.) political issues, crises, vulnerability or, eh, developments that have just

happened (0.3) .hh, or things that the member states would like to take to account”

(Schuttmann, l. 55-57).

DG DEVCO uses this methodology to focus on LDCs. According to Schuttmann, it

was decided that for the DCI instrument, Upper Middle Income Country (UMC)35

would be taken out of the bilateral envelope. Therefore, this methodology is used on

LMCs and LICs.

The EDF can be seen as a special agreement between the EU and 79 countries from

the ACPs (Schuttmann). The idea is to reserve some money for those countries.

However, Schuttmann points also out, most of the ACP are LDCs, countries with the

most need. Therefore DFID is focusing twice one them. Once because they are ACP

and a second time because the majority of those belong to the poorest countries in

35According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Develop-
ment Assistance Committee (DAC) definition.
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the world. As Schuttmann said precisely: ”[s]o by focusing on them, you are already

focusing on them” (Schuttmann, l. 357). It can be questioned if it makes a difference

to uses both instruments, the EDF and the DCI, or if put everything in one pool

would give the same outcome. The methodologies are identical. Additionally, to

focus twice on almost the same group of states, may not make much of a difference.

It does not result in more support for those states. Therefore, there is a possibility,

according to Schuttmann, that from 2020 both budgets will be put together in one

pool.

UNDP

The UNDP places particular emphasis on specific population groups (UNDP 2013).

In their most important document, the strategic plan, the UNDP states that those

focused population groups are: (1) ”Those living in poverty, defined by both relative

and absolute measures, using the international USD 1.25 PPP/day poverty line,

the multidimensional poverty index (MPI), and national poverty lines 36” (UNDP

2013, p. 4). And (2) ”Those groups that are experiencing the greatest inequalities

and exclusion in terms of access to opportunities and achievement of outcomes, as

captured in human development indices, especially women, female-headed households

and youth” (UNDP 2013, p. 4).

Based on those priorities, given by the strategic plan UNDAFs and later CPDs are

are created.

Apart from that, no additional criteria could be identified than those described in

previous sections.

Criteria Level Summary

The questions, which criteria influence development agencies, will be finally answered

in this section.

In this level, most attention was given the allocation formulae of the DG DEVCO

36”The USD 1.25 PPP/day line is currently in use by the United Nations for monitoring MDG,
to allow comparisons across countries and to produce estimates of poverty at the aggregate level.
The United Nations recommends that, for monitoring country poverty trends, indicators based on
national poverty lines should be used, where available” (UNDP 2013, p. 4).
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and the DFID. There are two reasons for that: (1) beside the already discussed

factors, these are the ones which impact final allocation directly and the most; (2)

while the UNDP’s process is structured in a uncommon way, no new criteria than

the ones already discussed could be found; (3) the same applies to DANIDA, but for

a different reason 37.

Therefore, only the criteria which are part of the two presented formulae can be

compared here.

The first distinctive feature between DG DEVCO’s allocation methodology and the

DFID’s need-effectiveness-index is that both put the population of a country into

consideration. While the allocation methodology uses the entire population of 40

million, the DFID’s solution includes only the part of the population which lives

with less than USD 2 a day. That looks on the first view like a difference. However,

considering the entire population in connection with the HAI, which puts for example

undernourished population into account, give an index similar to DFID’s.

The in the allocation methodology used HAI is similar to the HDI which is used

in the need-effectiveness-index. While both indices include the adult literacy rate,

similar factors are considered: (1) The HAI includes the gross secondary school

enrolment ratio, while the HDI considers the gross enrolment ration of the primary,

secondary and tertiary level; (2) The HAI takes the morality rate of children under

six years into consideration. While the HDI focuses on the life expectancy at birth.

The HDI, used from the DFID, includes the GDP per capita. That factor is not

part of the HAI but is somehow included in DG DEVCO’s allocation methodology,

which uses the GNI per capita instead.

The allocation methodology puts, by using the EVI, economical and nature catas-

trophic shocks into consideration. The need-effectiveness-index does not cover that to

the same extent. While there the CIFP includes parameters explaining environmental

conditions, that is not part of DFID’s formula.

Very similar, however, is DG DEVCO’s WGI and the DFID’s CPIA. Both indexes

are indicators of the quality of the local government and the effectiveness which aid

could probably have in this country.

37See section 2.3.3 for the reasons why DANIDA’s data set is so limited.
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Even though both formulae are using mostly different indices, it can be said, that

both organisations cover, more or less, the same factors into consideration.

Another similarity of these formulae, is that DG DEVCO as well as the DFID use it

for the same group of countries. Only calculations for LMCs and LICs are made.

Which also means that only the poorest countries in the world get the chance to

receive development aid from the UK or the EU.
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4 Discussion

In this section, different parts of the methodology, research design and finding section

are discussed.

During this process, it became clear that the study’s design is not optimal for a

project of this kind.

Firstly, the low usage of theory is not ideal. The focus of this analysis is to compare

the processes and criteria of four different development agencies with each other. The

aim of this study, was not to compare these organisation with well known theories.

A highly practical focus was always indented and preferred. Additionally, the a slim

theory part of this analysis, is also an result of the inductive approach this study

follows.

However, an inductive approach, which does not have the target to create an new

theory, but rather prioritises a data collection uninfluenced by theory, as described

in section 2.3, is not the perfect setup either. Retro-perspectively, an abductive

approach, may have been the better fit for this setup. It combines the inductive

advantages of an uninfluenced data collection with the logical design of seeking for

most reasonable explanations (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016).

Many scholars, such as Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016), state that inductive

studies are more time consuming than deductive ones. This cannot be confirmed,

because a comparing deductive study was not produced. However, it can be said

that five months time for a study of this kind is very optimistic. That the time was

short, may not only be due to the study’s inductive nature.

While it made sense to compare multiple organisations with each other, in order

to have a bigger sample to compare, the time to dig into details was missing. To

investigate and compare the variables describing the allocation methodology and the

need-effectiveness into more depth, was of interest but not manageable due to time

and scope restrictions. The time needed to understand the case organisations would

have been lower by comparing only three organisations.

The decision of using four cases, becomes even more questionable, by considering

how little information could be gathered about DANIDA. The decision to continue
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with all four cases, when realising that the contribution of one case organisation will

be very limited, can thus be questioned. However, it was decided that DANIDA’s

distributes, may they appear small, will be considered and contribute to the outcome.

To be have identified thirteen criteria which influence ODA allocations is, nevertheless,

an interesting result. As mentioned above, some criteria could investigated more

in detail and, most likely, more criteria could be added to this list through other

analyses.

The fact, thirteen factors and variables could be identified as influencing final

development aid amounts, shows three things: (1) the process of allocation aid is of a

complex nature; probably because (2) development agencies take their responsibility

serious and try to allocate their resources the best andor fairest way possible; at the

same time (3) development agencies strive for creating high value for their money.

The source where the money is from, either from tax payers or member states, does

not make much of a difference here.

To see, that those important decisions, more important from a development country’s

perspective than seen by tax payers, are well grounded and carefully considered, pays

respect to the purpose and importance of Official Development Assistance (ODA).
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5 Conclusion

The aim of this study was, to find out on which criteria development agencies base

their decisions about the allocation of development aid. In order to get to an answer,

four case organisations were chosen and investigated. Four Interviews were arranged

with the purpose to fully understand the organisations’ structure, processes and

criteria related to the allocation of developing aid.

One of the outcomes of this study is that multiple factors on different levels can

impact final bilateral aid allocations. Development agencies gathered, analysed and

considered a vaster amount of information that only the GDP per capita, as assumed

in section 1.

During this analysis, the criteria factors were identified38: (1) The overall budget

appointed for development aid which might be connected to the GDP of the donor

country; (2) potential splits of the overall budget between different units, departments

or organisations; (3) the splits of specific budgets based on the usage (bilateral or

multilateral); (4) the categorisation of DC as LIC and LMC; (5) the priorities and

interests of the development agency or government; (6) the amount of support a

DC gets from other development agencies; (7) the DC’s population39; (8) the DC’s

economic power displayed by indicators such as the GDP or the GNI; (9) the fragility

and vulnerability of a DC; (10) the DC’s level of human development, including e.g.

education and health parameters; (11) the quality of the DC government, which is

connected to the level of aid effectiveness; (12) the DC’s environmental situation,

considering e.g. recent natural disasters or remoteness and (13) sometime ”a bit of a

coincidence” (Ericson, l. 99) plays a role as well.

Not all of those factors effect the final aid amounts in all case organisations. However,

every factor effecting the amount of development aid, can, because of the need

of reaching critical mass, also have an impact on a development agency’s country

selection.

Even-though the list of identified criteria is long, it is most likely not complete.

38The criteria do not follow any specific order.
39This criterion is related to all per capita values including variables such as population which

lives with less than USD 2.
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Additionally, this study leaves some room for further research. To investigate the

actual impact of the listed criteria on final allocations, to compare into further

detail the specific variables of these two allocation formulae or to analyse different

communication strategies of national development agency’s own interests, are only

three suggestions for further research projects.
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Appendix

Appendix A: First Contact Email

Dear [Full Name],

Please excuse that I directly send this email at you [and that I write this email in English
(my danish is sadly not good enough)].

I am at the end of my Business and Development Studies at Copenhagen Business School
and right now working on my master thesis. By using secondary data as well as first hand
interviews I want to find out ”How [...] governmental development agencies decide which
developing countries they support”.

Because I cannot study every agency in the world, I have picked four on which I will focus
on. The [Organisation] is one of them. I would love to interview either you or someone else
who knows about the process and factors involved in this process. That means someone
who can tell me which indicators get considered and on what factors those decisions are
based on.

[The interview could take place in [European City] at the beginning of March and will not
take longer than one hour.

I hope you are the right person to talk to. If not, please let me know at whom I can reach
out instead.

I can imagine that you are a very busy [woman; man], however, it would be nice to get a
short reply.

Thank you very much and Best regards,

Max Hinze

Business, Language and Culture: Business and Development Studies
Master of Science Student
Copenhagen Business School
www.cbs.dk

https://dk.linkedin.com/in/maxhinze
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Appendix B: Detailed Interview Schedule

# Name Sex Organisation Date Location Duration Style

1 Filip Ericson m DANIDA 23.02.2016 Copenhagen, Denmark / Hargeisa, Somalia 22:43 min Skype Audio Call

2 Bosse Tifft m UNDP 29.02.2016 Copenhagen, Denmark / New York, United States 10:07 min Skype Audio Call

3 Maria Lund f UNDP 03.03.2016 Copenhagen, Denmark / New York, United States 41:27 min Skype Audio Call

4 Jeffrey Schuttmann m DG DEVCO 11.03.2016 Brussels, Belgium 29:42 min Face-to-Face

Table 6: Source: Own creation.
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Appendix C: Interview Guide

Set Up:

• Book a Room

• Papers printed

• Get a Head Set (USB)

• Headset - Settings

• Start Audacity

Start!

• How are u?

• Thanks for your time.

• Recording & Anonymous!

• About me:

– MA

– CBS

– BLC

I want to find out how do development agencies decide which country they support?

Focus on: Country Specific bilateral ODA

• UNDP (United Nations Development Program)

• EU / DG DEVCO (Directorate-General for International cooperation and Develop-
ment)

• British DFID (Department for International Development)

• DANIDA (Danish International Development Agency)

[XX] Main Questions

Questions!
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Questions

• [Q1] [Position] at [Organisation] - Responsibilities?

• [Q2] Who decides which Projects/Countries get supported?

• [Q3] How do you decide which P/C get supported?

& how much support they get? (Process)

• [Q4] Based on which Criteria & Assumptions?

• [Q5] Current political situations influence decisions...

• [Q6] [Organisation/Countries] ’s interests influence the decision making process?

– If yes: Which interest are followed?

• [Q7] [Coordination of effort between UN & EU?]

• [Q8] Bigger Purpose of your decision making process?

(fairest allocation, Biggest impact, most DCs)

• [Q9] Can you see the impact of your work?

• [Q10] Do you fell like we have forgotten to talk about something important?

Or do you have any comments?
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Appendix D: Transcription Symbols Overview

Symbol Example Description

= A: Do you? But what =
B: = Oh Yes! I would!

Equal signs, one at the end of
a line and one at the beginning,
indicate no gap between the two
lines.

[ A: Like you know, [ we
have...
B: [ yea. I know.

Left brackets indicate the point
at which a current speaker’s talk
is overlapped by another’s talk.
Double left brackets indicate that
the same word was overlapping
multiple time in the previous
paragraph.

(.) Well (.) how the pro-
gramme looks like...

A dot in parentheses indicates a
tiny gap, not more than two tenth
of a second.

(0.5) Yes (0.5). You know ... Numbers in parentheses indicate
elapsed time in silence in tenths
of a second.

:: O:kay? Colons indicate prolongation of
the immediately prior sound. The
length of the row of colons
indicates the length of the
prolongation.

.hh So (0.4) .hh, like I men-
tioned before...

A row of h’s prefixed by a dot
indicates an in-breath; without a
dot, an out-breath, The length of
the row of h’s indicates the length
of the in- or out-breath.

( ) Take a look at ( ) and ... Empty parentheses indicate the
transcriber’s inability to hear
what was said.

(word) I (really) like that... Parenthesised words are possible
hearings.

(( )) What do you think?
((Saying the last sen-
tence in a amused way))

Double parentheses contain au-
thor’s descriptions rather than
transcriptions.

*Beep* after that we *Beep*
went to ...

Words framed by asterisks indi-
cate sounds.

Table 7: Source: Own table based on Silverman (2015).
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Appendix E: Interview #1 Transcript

Interviewer (A): Maximilian Hinze
Interviewee (B): Filip Ericson40 (DANIDA)
22:43 min - Skype Audio Call
23.02.2016, Copenhagen, Denmark & Hargeisa, Somalia

B: (Do) you hear me?1

A: (0.5) Yes. [ I can hear you perfectly.2

B: [ Good.3

B: Ok great. =4

A: = So (0.5), ehm (0.3), I am recoding this interview if it is ok with you?5

B: (0.2) Yea. That’s fine (0.5). Sure. =6

A: = OK (0.8), Ehm (0.3), Ehm. Yea. Ok. Like I wrote earlier: I am a master student at CBS,7

ehm, I am studying, ehm, Business and Development Studies (0.5) .hh. And right now I am writing8

my master thesis (0.5) .hh. And I want to find out how (0.3) different development ag(.)encies,9

ehm (1.3), yea, decide which country they support (0.5). Ehm (0.3), therefore I am focusing on10

DANIDA (.), of course, =11

B: = Mhm ((affiliated)) =12

A: = The British Department for International Development =13

B: = Mhm ((affiliated)) =14

A: = Eh, the European Union and UNDP.15

B: (0.3) Ok (0.4). Sure.16

A: (0.8) Ehm (0.2), you (0.3) will, eh, this interview will be anonymous (0.2). So, ehm (0.8),17

there is (0.2), your name will not appear in the paper (0.5), ehm (0.9), as far as you do not, you18

don’t want that (.). I mean, if you want (.) to be named, of course I can also name you but this is19

not ( ).20

B: (1.5) Let’s, let’s see. Depends on what we are talking about.21

A: (0.2) Ok. Fair enough. Fair enough. So, eh, if you don’t say anything your name not appear22

if you wish to appear just let me know at the end.23

B: (0.5) Ok.24

A: (0.8) Perfect. I have, eh, nine questions =25

B: = Mhm ((affiliated)) =26

A: = Ehm (0.7), and (0.4), yea (0.2). Ehm if there is nothing from your side I would just, eh,27

start.28

B: (0.6) Good (0.3). Sure.29

A: (1.2) Perfect (0.3). Ehm, so (0.4). First of all, ehm, I would like to know (.) what is your30

position and what are your responsi(.)bilities within DANIA? [Q1]31

B: (0.9) Ehm (0.6). I am an adviser (0.3), so an external Consultant, ehm (0.4). That has32

applied for this position as (0.8) [...]41, in, in, ehm (0.3), Hargeysa in Somaliland (0.6), ehm:: (0.3),33

slash, ehm, [...]42.34

A: (0.8) Yea.35

B: (0.3) So I am actually part of the (0.3) Somalia team at the embassy (0.2) in Nairobi.36

A: (0.4) Oh. Cool.37

B: (0.7) Based in Hargeysa in Somaliland (0.3), mainly covering Somaliland (.) and to some38

extent (0.6), ehm, Puntland (0.5). Ehm, on the programme (0.2) that we are being implemented in39

40Name changed
41Information blanked in order to keep the identity anonymous.
42Information blanked in order to keep the identity anonymous.
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Somaliland (.), that’s are also being implemented in, ehm (0.2), in Puntland (0.5). Ehm (0.2). And40

my main responsibility is, is, that is (0.3) you can say oversight and follow up (0.4) on, ehm (0.3),41

what in these days is called engagements in, in (0.3) in the (0.2) Somalia country program.42

A: (1.7) OK (0.5). Wow (0.5). That’s, that’s, that’s sounds interesting, [laughing] =43

B: = It, [ It is! [laughing]44

A: [ Ok.45

A: (0.5) I can imagine, eh (0.5), wow, eh. I lived in India for while, ehm (0.7), so I, that’s a46

completely different world. =47

B: = Hmh ((affiliated)) =48

A: = And it is super interesting I think (0.6). Ehm (0.7). Ok. Cool. Thank you very much for,49

ehm, this introduction (0.5). Ehm (0.3), I am (0.2), I would like to focus more on ehm (0.2), the50

(0.9) process of how projects or countries (0.9) get supported and (.) my fist question regarding51

that is (0.3) eh (0.7): Do you (0.3), eh, approve (0.5) projects or do, ehm, have (0.2), do you52

approve budgets for specific countries? So (1.6) how (0.3), how, how (0.3), how it comes that a53

country or that a project, ehm (0.3), is (.), is getting supported? [Q2] =54

B: = Hmh ((affiliated)), Ehm (1.2). I approve non of that. We have a country program (0.5) a:nd55

(0.3), that has been approved, eh:::m (0.4), by the ministry of foreign affai:rs in, in, in Denmark56

(0.6). Ehm (1.1). Then we have the (0.3), the different engagements, programme and projects (0.3).57

We have had two out, new out in, in, in Tender (0.3). Also I signed nothing off that. That has58

(0.4), most of it is signed from Copenhagen (0.7). Ehm (.), I have no influence on the overall (0.3)59

budgets (0.4), and also those who are responsible for the budgets (0.4) ehm, and follow up on that60

(0.2) are the embassy (0.5) in Nairobi (0.2). But I am in-involved in the ( ) among the (0.3) the61

tender boards when we have tenders related to the programme.62

A: (1.4) OK. So (0.2). Ehm (0.5). You have (0.4) broads where you decide (0.9) which programmes63

(0.5) you chose (0.3)? Or how can I (0.9), like, how can I understand that? [Q2] [Q3]64

B: (0.4) Ehm (0.9). We have a country programme, so it has already been decided, that there was65

a (0.5) ehm (0.3) first a team of, of external consultants (0.6) that did, that did that identification66

(0.4). Then there was actually a (0.2) a big (1.0) I can’t remember what they have called it. Review67

team or whatever, from (0.5), ehm, ministry of foreign affairs in, in, in Denmark (0.6). That (0.2)68

did like (0.3) a quality (insurer), you can say, of, of the programme (0.3), asked a lot of questions69

(0.4), and ehm (2.2). Ehm, so (1.3). Ehm (.), I have (0.5). So, so the programme, and then it was70

approved by the external, eh, grand committee, in, in, in Copenhagen (0.4). So (1.0). Ehm (0.3),71

So, so that is a, a (0.8) it’s a programme of four-hundred fifty million Danish Kroner over three72

years (0.7). Ehm (1.6). S (0.4) So (0.3). What, what (.), where I have a role to play, that, that is73

more ehm (1.4). When we are (.) actually (.) on the work pla:ns and selecting of companie:s. And74

things like that, so ehm.75

A: (1.6) So the Implementing (1.0),[ ehm part of it =76

B: [ Yea.77

B: = Hmh ((affiliated)) =78

A: = Yea? (0.8) Ok, ehm (.). But, but do you know how they (0.8), how, how did they, who,79

who was deciding that (0.3) for example you are going to Somalia? [Q4]80

B: (1.8) Ehm (0.9) that was (0.2), that was the embassy. I applied for the job so (0.3), then I81

was interviewed that the normal way ehm (0.5), by, ehm and selected by (0.2), ( ) (0.3), and then82

there was a (0.5) ehm (0.5), a committee including ehm, (0.5), mainly stuff from the embassy.83

A: (1.1 )Hmh ((affiliated)) (1.3), ok (0.8). Ehm, ok (0.5). Good (0.5). Ehm (1.1). Do you (1.3),84

I (0.9), I, I wanna to find out (.) why specific countries get supported (0.4). Ehm (0.8). Do you85

(0.3) know why Somalia, for example, gets a programme but (0.3) maybe not Burundi? [Q4]86

B: (1.5) Ehm (0.4) Yea, yea. I think it is because there is, is a greater focus on ehm (0.3) live87

fragility (0.4) and also where the refugees (0.3) are coming from, that is something that is (.) coming88
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more into the picture (0.3). And, and, and also (0.4), ehm (0.6), Denmark has been engaged and is89

trying to stabilise, ehm (0.4), Somalia (0.5), and (0.3) then also (0.3), sometimes, why we have an90

office in Somaliland for instance, it’s (0.3) sometimes a bit of a coincident. Søren Pind when he was91

(0.3), minister of, ehm (0.8), ehm development, ehm (0.6). Back in, in 2011, he visited Somaliland92

(0.5) and, and then he decided that, ehm (0.4), we should have an office here (0.7). Ehm (1.0). And93

when you, [ you look back over time, also in the 80s then he does supported Somalia (0.4) eh, quite94

a bit (0.5) ehm (2.5). And, and, I think it is mainly based on our fragility focus. Ehm.95

A: [ So..96

A: (1.7) Yea. Ok. That’s interesting (0.5)! So, if he may went to a different country, you may97

(0.4) DANIDA would maybe have a different (.) have, eh, have an office in a different country?98

B: () Hmh. ((affiliated)). Yes.99

A: (1.1) Ok (0.3). Ehm (0.5). But, ehm:: (0.8), if (0.5) if I got you right, it’s (0.4) of course100

also a bit, eh, interest driven ?(0.3) so (.) ehm, refugees, to decrease the amount of refugees, eh, is101

also a, eh, factor ? [Q6] =102

B: = Hmh. ((affiliated)) =103

A: = Right?104

B: (0.8) Yes.105

A: (1.0) Mhm. Ok. So (0.4). Ehm (1.6). Ok. So (0.5). Ok. (0.7). I, I, I, ehm, I have to106

(0.5), have to say that I am, that I, I though you have (0.6) you are more deciding about which107

programmes, ehm, DANIDA is choosing =108

B: = Yea. =109

A: = But on the other hand, you will be also, ehm (0.8), could, could tell me something about110

(0.5) eh (0.8) yea.111

B: (0.5) Of course I have had influence on it because I was here (0.5) at the time when the112

new (0.2) programme, was, was was designed. Of course, I was also interviewed by (0.3), like113

everybody else, by the embassy, we, we (0.6) that was from the Somalia team that was involved in114

this. We had meetings (0.5) with first ehm (0.6) design team (0.8) ehm (0.2) And I made the whole115

programme ( ) the design team more less decided who they should meet (0.5). Then later, ehm116

(0.2). In Nairobi we (0.3), we meet with the team from the ministry of foreign affairs, ehm (0.8).117

So, there, there is a group of, of people who have, have (0.3), ehm (.), influenced this. Of course.118

But it, it also comes very much from the ministry of foreign affairs in, in, in Denmark (0.4). How119

they think it should be designed.120

A: (0.7) Yea (0.5). But that’s very interesting, ehm, that they actually asked you if it makes121

sense or like ask you for your feedback (0.7). Ehm (0.5). That’s pretty interesting. So it is not122

really from the top =123

B: = Hmh. ((affiliated)) =124

A: = Without asking anyone. So it is like (1.8) Ok. Ok. Ok. That’s cool (0.7). Ehm (0.4), are125

you (0.3) are you not in Denmark right now?126

B: (0.8) No =127

A: = I though you =128

B: = I am, I am in Hargeysa. I am based here. I have been in Somaliland (0.5) since August,129

ehm, fourteen.130

A: (0.5) Oke:Y =131

B: = And I am just been extended (0.3). No I actually though you are in Denmark.132

A: Yes. Yes I am in Denmark. That’s, that’s why I was saying I could just come around if you133

are sitting in Denmark. =134

B: = Yea. No, No! =135

A: = [Laughing] Ok. I did not get that. [ I though you are, you are in Den.., in Copenhagen as136

well (0.9).137
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B: [ Hmh. ((neutral))138

A: Ehm (0.5). Ok (0.5). Ehm (0.9). If (0.8) if you (.), I mean you probably know the other139

DANIDA programmes as well (0.5) ehm (0.5) and I would like to (1.1) do you see a purpose of140

(0.4) why Denmark is (0.6) specifically, eh (0.3), supporting, eh (0.8) the countries DANIDA is141

supporting (1.1)? Like a bigger purpose, ehm (1.7), Like (1.2), I don’t know, like having the most142

impact on (.) reducing poverty, or (1.5) yea (.), something like that? [Q8]143

B: (4.7) Ehm. Yea, yea. I can see ehm (1.1). Who, that’s a broad question, ehm (1.3) hh eh144

(2.6) yes I can see, it make sense that, that, that we are (0.8) are, are, are here (0.5) ehm (3.6).145

There is a tremendous need of support and, and (0.3) also, it was one of the poorest countries, in,146

in, in, in the world. Somalia (0.4). Ehm (0.3). And, and, and on (0.4) on most of the indicators,147

ehm (0.7), Somalia, Somaliland is going, well, very low (0.5). For instance ehm (0.9), I don’t know148

if you are aware of the, just (1.4) IATI released ehm (0.2), a transparency international report149

where (0.5), Somaliland, Somalia (0.4) is (0.9) I think it was number 167 out of 167 countries (0.5).150

So of course it makes, make sense that, that we work here also on governance (0.3). It’s, it’s very,151

poverty is, is the major problem, ehm (0.7). Now we have droughts, ehm (0.4) to help to (0.5) to152

build basic service deliveries. I see that as important (0.3). ( ) the Democratisation we do that in153

Somali and Somaliland (.), it is also importance. Ehm (0.3). So, yea. I, I think it makes sense our154

(0.5) I can mainly talk about (1.1) Somalia, Somaliland, ehm =155

A: = That’s fine =156

B: So. Yea (0.3). From a poverty, ehm (0.4), focus (.), where also they, they ehm (1.1), hardly (.)157

could meet any of the Mid-(0.5)Millennium Development Goals it makes a lot of sense (.). So (1.9)158

that was a (0.3) quite (0.6) short answer to a (0.9) a, a very (0.5) big (0.3) broad (0.5) question.159

A: () Yes. It was a big, big question. I am sorry for that. =160

B: = Nah. It’s ok. =161

A: Ehm (0.8). Why, why I am (0.4). How actually my thesis, how my thesis started was (0.4)162

that I was, ehm, looking at (0.5), ehm, I don’t know of what, what measurements of poverty you163

are using at DANIDA (0.7) ehm, but ehm, I had a look at GDP per capita =164

B: = Mhm ((affiliated)) =165

A: = Ehm (0.3), published by the World Bank (0.6). And (0.5) there, for the years 2014 and 13166

(0.5) were the poorest country in the world (0.5): ehm Malawi (0.4). Ehm, Central (0.3) African167

Republic (0.5) and Burundi. =168

B: = Mhm ((affiliated)) =169

A: = And (0.3), ehm, by comparing (0.8) like, by having a look (0.5) how much support those,170

the three poorest countries in the world, after my definition (0.4), ehm, how much support those171

countries get (0.5), ehm (0.5), it was, it was, incredibly, incredibly low form the UK and from172

Denmark (0.4). So, ehm, I was wondering, ok, how do they actually decide? It was (0.4) for173

Denmark around, I don’t know, 1.5 percent [ of their overall budget [ went to these three poorest174

countries. So (0.4), ehm (1.1).175

B: [[ Mhm ((affiliated))176

A: Do you know how (0.5) DANIDA (0.6), ehm (1.5), defines (0.9), what (0.4), or what criterias177

is DANIDA (0.2) using for saying: This country is pure, eh, poor? [Q4] (0.3) Ehm, you talked178

about, ehm, a statistic where ehm (0.3), Somalia, was the lowest one or the poorest one? Do you179

know =180

B: = Not the poorest one, it was the lowest on the (0.3), the transparency on the corruption181

index =182

A: = Ah. Ok (0.3). Ok (0.2). Ok. Corruption. But this is also (.) a nice criteria, I guess, ehm183

(0.7), to step into this country to, to make it (0.9) part of the decision, to say this is (0.7). Do you184

think this was (0.3), was (0.5) influenced the decision, this low (1.1) transparency (0.3), ehm (0.8)185

measure? [Q4]186
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B: (1.6) Eh::m (3.0), ehm, I don’t (1.2) this questions are actually questions you should ask187

directly, in, in, in ministry of foreign affairs, in DANIDA, in Copenhagen. =188

A: = Ok (1.2). OK I =189

B: = Because this is a policy level, so, this is at the strategic level, so, ehm (0.7), that, that is190

influenced by (0.3), by the policies so eh:m (0.7). It is a little bit (0.4) difficult to (.), to give you a191

(1.0), a, a full fully satisfactory answer from the field. And also because you, you, I, I am not (0.6)192

permanent at (0.5), eh, DANIDA. I am, I am here for this job and then I might have another job193

after that which is not DANIDA (0.2). So ehm (0.2). Also, the embassy will probably be better to,194

to respond to, to this questions.195

A: (1.2) Ok (.). Eh, yea. Fair enough (0.2). Ehm (0.5), do you (0.4), do you have a person I196

should, I could contact? Do you have a name?197

B: (1.4) Eh::m (0.8) Where? At the embassy?198

A: (0.6) Ehm yes (0.2). Ehm (.), yes.199

B: (0.3) Yea. =200

A: = One of the decisions makers or one of the policy makers. =201

B: Ehm, for instance, ehm (1.8). We have two teams at the embassy. We have the Kenja team202

and, and the Somalia team (0.4). The Head of the Somalia team is, is (0.4) Cynthia Wern43.203

A: (1.9) Cynthia Wern (0.9), Cynthia? =204

B: = Cynthia!205

A: (1.3) Cynthia. Ok. =206

B: = Eh::, I think I can give you:: he::r (1.0) ehm, she email address::. Just a moment. Eh::m207

(7.5) Eh::m (2.7) It’s (0.5), ehm (1.8). C-Y-N (0.9), it’s like (0.8), C-Y-N, [ the first letters of208

Cynthia (0.5) =209

A: [ Yea.210

B: And the tree first letter of Wern (0.3) So it is (0.6) C-Y-N (0.7) W-E-R211

A: (1.7) W-E-R, yea?212

B: (0.6) at UM dot DK.213

A: (2.1) Ok (1.6). Cool (0.3). Ok. Thank you very much (0.4). Ehm (0.5). Then I will also214

reach out to her (1.2). Ehm (0.9) well (0.9) I don’t have, eh, so much, ehm. I have only one (.) one215

last question (0.4) Eh, and this is more (0.5) a [ personal one.216

B: [ Mhm ((affiliated))217

A: Ehm, I guess (0.7) you are quite happy in your job and you really enjoy (0.5) eh, helping the218

people right (0.3)? Helping people (0.9)? Can you feel the impact (0.3) of you work or is it more219

like (0.6) you can’t really see what you are doing? [Q9]220

B: (0.6) Ehme (0.2), I think, here we, we can actually (0.5), ehm (0.9), we can see the impact.221

Ehm (0.7), of, of course we, we are up against (1.3), many challenges and difficulties (0.6), ehm222

(0.6), we know (0.3), the development assistance is just (0.3), compare to the (.) remittances being223

send to the country (.), development assistance is, is very little (.). We also know that (a lot), it’s,224

it’s a very corrupt country that’s not a secrete.225

A: (0.5) Yea.226

B: (0.3) Ehm. We also know that maybe (0.3) one million, I heard the other day, two point five227

million dollars are send out of (0.5), ehm (0.3, Somaliland every day (0.7). Ehm (0.6), for (0.6),228

for buying (0.4) (chat) (0.4) from, from Ethiopia (1.2). So, ehm (0.5), there is (0.5). But, but I, I,229

I think ehm (0.2). In a modest way we make a difference and we also help to stabilise (0.4) the230

country. For instance we are doing (0.4), ehm (0.3), supporting the, the voter registration process231

right now and (1.0). Which is (0.3), is also (0.5) ehm (.), for the first time we might be able to232

have free, free and fair elections here (0.4) in twenty (0.4.) seventeen (0.5). Be-because you can233

43Name changed
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only register once now. This time (0.3) for, for elections. So (0.5), ehm (0.5), and also we are doing234

infrastructure, roads and, and, and water and things like that, and of course we can the (0.5), the235

impact of (0.3) of that (0.6). We (0.8), we have quite broad portfolio and, and then I think, ehm236

(0.8) this is one of the countries where I can see we make a difference (0.3). Also, eh:m (0.4). There237

is a pretty good (0.4) coordination and, and it is easy for me to say because I, I am one of the (0.3),238

I am the only (0.4) western (0.3) donor representative full time here.239

A: (0.9) Ok. Wow.240

B: (0.4) So the Brits are flying in and out (0.4). Germans have people but they are (0.4) related241

to specific programmes and, and more sectors (0.4), where is (0.4), I’m, I’m, also representing, like,242

like the embassy. Ehm (0.7), so, in, in, in that sense also because (some) (0.6) this Somaliland is243

special because it is not (.) so internationally recognised.244

A: (0.8) Hmh. ((affiliated)) =245

B: So we have a lot of challenges here (0.4). Ehm (1.1). So, ehm (0.5). But, I, I, I think we (0.4),246

I would say: yes, we can see, we are making a difference here.247

A: (1.8) Ok (0.3). That’s, eh, that’s pretty nice. =248

B: = Yea. =249

A: = Nice to know. =250

B: = And it is not always. I have been working in many different countries (0.4), ehm, on a251

short term or long term. And, and it is not always, I, I (0.7) I was convinced, that, that we made a252

difference, but ehm..253

A: (2.7) Yea. =254

B: = But here, I, I (0.3) Yes!255

A: (1.8) Ok (0.4). Ehm, cool (0.4). That’s (0.3) that’s it from my side. Ehm (0.9) If you don’t256

(0.4) feel like we have f-forgotten to talk about something (0.6) or if you have any comments, ehm257

(1.2). [Q10] Then I would say: Thank you very much!258

B: (0.7) No::, I think (.). Yea (0.7). Probably, I (0.7) covered what I could, could cover from259

where I am (.) sitting ((saying the last word in a very amused way)). So..260

A: Eh. No, no! Thank you! Thank you very much for your time (0.4). Ehm, I will reach out to261

Cynthia (0.4), but, ehm, I got already, some, some good insights (0.3). Ehm (0.5), yes (.). And all262

the best, eh, in Somaliland!263

B: (0.3) Thank you so much and, and (0.5) and good luck with, with your (0.7) your thesis.264

A: (0.9) Thank you very much! And have a good day.265

B: (0.3) You too. Thank you. Bye bye =266

A: = Bye bye.267
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Appendix F: Interview #2 Transcript

Interviewer (A): Maximilian Hinze
Interviewee (B): Bosse Tifft44 (UNDP)
10:07 min - Skype Audio Call
29.02.2016, Copenhagen, Denmark & New York, USA

A: Hello.1

B: (0.5) Hi Max, how are you?2

A: (0.4) Hi. I‘m fine, ehm (0.7). Bosse is das richt.. ehm, is that right [ how I spell you name?3

B: [ That’s right (0.3). Bosse. Yes.4

A: (0.4) Ok Bosse. Ok. Perfect (0.7). Eh (0.4). Thanks, how are you?5

B: (0.6) I am good. Yes.6

A: (0.7)Eh, thank you very much for your time.7

B: (0.7) No problem.8

A: (1.2) Ehm (1.0). I:: (0.3). Yea (0.3). I mean (0.5), let’s just start I would say.9

B: (0.7) Sure.10

A: (0.8) Great (0.8). Ehm (0.3). I (0.3), if it is fine for you, if you don’t mind, I would record11

this interview?12

B: (0.4) Sure.13

A: (0.6) And, eh, it will be anonymous (.), so your name will not appear (0.3) unless (0.2) you14

ask for that.15

B: (0.6) Hmm ((neutral)).16

A: (1.0) Ehm (0.5). Just a bit about me. Eh, I am a master student ehm, of, eh, at Copenhagen17

Business School (0.7) .hh. I am actually, eh, German (.), but I am studying here in Denmark a18

course called Business and Development Studies (0.8). I am writing my master thesis right now19

and my subject is (0.7): eh, that I want to find out how development agencies decide (0.4) which20

countries they support (1.0) .hh. Ehm, therefore I am focusing on four development agencies (0.7)21

.hh. Eh, UNPD (0.2), eh, UNDP, is, eh, one of them, of course, that’s why I have an interview22

with you (0.6) .hh. Eh, but I am also having a interview with the European Union (0.5). =23

B: = Hmm ((affiliated)) =24

A: = Eh, DEVCO, eh, is the development agency right there (0.6). Eh, the British, eh,25

Department for International Development (0.7). [ And, eh, yea. the Danish, eh, DANIDA (0.5).26

Eh, yea. The Danish International Development Agency (0.6). I have (0.6), [ eh, eleven, eh, main27

questions for [ you (0.7).28

[[ *Keyboard Tipping Noises (0.5)*29

B: Sure.30

A: And (0.3), if you don’t have any question [ I will just =31

B: [ No that’s fine.32

B: = Yea (0.5). How long will it take to, you questions?33

A: (0.3) Ehm, I think (0.2), maybe like forty, forty-five minutes.34

B: (0.4) Eh, can we cut it down to, ehm (0.4), on that? Because, you know, time is quite tight35

with me. Eh.36

A: (0.5) Eh yea (0.4). How much do you have? =37

B: = So, half, Half an hour is what I can stay here.38

A: (0.4) Ok. Half an hour (.). Fair enough.39

B: (0.8) Hmm ((neutral)) =40

44Name changed
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A: = Ehm. OK (0.6). So (0.2). Please tell me first, eh, what is your position and what is your41

responsibilities. [Q1] =42

B: = I am [...]45 (0.8), eh, for UNDP.43

A: (0.5) Yea. =44

B: = Global! (0.7) If, I am sure you have gone to our website so you will see the work what we45

do there.46

A: (0.7) Yes (1.2) .hh. Ok (0.5). Ehm (0.3). Thanks (0.6). Ehm (0.9). Then we will just go47

straight into, eh, into decision making process, ehm (1.0). At UNDP, you are, are you approving48

projects or are you approving budgets for specific countries?49

B: (0.7) I don’t do, eh, UNDP approves the budgets for countries (0.5). Based on funding (0.6).50

Yea.51

A: (0.5) Ok. And within this budget, eh, you can make, like projects?52

B: (0.9) Hmm ((affiliated))53

A: (0.7) Ok =54

B: = Eh. Well, not, we don’t make the projects. There is a country programme (0.5). And they55

make the projects.56

A: (0.6) Yea. =57

B: = Yea. =58

A: = I saw that it is also possible to apply (0.6), at UNDP, for projects (0.6). Ehm (0.7). [ So =59

B: [ No. No.60

B: = All, everything comes through the government. Through a country programme document.61

It is systematic. Yea.62

A: (0.8) Ah. Ok ok. So the country (0.2) governments are (0.6) making the program, coming to63

us and ask for funding (0.5) and (0.4) then you approve that or you disapprove that? [Q3]64

B: (1.5) Mh:::, well it is done through the country program document.65

A: (0.5) Yea. =66

B: = Which then is funded, both (), from fund from the government (0.3) [ and from UNDP67

which is co-funding (0.2) and on the bases of the prioritisation that get’s approved (1.1). Eventually68

by the board (), the executive board.69

A: [ Yea.70

A: (0.9) That would be my next question (.). Ok. The executive board (0.5). Ehm (0.6). How71

(1.0). Who is sitting in this broad (0.3) board? [Q2]72

B: (0.7) It’s member states (0.2), eh, basically the (GOT forty-two) (0.4), that (0.3), represent73

the 170 countries (0.4). But it includes the five regional groupings.74

A: (0.8) Ok (0.4). Yea (0.9). Ehm (0.6). Ok (0.6). Ehm::, and (0.9). ehm. Who like, [ , like they75

are (0.3), they are ministers sitting there? Or like foreign ministers of the, the, the countries or76

who is (1.0)? Do they (0.4), do they send people over (0.8)?77

[ *Keyboard Tipping Noises (0.5)*78

B: No! This rep, this is a sitting group in New York (0.4). If you go on to the website on79

how UNDP functions (0.4) you will find it explains the executive board and it’s role and it’s80

responsibilities.81

A: (0.2) Ok. I will have a look there then (1.3). Ehm (0.9). Ok (0.3). But how 0.3), do this82

board decide actually (0.8) which programme ehm, (0.4), yea. Gets approved and which not? [Q3]83

B: (1.3) Well, it, the, the (0.5) it, it, it’s (0.7), the way it works is much more complicated84

than that, to say that the board approves it (0.4). The board (.) eventually (.) it but it comes85

through the governments (0.8). So for example, the next country programme for Zimbabwe would86

be the Zimbabwes (0.4) ministry would present it to the executive board but long before that (0.4)87

45Information blanked in order to keep the identity anonymous.
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they started an independent assessment of the last four years (0.5) eh, a new country programme88

document has, would have been prepared (0.2). Yea.89

A: (0.4) Yea.90

B: (3.5). And, and that is how it gets, gets approved. While at New York, the real approval91

takes place at the country level =92

A: = Ok. =93

B: = Yea. =94

A: = So there is no, real approval, eh, in New York happening anymore? [Q3]95

B: (0.6) Yes.96

A: (0.5) Ok. =97

B: = It happens, but it is a symbolic thing (0.4). You have to read the (0.5) the way the UNDP98

board approves it. It is all on the website. So you know, it is very, it’s complicated and (0.5) and99

intrigued (.). Yea.100

A: (0.4) Yea (2.1). Ok ok ok. Ehm:: (.). O::key (1.1). Ehe (1.3). Because, I actually wanted to101

ask you on what (0.4) criterias, eh, and assumption those decisions are made but if (0.6), there are102

(0.3) no real (2.0) yea. Fair enough (0.8). Ehm. Ok (0.4). Is it possible to have (0.3), to, to, eh103

(0.8). Are there vetos, so is (0.8) if one, one, eh (0.8), yea. I don’t know, someone is not (0.4)104

approving one project and is completely against it is it possible to have an veto?105

B: (1.0) Mh:: (0.4) No, no it doesn’t work that way (0.8). Eh (.), there is no (0.2). The decision106

making, as I mentioned eh, you know, is eh (1.7), eh (1.3) it it it’s not based on that, the decision107

making is (0.6), eh (0.6), already done (0.3). You know, in advance, it is more like a (wrap up108

statement) at the board level, yea.109

*Keyboard Tipping Noises (1.0)*110

A: (1.3) Ok111

B: (0.3) Hmm ((neutral))112

*Keyboard Tipping Noises (4.5)*113

A: (0.4) hh. Ok (0.6). Ehm (0.5). Fair enough.114

*Keyboard Tipping Noises (5.2)*115

A: I have like a lot, I have tons of questions about the decision making but if this is not, eh,116

happening eh, in117

B: (0.6) It doesn’t happen in New York, it’s, eh, it’s just a ( ) you got to understand the process118

(0.7) eh, you know and how it works. Yea?119

A: (0.6) Yea.120

B: (2.6) Yea. ((very quite))121

*Keyboard Tipping Noises (0.5)*122

A: (3.4) Ok (0.5) Ehm (0.4). Yea, Ok then let’s go to one of my last questions actually (0.7). Eh123

(.), I skipped a lot of (0.7) questions, anyways (0.5). Ehm (0.7), the coordina.. Is there (0.8), is there124

eh (0.4). The effort, eh, of the United Nation and the European Union, is there any coordination125

(1.3)? [Q7] I mean (.), the (0.2) the European countries, I assume they do not (0.6) ask for, eh,126

programs, they approve (0.3). But maybe (0.4) like Zimbabwe, we had Zimbabwe earlier (0.4), they127

are asking you, they want to make a programme with the European Union and they want to make128

a programme with the United Nation is there any coordination (0.5) eh, between the UN and the129

European Union (1.1) of programmes, developing programmes.130

B: (0.6) Hm ((sceptical) (1.1). If there are any special programmes of (1.1)? Sorry?131

A: (0.5) Ehm (0.3) if there is any, eh, any (.) coordination (0.4) of programmes between the U132

(.) United Nation and the European Union (0.4)? [Q7] So (0.9) that one country needs special133

at-attention or (0.4) eh that =134

B: = No. no. Again it’s (0.7). eh (0.3). You know, eh, Max, this whole process of how it works135

in the UN is very, very complicated.136
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A: (0.6) I know. =137

B: = The questions that you asking me, eh, you know, assume (0.6) eh (.), al, a lot of this, you138

have to do a lot more pre-research before interviewing me (0.8). [ Eh (0.4).139

A: [ Ok.140

B: Because it’s, it’s, it’s complex, eh, ( ) for four years, and I am [...]46 (0.5), you may want to141

spend time reading the (0.5), this, the strategic plan of the UNDP, the, the evaluation we did a few142

years ago (0.6) [ it’s on the website.143

A: [ Yea.144

A: (0.4) Yea. I will. =145

B: ( ) You know, I would start with that. I would look at the regional programme, global146

programme evaluations (0.5) that will give you all the back ground information how the UNDP147

and it’s, it’s mechanism work.148

A: (0.9) Ok (0.5). Fine. =149

B: = I think maybe, why don’t you do that first and then we can an, eh, an chat after this?!150

A: (0.6) Yes. =151

B: = Look. This is very basic questions you are asking me and it is already in the documentation.152

A: (1.3) Yes (0.4). Ehm, ok (0.9). I will do that.153

B: Ok (0.5) and then let’s set up another meeting for that, after, after you have done that.154

A: (0.6) Yes. Fair enough.155

B: (0.7) Ehm. [ That will help you and (0.8) then you can ask me something that is much more156

focused (0.4).157

A: [ Thank you very much158

B: You know ( ), but I would look at (0.4) go into my website look at the last strategic plan159

evaluation of UNDP (0.4) [ that explains how the UNDP works.160

A: [ Yes. I will.161

A: (0.4) Yes. =162

B: = eh, look at the regional programmes and the global programmes (0.4). The global is (0.4)163

essential which will answer all your questions on funding (0.6). The global programme, eh, regional,164

will be each of the five regions who they get funding and how it is disbursed.165

A: (0.5) Yea.166

B: (0.4) Right. Look. That is really what you are trying to (0.3), your line-up questioning, how167

does that work, how does UNDP work (1.4). In terms of it’s funding and approval mechanisms.168

A: (0.3) Exactly.169

B: (0.5) Right. So, and that is (.) you have to read up first (0.4) and understand it, you know,170

then you, we can have a better (0.3) discussion.171

A: (0.4) Yes. I totally agree.172

B: (0.5) Ok.173

A: (0.4) Ok.174

B: (0.6) Let’s do it that way, and then we can set up in the next few weeks, eh. =175

A: = Eh. Yea. I need some time definitely.176

B: (0.5) Yea. (0.4) Ok =177

A: = Ok (0.3). Thank you very much (0.3) for you time. =178

B: = ( ) Thanks.179

46Information blanked in order to keep the identity anonymous.
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Appendix G: Interview #3 Transcript

Interviewer (A): Maximilian Hinze
Interviewee (B): Maria Lund47 (UNDP)
41:27 min - Skype Audio Call
03.03.2016, Copenhagen, Denmark & New York, USA

A: Hello.1

B: (0.5) Hi Max. How are you doing?2

A: (0.9) Ha! I am fine. Thank you very much. How are you?3

B: (0.7) This is Maria. Eh, I am sorry that we couldn’t talk before but, eh (0.6) working in the4

UNDP is crazy as you can imagine. =5

A: = [laughing] (.) I have no idea but I can imagine.6

B: (0.9) So, ehm::, Let me know what exactly you need and how we can use this time for the call7

as, as, (.) as well as possible so that you get answers for your questions.8

A: (0.9) Ehm. (0.3) Yes! Ehm. I have (0.6) I have a couple of questions pre-prepared (0.4) I9

would just like to asked (1.3) [ ehm.10

B: [ Please!11

A: Ehm. Ok. (0.5) First [ (1.5) Are you still there?12

[ *BEEP*13

B: (0.5) Yeah yeah! I am, I am still there. So you will, you will, unless I, let me quite outlook.14

Because otherwise you will hear every time a email comes in. (0.7) .hh So I am (0.2), I am alright.15

Ok. So now (0.2) there is no outlook anymore. Alright, please go ahead.16

A: (1.2) Ehm. Ok (0.3). Ehm. If it is ok for you, I would like to record this interview? =17

B: = Sure. (0.5) Sure.18

A: (1.1) Ok. Great. (0.6) Ehm. So. (0.3) Ehm. You are a (0.9) [...]48 at united nations19

development programme. (0.3) Could you please, tell me what your re(.)sponsibilities are? [Q1]20

B: (0.7) Ok. So the development impact group of UNDP is the ehm (0.2) quality insurer or21

the organisation, of the entire organisation (0.7) .hh [ and is also the entity that ensures that all22

development enablers that we can use (0.3) .hh to maximise the impact of what we are doing are23

actually being used (0.7) .hh.24

A: [ Yea.25

B: So we have two pillars in the development impact group. *BING* One covers, ehm (0.2),26

programme effectiveness (0.4) .hh, in which we are looking into quality programming, into (0.2)27

.hh monitoring of progress of our work, into results reporting (0.3) .hh. Into analytics, ehm,28

evaluation of you work, independent evaluation obviously, (0.4) .hh and, eh, further planning and29

programming. Evidence based further planning and programming. So practical ensuring that30

(0.5) .hh our, our programme offer to the world (0.5) .hh is strong in terms of quality, is, is well31

monitored, it is informed by evidenced and it generates results. And then results are further32

informing our work. So that’s a huge pillar in the organisation. (0.3) .hh And I explain briefly what33

that does. (0.4) .hh In the development impact, eh, effectiveness pillar, so programme effectiveness34

I have explained, development effectiveness (0.4) .hh covers the way we work with the world. So35

south-south corporation (0.3) .hh, knowledge management and innovation as well as the global36

partnership for effective partnership co operations, the Busan processes, as you may (0.5) .hh be37

aware of (0.3) .hh. So those two, ehm, pillars, again very well stuffed with, (.) .hh ehm, regional38

presents, ehm (0.5) .hh, in, in the five region in which, ehm, we work, ehm (1.2) .hh make, eh,39

47Name changed
48Information blanked in order to keep the identity anonymous.
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contribute to the (.) competitiveness of the organisation, to the quality of our work, to the impact40

of your work. So, (0.2) .hh that’s practically a critical part of the organisation that ensured that41

the UNDP (0.3) .hh is a, is a strongly well performing, eh, development actor. So that what the42

development impact group does. And, ehm (0.4) .hh, we are quite busy with what we are doing43

((saying this sentence in a amused way)). [44

A: [ [short gentle laugh]45

B: So if you need to find out how the UNDP (0.3) transforms it’s four year strategic plan (0.3)46

.hh into a global programme, regional programmes and country programmes (0.4) .hh, and how47

programs translate into projects. And how project are monitored and lead to results (0.4) .hh.48

And how results are being analyse.., evaluated, analysed and further (0.2) .hh informing future49

programme and projects. (0.4) .hh [ You call us! (0.4)50

A: [ Yea.51

B: If you want to know how we use south-south corporations, to ensure that (0.5) .hh countries52

learn from, ehm, one another and, eh, that, eh, knowledge becomes a global public good, and53

we (0.4) .hh maximise access to knowledge to smaller countries, to smaller entities that otherwise54

would not be able to participate in south-south cooperation. (0.3) .hh You call us! (0.3) .hh If you55

want to know what knowledge management and innovation mean through (.) the UN development56

system we (0.2) .hh are the ones who provide an answer. As well as the global partnership, the57

DAC ((Development Assistance Committee)) process, the OECD process (0.4) .hh, with Busan58

principals, eh, you would also get the information from us. (0.4) .hh And the independent, eh (0.2),59

international aid transparency initiative, the IATI, (0.9) with the publication of all founding for60

development. You also get an information from us. So that is what we are doing.61

A: (1.3) Wow. That’s a lot.62

B: (1.0) Yes. [ Yes yes.63

A: [ That, [laughing]64

A: (0.8) Ok. Wow. That was a (.) pretty (0.4) good answer, I would say. (0.5) .hh Ehm (0.6) are65

you::: (0.2) my a, my question will be quite simple, ehm, compare to that. (0.2) .hh But are you66

also writing the country programme documents? Are preparing those as well? Are you supplying67

(0.4) eh supporting those with information?68

B: (0.6) So. What, what we are doing here is that we, ehm, (0.5) define all the prescriptive69

content, all the norms of [ the organisation in terms of quality programming (0.4) .hh.70

A: [ Yea71

B: So the quality standards, the policy behind our quality standards, *Bing* the monitoring72

policy. All these (0.3) programme and, and project management content, normative content of73

the organisation, is what we generate (0.4) .hh. And we host (0.3) .hh the programme appraiser74

committee of the organisations. Which means (0.2) .hh, absolutely all country programmes, before75

they cross the street, to be submitted to the member states for endorsement, as you know as the76

UNDP is governed by an executive board (0.4) .hh. [ A: [ Yes.77

B: That is made up of thirty-six member states. (0.4) .hh [78

A: [ Yes.79

B: So before each country programme is presented to the executive board (0.2), *Dim-Dum* the80

development impact make sure that (0.7) .hh the, eh, the country programme document is strong,81

quality (0.3) .hh wise. That is has a strong theory of change, that it has a strong formulation (0.3)82

.hh of, of, of (.) a selection of programme priorities (0.2) .hh, that it is well, eh, budgeted, eh, that83

it is, it has a strong (turning evaluation) plan, a risk, eh, log which is (0.2) well prepared (0.4) .hh .84

All the budget (0.2). All those things are suppose to be (0.4) making the countries programme very85

strong. So there is a, a programme appraiser committee (0.3) .hh, whose secretary is hosted by the86

development impact group (0.3) .hh. The committee is lead by four assistants secretary generals (.).87

So four (0.3) .hh, four ASGs, four very important senior managers in, in the organisation (0.5) .hh.88
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So absolutely, each country programme document passes through the PAC (0.2), the programme89

appraisal committee, again court chaired by these four ASGs (0.4) .hh, and then once it is cleared90

quality wise it is submitted to the executive board, we need to (0.2) .hh upload it into the system91

twelve weeks in advanced (0.5) .hh. Before the session that actually adopts the country programme.92

So member states (0.4) .hh looking into the country programmes have questions for us. We answer93

questions. And the in the formal session of the executive board (0.2) .hh, the country programme94

document is approved there. Three sessions every year (0.5) .hh. In January, June and September.95

And (0.3) this year, we have 42 country programme documents that go to the executive board. So96

(0.3) .hh while I am talking to you my colleges (0.4) .hh working on, on the the HQ, head quarter,97

PAC, the programme appraiser committee, the secretary are preparing documents to organise these98

PACs so that these programmes, eh, are ready for submission.99

A: (0.7) Ok. (0.6) .hh Ehm. (0.5) I had a talk, ehm, with another, eh, UN- eh (0.5), PD manager100

earlier this week (0.3) .hh and he actually told me (0.3) .hh that the real approv-approval will not101

happen in the executive par..-board. I mean, it will be approved there (0.2) .hh but the real decision102

(0.6) if (1.0) a country (0.4) well (.) .hh how the programme looks for a country (.) .hh will be103

done on a country level. (0.8) Like (0.2) I guess that the PAC you talked about, right? [Q3]104

B: (0.2) No. No. [ (1.8) No, absolutely not.105

A: [ So::106

B: So the information is (0.2), I know. I know what has probity this particular answer. But let107

me ex-explain. Ok? =108

A: = Ok. Sorry. =109

B: = So UNPD (.), what I am saying now is extremely, extremely important for you to,110

*Did-Dum*, to, to, to get the senses of how the UNDP works.111

A: (0.6) Yea. Ok. =112

B: = As you know UNDP has two (roles) in the UN system. (0.3) .hh UNDP runs the development113

programme (0.4) .hh. [ So it‘s own agenda that is very broad.114

A: [ Yes.115

B: That, you know, every four years is defined by a strategic plan (0.3) and based on the116

strategic plan by a global programme (0.4) .hh. And UNDP is also the coordinator of the UN117

development system (0.4) .hh. The UN development system puts together all UN development118

agencies. You know. The fund and programmes, all the big ones (0.5) .hh. So the, that is called the119

UN development group (0.5) .hh. And (0.2) the administrator of the UNDP is also the chair of this120

UNDG, the UN development group (0.8) .hh. And in, in (0.3) that particular capacity, (.) UNDP121

fails resident coordinator in all countries. So there is a resident coordinator in every programme122

country (0.6) .hh. =123

A: = Yea. =124

B: = Who is the head of the UNDP country team. Who is actually coordination the work of125

all of the, eh, UN development agencies in each country (0.2) .hh. And the UN country team,126

the development system in each country, lead by the resident coordinator, who is also (raised)127

representative of the UNPD. That’s how we call it, (0.7) .hh =128

A: = Mhm. ((affirmative)) =129

B: = prepares the UNDAF. The United Nations Development Assistance Framework (0.4) .hh.130

That’s a four year document (.) that shows how the UN development system is going to support131

the government in each reinforce. The UNDAF, as we call it, the United Nations Development132

Assistance Framework (0.3) .hh, has a results framework. So with outcomes, outputs and, you133

know, targets what the UN development system in country X wants to achieve. (0.6) .hh Based134

on the UNDAF (0.5), each of the UN country team members, each of the UN agencies in every135

country, UNICEF, UNDP, WFP ((World Food Programme)), all those (0.2) .hh UNFPA ((United136

Nations Population Fund)), ... So each of them prepare a country programme (0.3). The country137
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programme needs to take over from the UNDAF, outcomes, and (0.2), at the outcomes level there is138

full alignment, so each (0.6) .hh country programme... The country programme takes four outcome,139

that’s the maximum that, that, we, we set into it (0.2) .hh. =140

A: = Ok. =141

B: = Has four out-, takes four outcomes of the UNDAF (0.6) .hh into it’s results framework (.).142

So the UNDAF itself (0.4) .hh has legal clause has a lot of element that (0.4) .hh needs to have143

endorsement by the government. So the UNDAF is approved by the government (0.9) .hh. And144

then, each agency together with the government develops a country programme (0.5) .hh. So the145

country programme, before reaching our PAC here (0.9) .hh, the country programme has been146

already discussed and agreed upon with the government (0.8) .hh. So for instance we are now147

discussing, my colleges are, are looking into the country programme for Montenegro (0.7) .hh. =148

A: = Mhm. ((affirmative)) =149

B: = Once the country programme for Montenegro has reached the (.) H (.) head quarter150

programme appraisal committee (0.3) .hh has already been (0.4) discussed and endorsed with the151

government (0.7). =152

A: = Uhm. ((affirmative)) =153

B: = So the government of Montenegro is already ok with the country programme that comes154

here (0.6) .hh. We do the programme appraisal we, we clean it from a quality perspective (0.2) .hh.155

And then we go across the street and present it to the executive board. The executive board may156

include Montenegro or may not (0.7) .hh. So not all countries are, are members of the executive157

boards (0.4) .hh, but the executive boards represents (0.3) .hh has representatives of all the regions,158

of, of the five regions (0.5) .hh. And (0.4) there is a agreement, i.....159

[connection lost]160

A: (3.5) O::h. (0.4) Hello?161

[connection still lost]162

B: (11.0) Hello? –ello =163

A: = So Sorry. Sorry. Sorry. Yes. I am back. =164

B: = Max? =165

A: = Yes I am back! =166

B: = Hello?167

A: (0.2) Hej. I can hear you!168

B: (1.0) Hello?169

A: (0.2) I can hear you! Sorry.170

[connection lost]171

(18.0) [The person you are trying to reach is unavailable. Please leave a message after the beep.]172

[connection still lost]173

A: (16.7) Hej. Sorry.174

B: (0.8) Ok (0.3). So (0.2). As I mentioned. The moment the country programme reaches the175

HQ PAC it [ is already approved by the government.176

A: [ Yes.177

B: And then (0.3) and then from our programme appraisal eh (.), after, eh, it is cleaned quality178

wise (0.3) .hh, It is submitted to the executive board. Then the executive boards again (0.5), has179

36 member states (0.2) .hh, not each of the, you know, not each government of (0.3) ,ehm (0.6),180

not, not each (0.9), not each, not all countries get to see the country programme document. So181

Montenegro that I was talking about, that we are cleaning here, clearing quality wise (0.4) .hh, will182

be submitted to the board (0.6) .hh. In (.), you know (0.3), Montenegro is now a member of the183

board but some other CPDs ((Country Programme Documents)) that go to the board belong to184

(0.4) countries that are not members of the board. Because the board is reshuffling ever year. So::185

(1.0) .hh members of the boards, eh (0.2), eh, change actually every year. So there is the agreement186
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in the UN system, that the executive board in the UNPD, no matter who sits on the board (0.4)187

.hh, will approve all country programme documents (0.4) .hh. And the they are public. So you go188

online, Max if you want, I will send you the link (0.4) .hh. You go online you will find all absolutely189

all country programme documents, ehm, on the website of the executive board. [ And you..190

A: [ Yea. Yea. (0.3) I had a look into some already.191

B: Alright, ok (0.3). Alright. [ That’s perfect. I..192

A: [ I am. Yea (0.5). I, I (0.9). Sorry.193

B: So my colleges told you that (0.3), it is important that the countries approve the country194

programs. That’s (0.4) true (0.6). The country already approves the UNDAF (0.3) .hh and the195

countries are already involved in the formulation of the country programme (0.3) .hh. So that’s196

why when the country programme comes to the head quarters, to the, eh, HQ PAC (0.2) .hh, we197

need to make sure, that we do not reject the country programme. Because it is, we put our colleges198

in, in country offices in difficult positions. They have already discussed it with the government.199

The government endorsed the country programme (0.4) .hh. So if we send it back from here it’s200

not a good sign (0.3) .hh. So we are trying to clean it, to make it stronger and then we submit it201

to the executive board. So that (0.6) .hh our colleagues can, can operate on, on that basis.202

A: (1.6) Ok (0.6). Ehm (0.3). Great (0.8). Ehm (1.9). Is (1.0), is there any (0.7) framework on203

how they (0.3) have to (0.8) find a decision in the country itself? I mean, I can imagine (0.5) .hh,204

eh 170 countries are part of the UN I guess (0.6) .hh, eh(0.4 ), that in every country there are like205

(0.2) decisions made differently. I mean you are clearing it out (0.4) quality wise (0.3) .hh, but is206

there (1.0), is there any (0.6), process or are there any (0.4) criterias they have [ to (0.2) or any207

rules they have to follow? [Q4]208

B: [ Yea.209

A: Where can [ I find them?210

B: [ Abs.211

B: (0.6) Absolutely. Absolutely. So the (0.8). As I told you there is programme and, and project212

manager content, eh, prescriptive content in the organisation that guides the entire processes. [213

How thing happen (0.8) .hh.214

A: [ Ok.215

B: The (0.3) There is also (.) a lot of freedom that the (.) management of the UNDP in the216

country engages (0.4) .hh eh, with the government. Because we need to, that’s a (0.2), UNDP is a217

very decentralised organisation so we have prescriptive content that gives general guidelines (0.8)218

.hh to the (.), eh, eh organisation (0.3) .hh. This prescriptive content, all those norms (0.5) .hh,219

are audit able. So when a audit comes to see rather we work (0.3), eh (0.3), properly (0.2) .hh of220

course they judge us against these prescriptive content, against these norms. So norms need to be221

enforced. But we also (0.3) .hh give the freedom to our country offices to establish their own (0.5)222

.hh, you know (0.3), relationships and, and rules of engagement with the government. Because is,223

is very important that we have a strong present at the country office. That’s (0.2), development224

is very local (0.3) .hh. So that’s where we need to make sure that we have the good structure225

in place, that we have the right people (0.4) .hh, that the relationship with the government is226

solid (0.7) .hh. Solid doesn’t mean that we, you know, need to do what the government want us227

to do. Solid means that (0.4) .hh, we do have the leadership strength to guide the government.228

Because the government needs support, need, needs guidance, needs solutions, needs sp (0.4) .hh.229

That the type of relationship we have with the government (0.5) .hh. So, so what happens is (0.6)230

.hh, again (0.6) .hh, the country programme document is based on the UNDAF, so, actually when231

we submit the country programme document to the, eh (0.6), to the executive board (.), we also232

submit the results framework of the UNDAF. So that (0.7) .hh the, the executive board can see233

how the country programme is align with the UNDAF. Which is extremely important, we are234

suppose to work together, with other UN agencies in each country (1.4) .hh. So (0.5) .hh, the235
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country offices establishes eh, it’s, it’s, (0.2) eh own working group with the government with the236

main counterpart (.). Normally it is the ministry of planning, in most of the countries. But (0.4)237

.hh, there are countries in which the prime minister has his own team (0.3) .hh, eh, that (0.2),238

that leases with, eh (0.2), with the UN system (0.3) .hh. So depending on what is happening on239

the country level we know who the interlocutor should be (0.6) .hh. So establish a working group240

(0.6) .hh. We discuss, you know (0.3), eh (1.0), the within the framework of national development241

plans of national development strategies, we discuss (0.5) .hh, you know, what exactly UNDP242

is, is expected to do. Again that needs to be aligned with the, eh, overall office that is in the243

UNDAF (0.5) .hh and we work together (.), eh, on, on the preparation of the country programme.244

So (0.4) .hh, the country programme itself doesn’t require governmental approval, we don’t wait for245

the government to approve the country programme (0.4) .hh. But the government is part of the246

governmental process and there (0.3) .hh is also PR review that we do with, with, eh, other UN247

agencies, with other donors present in the countries. Are there partners (0.5) .hh. So there is a248

very well oiled process that leads to the formulation of the country programme (0.6) .hh. What is249

now new (0.4), eh, to the organisation that we have these quality insurance criteria. Seven criteria250

that guide the formulation of the programme (0.8) .hh. That (0.4), you know, that’s extremely251

important that on the table there is a (0.4), a clear definition of quality standards that we want to252

see in the programme (0.3) .hh. So that simplifies a little bit the work. So now country programmes253

know exactly what is required from them to ensure that the country programme is strong (0.6)254

.hh. And (1.1), eh (0.4), the, there is a pre-PAC process that regional bureaus organise (0.6) .hh.255

Eh (0.7), and, and (.), so, so that before the country programme comes to the HQ PAC (0.5) .hh,256

ehm, it is well, well cleaned (0.3). And then the HQ PAC itself, that makes the final screening, eh,257

quality wise and, ehm (0.7) .hh, in the HQ PAC, as I told you, eh, the four court chairs listen to the258

resident coordinator, resident representative, from that particular country, presenting the country259

programme (0.3) .hh. And then we have questions and (0.3) .hh we make final recommendations260

and then, based on that, the country programme is prepared to be submitted to the, eh, executive261

board (0.5) .hh. Are you aware of how UNDP is structured, what’s the (.) ehm, institutional262

structure of the organisation, so that you (0.7) .hh, eh(0.2), so let me, let me quickly explain! So263

the (0.4) the UNDP has five regional bureaus (0.8) .hh that (0.6), who’s directors are, ehm (0.2), in264

the Head Quarters, [ in New York (0.4) .hh.265

[ *quite Bing*266

B: So the regional bureaus for Asia and the Pacific (0.4), for Europe and the CAS ((Central267

Asia)) (0.2), for Africa (0.4), for, eh, eh, Arab states and for Latin America and the Caribbean. So268

those are the five regions (0.5) .hh. So we have five regional bureau with directors and offices in269

New York (0.4) .hh. And five regional service centres in those regions (0.4) .hh. So in Bangkok for270

Asia and the Pacific. In Istanbul for Europe and the CAS, Addis in Africa (0.3) .hh. In Aman for271

the Arab states and in Panama for Latin America and the Caribbean (0.5) .hh. And (0.3) then272

country offices in, in, in, in all those regions. And while (0.4) .hh the UN (1.2), the UN System,273

ehm, (0.3) the UN Assembly has 193 members states (0.2) .hh, UNDP is present in 177 countries274

(0.6). And (0.2), ehm (0.5) .hh, even if we are not physically present, we have an office (.) which275

covers multiple countries, anyway. 177 countries are covered in the UNDP portfolio. =276

A: = Ok, =277

B: = And, and (0.9) .hh when the programme is prepared the country, eh, itself, as like I278

mentioned, our country office within the UNDAF engaging with the government formulates the279

country programme (0.3) .hh. There is from the regional service centre some support (0.3) .hh on,280

you know, answering questions, ensuring the quality (0.5) .hh. That’s the pre-PAC process (0.3)281

.hh, that involves the regional, eh, centres and the regional bureau into the screening of quality.282

And then it comes to the hatch (.), eh (.), H-Qujor, eh, head quarter (0.4). Sorry. HQ programme283

appraiser committee for the final screening.284
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A: (2.4) Ok (1.5). Wow. =285

B: = One thing. One thing I forgot to mention! So you have these five regional bureaus (0.2)286

.hh, [ but then you have three central bureaus (0.4) .hh.287

A: [ Yea.288

B: The bureau you are talking to right now, which is the bureau for policy and programme289

support (0.2) .hh, that is the quality ensure (0.8), as I mentioned (0.6). The Bureau of External290

Relations and Advocacy (0.3), BERA, and the bureau for management services, the bureau looks291

into recourse, into (0.2), you know, procurements, all these operational thing which are (.) suppose292

to be in place (0.3) .hh. So we have five regional bureaus and three central bureaus. That’s the293

makeup of, of the UNDP (0.3) .hh. And we are present in five regional, eh, five regions with regional294

service centres and in 177 country offices.295

A: (2.6) Yes. Ok. I said 170. I am sorry (0.2), I forgot seven ((Saying the last part of the296

sentence in a amused way)). =297

B: = (No), you, you, I am, I am surprised you are very close. So you know very well the system298

so =299

A: = I have read it somewhere, I thought (0.3). Well, whatever (0.4), ehm (1.1). You have just300

mentioned the UNDP, eh, portfolio (1.3) .hh. If I get you right (0.3), or if I get the whole process of301

the UNPD right, then (0.6) there is no (0.4) overall decision maker who is saying: ”ok. We, we are302

supporting those countries but we do not support this, eh, this country.” Right? It is just (0.3) .hh,303

it is more coming from the countries, they are creating programmes, they are like nego-negotiating304

programs, eh (0.5), they (0.6), yea, ensure that the quality is right (0.5) .hh and (0.4) then, out305

of this (0.7), pool of programmes the (0.2) UNDP port folio, ehm (0.4), yea, is how it is. Right?306

[Q2][Q3]307

B: (1.0) So. Let me, let me (0.2), ehm (1.5). Indeed, as I mentioned (0.7), we are an organisation308

that responds to (0.2) governmental demands (0.3). =309

A: = Exactly. =310

B: = So (0.2), it is the government which requests the support of UNDP (0.5) .hh, and that’s311

how the whole thing starts.312

A: (0.7) Yes.313

B: (0.5) But as a global organisation (0.3), we, obviously have our global offer (0.5). So, the way314

we work is this, and that is very common to all UN agencies, just to, to clarify from the beginning315

(1.0) .hh. So every four years, the organisation has a strategic plan (0.3), prepared and approved316

by the executive board. Now we are in the strategic plan 2014-2017. =317

A: = I have read it yesterday. =318

B: = Ok (0.4). So this strategic plan (0.8) clarifies, you know, what exactly is our offer. We work319

in three strategic areas which would be, ehm (0.4): sustainable, eh, development pathways (0.7),320

eh, including governance and, and, and peace building, and the third one is resilience building. So321

those are the three areas. We have seven outcomes (0.7) .hh and 38 development outputs connected322

(0.4) .hh. You know, outcomes what we achieve together with the world (0.6). And outputs are323

actually our concrete deliverables – fully attributes of the UNDP (0.7) .hh. So that’s, when you324

read the strategic plan and this, eh, the integrated results and frameworks. You need to have that325

in mind (0.3) .hh. So the seven outcomes would be, you know, higher level (0.3) .hh goals that we326

want to achieve (0.5) .hh and within that we have our own outputs, our own deliverables (0.6) .hh.327

So the strategic plans has, so like I mentioned, integrated results and resources framework. And it328

has three tiers. Tier one that looks into the impact we want to make, that’s multi-generational,329

that is not going to be achieved (0.4) .hh within this strategic plan. Is, is your direction of, of (0.3)330

travel, lets say (0.3) .hh. Which looks into poverty reduction, into improvement of (0.3) .hh, of331

the development index. All those high level (0.6) .hh, eh, you know, objectives, aspirations of the332

organisation (0.3) .hh. Then tier two has development results with outcomes and outputs (0.3)333
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.hh. And then tier three looks into institutional performance (0.4) .hh. So that changes every four334

years (0.6) .hh. So now we are in this strategic plan that you had just read (0.6) .hh. Based on335

that we develop the global programme 2014-2017 to show HOW we are going to implement the336

strategic plan (0.6) .hh. And (0.5) .hh, the same, within the same framework 2014-2017 (0.6) of the337

strategic plan of (the global) programme we have regional programs, for each of those regions, the338

five regions (0.4) .hh, and country programs that are linked to (0.6) we have (0.6) the, the results339

architecture of the organisation makes sure that all country programs are linked to the strategic340

plan (0.5) .hh. So everything that they (0.4), that country offices product is reported with (0.3),341

within these integrated results and result frameworks. So we just finalises (0.4) .hh collection of342

data for 2015 and we are now producing the report to the bureau (1.4) .hh. So that’s how (0.3) .h,343

so we have the global offer, the strategic plan, the global programme, then regional programme and344

country programs (0.4) .hh. Of course, UNDP, has just celebrated on 24th of, of February fifty345

years of existence. So we have been established in 19(.)65, we have started working in 1966 (0.5)346

.hh, we were established to take over the, eh (0.3), special Fund that was, you know, post second347

world war established for the implementation of the Marshall Plan [ (0.5) .hh. Together with the348

emergency programme assistance (0.5).349

A: [ yup.350

B: So (0.9) .hh we have fifty years of existing in which relationships with governments where351

developed. We were not present in all countries (0.2) .h for the entire fifty years (0.4) hh. When we352

had the celebrations last week, we had all governments present, and then they said, you know, in353

our country you only have been present for thirty-five years, in our country for forty years (0.3).354

But anyway (0.4) .hh, fifty years of existence (0.5) .hh. in which again, we have this global offer,355

the strategic plan, the global programme and the regional offers through regional programs and356

country programs (0.5) .hh. If there is a countries that doesn’t need us (0.2), eh, anymore (0.3)357

.hh, of course we pull out (0.6) .hh. For instance we gratefully pulled out from (0.6), ehm, eastern358

Europe, from countries that have become members of the (.), eh, European Union. Like: Bulgaria359

(0.5) .hh, Romanian. We still have projects in those countries. Not a full country office(0.4) .hh.360

But we coordinate those projects from our regional service centre in Istanbul (0.5). [ So (0.4). That,361

we(.), we, we life into a very dynamic world.362

A: [ yea.363

B: But now Max (0.2), with this twenty-thirty agenda (0.5), the sustainable development goals364

(0.3), that are universal. Even the United States needs to report against the SDGs ((Sustainable365

Development Goals)) (0.6) .hh. Eh (0.2), we may need to have an office of UNDP for the United366

States as well ((Saying the last sentence in a amused way)). I am just kidding but (0.5) .hh, [ the367

(0.4) we (0.3)..368

A: [ - [short gentle laugh] (0.8) I get your point.369

B: Well, yea, in Copenhagen soon and (0.3) .hh. Anyway (0.4) .hh, so the (1.2) future is that370

UNDP, because of (0.5), because of global goals being so interlinked (1.2) .hh, because of global371

goals (0.3) .hh requiring (0.3), and require an organisation (0.4) .hh, that has a broad mandate,372

UNDP has becomes more and more relevant (0.6) .hh. The world needs systemic solutions. Not all373

UN agencies have systemic offers (0.3) .hh. You know, WFP would work on food security (0.2) .hh,374

UNICF works on children (0.4) .hh, but should (.), to make sure that all those results are long375

lasting (0.3) .hh, you need to have a sustainable approach. To ensure that the government is in a376

good shape, that policies (0.5) .hh, eh, you know, institutions (0.4), eh, eh, (0.3) .hh, budgeting377

policies, all those things are strong. So that’s why UNDP is so relevant. Because we have such a378

broad mandate.379

A: (2.5) I see. (1.6). Ehm (1.3), ok (0.6). Ehm (0.5), wow (0.9). Ehm (1.1), I (0.6), I don‘t have,380

eh, any more questions (0.8) .hh. You gave me a lot (0.3), a lot of answers also for questions I381

haven’t even asked (0.6). [short laugh] (0.2) Thank you very much for that (0.6). And one personal382
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question I would ask, eh , at the end (0.6) .hh. Eh (0.2), can you actually see the impact of our383

work? [Q9]384

B: (1.6) That’s a very good question and I thank you very much for, for asking! Because I think385

it’s, it’s extremely important that (0.4), eh (0.3), you know (0.3), we see the reality (0.3), ehm386

(0.3), in which we work, rather with a critical eye (1.7) .hh. As you know the (0.6), the (0.2), the387

world is not in a very good shape (0.3). The world (.) has not returned to pre-crisis levels (0.5) .hh.388

And the world has grown over the last five decades (0.3) .hh using a non-sustainable growth model389

((saying the last part of the sentence in a amused way)) (0.6) .hh. =390

A: = Yea. =391

B: = That’s what happened (0.5) .hh, we grew (0.6), all over the, you know (.), across regions and392

countries (0.3) .hh, growth has been quite remarkable over the last years (0.4) .hh. Unfortunately,393

the model of grows was not inclusive (0.5) .hh. Inequality has expanded (0.2), most, you know394

(.), significant number of people have been left behind (0.7) .hh. So (0.3), we‘ve managed to (0.4)395

reduce the extreme poverty. So (0.4), we worked very well lowest idle of the pyramid, of the income396

pyramid (.) .hh. So we reduced the (0.2), eh, extreme poverty (0.4) .hh, so people moved up (0.6)397

.hh. Some of them remained poor (.). Not extremely poor but still poor (0.4) .hh. Some of them398

moved above poverty but inequality is still very high. So the gap between (0.9) the lowest (deal),399

the lowest quintile of the income pyramid, then the peak is quite significant (0.6) .hh. So (0.5),400

let’s face it, we grow (.). We didn’t grow sustainably (0.3) .hh, there was a very (0.3), ehm (0.2),401

eh (0.2), critical structure issue that (0.3), that has (0.3) developed unfortunately. Which is this402

(0.6) .hh, eh (.), ehm (0.2), problem of income (0.3), of income distribution. So (0.9) .hh, eh an403

(0.5). Are you an economist?404

A: (0.9) Eh (.). I am (0.4). I had some curses in economy. Yeah.405

B: (0.2) Ok (0.2). Alright (0.4) .hh. Ok. So what happened over the last years is that (0.5) .hh,406

as you know, in, in, every economic output, in everything that you produce you have three inputs407

(0.3) .hh. it’s, is (.), capital, labour and land. [ Land means practically, eh, you know, natural408

resources and things (0.3) .hh.409

A: [ Yea.410

B: So leaving natural resources out (0.6) .hh, what happened is that (0.6) .hh, capital and411

labour (0.8) .hh, have moved (.), eh, from, from (0.2), eh, a certain income distribution (0.4),412

at the beginning of globalisation which was roughly thirty-seventy percent. So seventy percent413

would be labour (0.5) .hh, into somewhere close to fifty-fifty (0.6) .hh. Which (0.4) .hh, which is a414

very, very important (0.3), ehm, issue to discuss about because (0.9) .hh, people not make (.), not415

being able to make enough money (0.4) of this, this overall income that the economy generates416

(0.4) .hh. Are not able to consume as much as it’s needed (0.4) .hh, to ensure, you know, that417

demand is high and grows continuous to move upwards (0.3) .hh. And businesses continue to418

thrive because there is demand (0.4) .hh. So the (.), the, the, most significant problem we have419

right now is with the capacity (0.2) .hh of people to consume with the level of demand (0.3) .hh.420

So demand is low-growth (.) then (.) is low (0.4). So on that ground, you know, how can you421

eradicate poverty in fifteen years if growth is not significant (0.5) .hh? So (0.3), that’s, that’s a422

very, very big problem, ehm, that we have right now. Capital owners make much more money423

than labour suppliers (0.3) .hh. And capital owners are not consp.., capital owners (0.3) .hh are424

more into saving (0.4), than into spending (0.3). So because of that (0.5) .hh, the growth, eh, is425

not (0.4), eh, coming back to pre-crisis level. So we have a pr.. (0.4) .hh a global problem. So426

we are (0.5), the IMF ((International Monetary Fund)) continue to revise downwards all the (0.6)427

.hh, the, the growth forecasts (0.4) .hh, and that’s (.), that’s a very serious problem. So (0.2),428

considering that we do not grow very fast (0.2), considering that we have a development model429

(0.3) .hh, that is not inclusive (0.5) .hh. that is not, you know (0.4) .hh, generating sustainable430

results (0.3) .hh. UNDP is faced to the quite complex reality (0.6) .hh. So (0.9), right now (0.3),431
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we need to look, eh, into the agenda, the sustainable development agenda, we need to generate432

a growth development model (0.3) .hh, that is more inclusive with people, that is more resilient433

(0.3) .hh. And is (0.2) .hh, you know, is resilient to all sorts of shocks (0.4) .hh and that generates434

more sustainable, eh (0.4) results moving forward (0.4). that requires a new series of change (0.3)435

.hh. We need to have a new series of change (0.2) .hh and that new serial of change needs to436

marginal (0.7) .hh, eh, various development contexts (0.2), for instance (0.4), countries that are437

in conflicts or post-conflict (0.4), small island development states (0.5), eh, low-income countries,438

least developed countries, mid-income countries (0.3) .hh. In mid-income countries, UNDP has had,439

eh, always a problem to have a strong offer because those countries say: well we are mid-income440

countries why do we need UNDP (0.3) .hh? But mid-income countries (foster) a lot of fragility441

(0.3) .hh. A lot of vulnerability (0.2) .hh. You know (0.2), there is (0.2) .hh, a, a bit disaster that442

(0.2) completely destroys (1.3) ((She harrumphed)), the, the growth pattern of the country. So443

there are very, very (0.3) .hh complex issues that UNDP has do deal with (0.5) .hh. So (0.5), if you444

look at that reality that has developed over the last decades, you really wonder, you know (.), has445

UNDP really successful (0.4) .hh? My answer to that is that (0.2) .hh, if UNDP has not been in446

town (0.3) .hh, the reality would have been even worse (0.8). =447

A: = Yea, yea. =448

B: = So that (0.4), that’s is the first answer to your question (0.5) .hh. Moving the, so I can449

provide results to show you (0.2) how many jobs we have create every year (0.4) .hh, how many,450

you know, new elections we organise and (0.5), you know, people are able to express their (0.3)451

votes (0.5) .hh. How many, you know, new (0.3) how many women get empowered and (0.4) .hh,452

and participate in public process and, and in business and everywhere (0.3). We can show you how453

many countries have developed new (0.4) disaster (.) monitoring systems. And (0.4) .hh how much454

early recovery we do, and how much we have achieved in, in, in the Ebola crisis and all those things455

(0.4) .hh. How much, so we can present results, the sustainability of (0.4) those results though,456

Max (0.4) .hh, really depends on how much commitment is there by government to make it happen457

(0.3) .hh. So, we are not alone in this world, we need to make sure that our governments also want458

to pressure their own good.459

A: (1.5) Yea. (1.0) I read yesterday that, in 2014 one million jobs (0.3) were created through the460

U-(0.2)-UNDP (0.6). So that’s.. =461

B: = We revised that (0.3). So we revised that, so we cleaned the data and we have actually one462

point five million last year [ (0.4) .hh. And soon when we release the:, the date for this year.463

A: [ That’s insane.464

B: So (0.3) .hh, just if you, if you stick around, ehm, I can, you know, in two weeks from now465

I can share with you, ehm, fresh data on, eh, results of, of 2015 (0.5) .hh. Again, the, the thing466

is that (0.4) .hh: Yes! There is critics, of course, you know, the world says, but what if we have467

conflicts, if we have issues, if we not grow, and if we have not enough jobs (0.3), you know (0.5)468

.hh, what exactly can UNDP claim (0.8) (of) achieving (0.7)? So that’s, that is a very legitimate469

problem. The issue is that (0.5) .hh, if we pull out of those countries, please believe me, it’s gonna470

be, you know (0.2), a much, much grimmer, eh, reality before our eyes.471

A: (0.8) I am believing you ((Saying it in an amused way)) (0.5). Em (0.6), ok (0.6). Ehm:::472

(0.8), Thank you very much (0.2)! Ehm (0.6), do you feel eh (0.6), we have forgotten to talk about473

anything? [Q10]474

B: (1.1) No, I am, I am thinking, you know, if there is anything else I would like to, eh, add to475

that I will definitely come back by email. So I presented you UNDP structure, the programming476

process, the, eh(0.3), ehm, endorsement by the executive board (0.5) .hh. I can, maybe one thing477

to add here is that (0.4) .hh, we deal with an executive board, that has become, you know, more478

demanding (.), which is very interesting (0.4), and please bare that in mind, I think that is an479

important point for you, your analysis (1.0) .hh. The (0.2), the more you provide (.), the executive480
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boards is a political (.) setup (0.2), as you can imagine (0.7) .hh. We have (0.6), eh, permanent481

representative to the United Nations of thirty-six countries sitting around the table and listening482

to UNDP, you know, annual report (0.8) .hh. Of course, they have their capitals behind (.), you483

know, their offices in ministries of foreign affairs back home (0.3) .hh, looking into UNDP reports,484

providing feedback (0.5) .hh, but we can ss-see that the more we provide, and we want to be very485

open, so I joined this development impact group two years ago, and (0.6), we where quite (.), at486

the time, you know, we where ehm, (0.3), eh (0.2), eh (0.2), moving forward with our reforms,487

adopting new quality standards, strengthening our processes for quality screening (0.4) .hh, so we488

where, I, I (0.2), I took over an office here (0.3), quite, quite prudent in the engagement with the489

executive board (0.3) .hh. So we changed our (treaties). Let‘s not hide anything let‘s just put490

anything on the table and let’s see how (0.3) .hh they react to that (0.5) .hh. So the moment you491

open up (0.6), they realise that there is a lot new they need to learn (.) .hh, and then, once they492

have learned it, they become more interested and more demanding. So that‘s a risk always but we493

preferred to go that way, because we saw that (0.5) .hh, you know, by make, making them aware of494

all those complexities (1.2) .hh, they may also revise their, their (0.4), support. They may look,495

they may decide that there are thing where UNDP needs more support, and they can provide that496

sup-(0.8)-port. Rather than keeping, you know (0.3), eh, a black box insight, and, and not sharing497

much (0.4) .hh. =498

A: = Yea. =499

B: = So, the executive board has now, you know (0.4), extremely interested in looking into our500

report cart. We produce a report cart with traffic against the third-eight outputs that I mentioned501

(0.5) .hh. And we showed to them where we have problems and we do a results to resources analysis502

(0.6) .hh. So that we show to them, you know, how much a job costs in Somalia versus a job in503

(0.2) Argentina and (0.5) .hh, you know, that’s an interesting analysis for them to see. So the more504

you provide, the more they need and the more they demand (0.8) .hh. So that puts pressure on us505

but we thought we should pressure this challenge because (0.4) .hh, ultimately, you know (0.3),506

if they don’t see the value we will disappear ((Saying the last part of the sentence in a amused507

way.)). You know, we, we, we fully depend on (0.5), eh, on the demand that they have for us and508

we fully depend on, you know, the capacities to remain competitive (0.5). And that’s why it is509

interesting to watch (0.5), ehm, eh, for your analysis, if you go into the decision of the board (0.2),510

they are also public, you see how (0.4) much the decisions have changed. They use to say: Well, we511

take note of the country programme and we wish you good luck (0.6) .hh. To, we take note of the512

country programme and we request UNDP to do this and that, so (0.4) .hh you can see that, ehm513

(0.2), decisions have also expended, have also become a little bit more, more demanding.514

A: (1.7) Ok. I will ha.. (0.2) I will look into that for sure (1.4) .hh. Ehm (1.4). Yes! Thank you,515

thank you, thank you very much! I could listen to you for, I don’t know, hours. I think it is super516

interesting (0.7). Ehm =517

B: = Thank you very much Max! So if there is anything else, just come back. It is important518

for us to make sure, you know, that the new generation of (0.7) .hh, of, of economists, the new519

generation of social development and, and development economic experts, political affairs are aware520

of, eh, (0.6) .hh, what we are doing so we would be happy to share more.521

A: (1.4) Thank you very much. Ehm (0.4), I really appreciate your time (0.9)! And, yea, it was522

really interesting, eh (1.1), yea. If there isn’t anything more than I would just like to say thank you523

and have a good day!524

B: (0.7) You too! Thank you very much and, and, again (.): let me know if you anything (.).525

And, eh, I will, I mean, just count on, eh, on a continue data of results as soon as I have the new526

generation of results I will share it with you.527

A: (0.5) Ok. Thank you very much!528

B: (0.6) Thank you, all the very best! [ Thank you!529
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A: [ Thank you.530

A: Bye bye!531
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Appendix H: Interview #4 Transcript

Interviewer (A): Maximilian Hinze
Interviewee (B): Jeffrey Schuttmann49 (DG DEVCO)
29:42 min - Face-to-face Interview
11.03.2016, Brussels, Belgium

A: Ok (1.6). Ehm (1.1). Yea. Thanks for the interview again. =1

B: = Sure. =2

A: = Ehm (0.5). Thank you for your time! Ehm, Like I said ehm (0.8), if it’s ok with you if I3

record that?4

B: = Sure. =5

A: This ((Interview)) is (0.5) ehm, anonymous (0.9) ehm yea, and I am recording it. A bit about6

myself, like I just said: I am a master student at Copenhagen Business School (0.5) .hh. I am7

writing my master and I want to find out how development (0.6) count..., no. How development8

agencies are (0.7), how they decide, eh, which countries they support. =9

B: = Mhm. ((affirmative)) =10

A: = Ehm (1.5). Yes. I, I told you already, which organisations I am focusing on. =11

B: = Mhm. ((affirmative)) =12

A: Therefore I can, eh (0.7), straight go to the questions. Ehm (2.6), I think that like (0.5), with13

this document you really (0.6), you really nailed my first question ((Saying the last part of the14

sentence in a amused way)). [ Ehm (0.5), Unit A1 (0.7), you are the ones who are decide (0.7), eh15

(0.6), how (0.8), how (0.8), how the aid is, eh (0.5), allocated (0.7) or are you making the policies?16

[Q1][Q2][Q3]17

B: [ Ok.18

B: (0.9) Well, I mean. Unit, unite A1 is what? Is in charge for, eh, lets say (0.6), drafting (0.7) [19

the policy or even drafted the methodology. =20

A: [ Yea.21

A: = Yea =22

B: But that of course, is a consulting work. Then, eh (0.4), you have to consult eh (0.3), fist23

internally, you have to consult with other relevant units, then of course you have to, eh, go though,24

eh, the comitology (0.3), which means that you have to (0.3) show what you are proposing to the25

committees where the members staits it. =26

A: = Mhm. ((affirmative)) =27

B: = For example, if we are talking about, eh (0.4), ehm, the Development Corporation Instrument28

(0.5), it’s the DCI (.) Committee, if we are talking about the EDF (0.2), the European Development29

Found (0.5), it’s the EDF Committee. =30

A: = Ok. =31

B: = And there (.), you have the member states which are represents.32

A: = Ok. =33

B: = So, naturally, they also have say on, on the methodology.34

A: = Ok. =35

B: = But basically, the way (0.4) this, if we are talking about the 2014-2020 (.) allocation36

methodology (0.6), the way it was designed (0.6), I mean (0.3), it was initially designed internally.37

We were, we also asked the ehm, the support of consultant in the name of FERDI. [ Which I gave38

you there (0.7) .hh.39

A: [ Mhm. ((affirmative)) Yea.40

49Name changed
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B: On the basis of their document we have elaborated this allocation methodology (0.5) .hh.41

Which we then (.) presented to the, eh, committees (0.6). So the committees also have to approve42

the:: (0.1) allocation methodology. And then (0.4), once we, we came out with allocations (0.6) it43

was at the committees that the allocations were discussed (0.3) and some qualitative adjustments44

were, eh, admit (0.4). Because, as you can see in the document (0.3): There is a first part that is (0.7)45

make, I mean, providing the qualitative, eh (0.4), quantitative allocation (0.8). The quantitative46

part of the allocation methodology that is really using (.) certain criteria that are listed there. =47

A: = Yea. =48

B: = And then, once we come up with a number (0.4), that number will be discussed within the49

committees (0.5). So in the committees (0.4), there is still some marginal manoeuvre. =50

A: = Yea. =51

B: = To decide, to increase, to decrease on the basic of some (.) political issues, crises, vulnerability52

or, eh, developments that have just happened (0.3) .hh, or things that the member states would53

like to take to account. =54

A: = Yea. =55

B: = So (0.4), there is a first part that is really based on this (.), scientific if you want (0.5), eh,56

methodology which gives you a number (0.4). Then that number is further discussed and may be57

changed. But normally not further than ten-twenty percent high or down (0.8), eh, during this58

committee meetings.59

A: (1.8) Ok (0.6). Ehm (0.4), on, on the website I found somewhere that (.) you are supporting60

(0.4) those ”countries with the most need” (0.5). I guess with this methodology you are defining,61

which, which are the countries with the most need? [Q4]62

B: (1.5) Yea (0.4). Ehm (0.2), So (0.6), as you, as you can see (0.5), eh, we have used (0.6), with63

this methodology (0.7), this (0.7), eh (0.6), six different criteria (0.5). [ Some of the criteria (.)64

identify needs (0.8).65

A: [ Yea.66

B: So (0.7), well (0.4), in a sense population (0.3) is, is a, is an indicator of need (0.5). Gross67

national income [ is an (indication) for need.68

A: [ Yes.69

B: Human assets index (0.5). That is also (a) need (0.9). Economic volubility (0.4) as well (0.4)70

.hh. Then, good governance (.), if you want, is more about (.) performance on certain indicators.71

So as you can see, there is needs, capacities (0.5), performance (0.7), and (0.6), possible impacts,72

potential impacts of the EU Aid (0.4) that has been taken into account. So (1.0), here (0.5), it’s73

also, eh, it’s also explained how they are correlated (1.7). And, eh, if they are proxy, for example of74

poverty.75

A: (1.7) Just to be sure. You, you are using this methodology for each and every country in the76

world? Like for [ low, let.., under mid, mid income. = [Q4]77

B: [ Yea.78

B: = Ever, every country!79

A: (0.2) Every country. =80

B: = So (0.7), basically what happens is (0.3) after the, ehm, the multi-annual financial framework,81

[ that is decided at the level of, eh (0.6), councils.82

A: [ Mhm. ((affirmative))83

B: So the council meet, for example, it met in 2014 and decided the overall (.) allocation for84

the (0.5) EU (0.5) .hh. Then, from that overall allocation, we get (0.4) what is the allocation for85

development (1.2). That amount (0.5) is than divided (0.7), using this allocation methodology86

(0.5). Of course (0.6), here we are talking about countries (0.7).87

A: Yea.88
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B: So, in the, let’s say, in the, in the, eh, in the budget that we are receive (.) there is already89

one heading (.) that is defined for (.) let’s say regional level or (0.3) global, thematic level (0.6) and90

then (0.3) there is the part on the bilateral level. And this methodology is used for the bilateral91

level- =92

A: = Yea (0.8). That’s what I am also focusing on. =93

B: = bilateral =94

A: = bilateral level. Exactly. =95

B: = So, so if we can (0.3) leave aside, eh (0.6), I mean, for thematic and (0.6) regional (0.7), [96

it’s:::, I would say, it is more of A: : political decisions (0.7).97

A: [ Yea.98

B: It’s just (0.5), you decide the regional and the (1.3), and the global envelopes that you want99

to reserve (0.7). Probably, all (.), mostly based on past experience. =100

A: = Yea. =101

B: = But then when it comes to the (0.8) country envelopes (0.8). You take that (0.9) x, eh,102

amount that you have (0.3) and you, and you, and you use this, and you apply this to this formula,103

to, eh, to find what is the individual allocation. =104

A: = Yea. =105

B: = Then you discuss that individual allocations (0.4) caming out, coming out from this formula106

(.) in the committees (0.3) .hh. And in the committees (.) there are (0.4) there may be some107

revisions (0.6) up or down (0.7). But, let’s say, the, the very basis for the allocation (0.6) resides in108

eh, in eh, in this methodology if we are talking about bilateral allocation.109

A: (1.6) That’s pretty good. That’s pretty good. That’s pretty clear and a nice structure (0.4).110

=111

B: = Yea. =112

A: = Eh, it is way different in the UNDP. =113

B: = Ah. Ok. =114

A: = Way, way different ((saying that in a amused way)) (0.5). Much more confusing (0.7). Ehm115

(1.5). Ok (1.5). So =116

B: = Can I just borrow this ((spoon))?117

A: (0.4) Yes. Of course! Of (.), of course.118

B: (0.8) Sorry for disturbing.119

A: (0.8) Ehm (2.3), how often, eh, does those committees decide (1.2) about the, the country120

specific (1.1) aid (1.0)? Is [ it once a year, or? [Q3]121

B: [ So.122

B: (0.4) No. So (0.6), what happened (1.6), at the beginning of the, ehm, programming period123

(0.4), and in the commission now we have six-seven years, depending how you count.124

A: Yea.125

B: Six-seven years eh, programing period (0.6). For example, now we have, we are into the126

2014-20 programming period (0.8) .hh. At the very beginning we decide the allocation. =127

A: = Yea. =128

B: = So (0.5) the ((developing)) country, also on the, eh, as you know, to respond to aid129

effectiveness principle (0.4), knows from the very beginning of this programme how much money130

is reserved for it (0.7). So lets say (0.5) Ethiopia has 100 (1.0) .hh. Then (0.4), ehm, once that131

allocation has been agreed (0.6), at (0.4), so (0.2), you, you, you come out, let say (0.6) 80 with132

this methodology. Then you discuss it and the committees saying: “ok. let’s increase it to 100”133

(0.7) .hh. Then 100 is what our delegation (0.4) knows being the envelope reserved for Ethiopia134

(0.7) .hh. So then they are entering the negotiation with the Ethiopian government say: ”look you135

have 100 (0.4) how do you want to spend this?” =136

A: = Ok. =137
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B: = Then this is decided also on the base of, well this ((Document he is pointing at)) is in138

French but you can find it (0.3) the agenda of change (0.5). That, that is somehow the guideline of:139

what are our main priorities, what are the sake of intervention (0.8). So (0.3), there is a negotiation140

with the government (0.6), and then some sector are identified (0.6). =141

A: = Mhm. ((affirmative)) =142

B: = So you say, we have 100, so we have reserved thirty for health, thirty for education, forty143

for infrastructure(0.8) .hh. So then you start the implementation (0.9). Eh, you do programs, you144

do budget support, you do what ever you want to do (0.8). You come to a point (.) where there is,145

where you have a midterm review (0.6) .hh. So if the country, for example, has been able to spend146

money well (0.9), you continue with that the envelope. If you see that the country is not able to147

absorb you may reduce that envelope. =148

A: = Ok.149

B: (0.7) Eh it’s quite difficult to increase that envelope but that may also happen. But we are150

not taking about (0.8), eh, enormous differences. =151

A: = Yea.152

B: = So let’s say, form the very beginning, the country (0.3), eh, knows how much money is153

reserved and normally this is what it’s gonna get if everything goes well during the programming154

period (0.6) 2014-20. [ So, the only moment when there might be a revision (0.5) .hh is (0.7)155

doing the midterm review. So, if them in the midterm review we notice that things are going (0.4)156

according to plan fine. The they not (0.5) the, the envelope may be reduced. There might be cases157

where for example, eh, budget support operation or other things are not working. So then we stop158

part of the envelope (0.8) .hh. So normally what can happen is that the envelope is reduced. Very159

rarely, eh, can be increased (0.8). But, eh, so this is somehow [ how it, how, how it works during160

the implementation.161

A: [[ Yea.162

A: (0.8) Ok (0.7). Pretty (0.4), pretty is (0.2), pretty interesting (0.9)! Ehm (1.4). Good, I like,163

I like that you are like ehm, that you using that methodology and that you are that strict, ehm, =164

B: = Yea. =165

A: = strict about it. That’s pretty cool (0.7). Ehm (1.0). Ok (0.5). Ehm (1.0). Ehm (0.5). We166

talked about (0.5) a lot of =167

B: = If you want that is may something of interest if you look on it in a dynamic way. [ Is that168

(0.5), the European development fund, the EDF (0.4), which is (0.5) outside of the budget of the169

EU.170

A: [ Yea.171

B: it’s a, it’s a budget which is contributed by single member states. So it is outside the budget172

(0.7). For that instrument (0.5), ehm, there has been a methodology (0.9) ever since 2000. =173

A: = Ok. =174

B: = So ever since 2000 (.) there was a methodology, clear methodology, based on needs,175

performance, impact, (0.6) .hh, eh, which was used (0.4). Eh, I think that (0.5) might be available176

also in, in, in the public, for the public. For the DCI, for the Development cooperation instrument,177

which covers (.) the remaining, eh, developing countries (0.8). I am not talking, eh, a lot about178

European neighbour instrument because we don’t deal with that anymore. It is the DG NEAR,179

it’s another DG. [ So, I am just focusing on DCI and EDF =180

A: [ Ok. ((saying that in a amused way))181

A: = That’s good. =182

B: = So for the remaining, eh, forty-something countries in the world, developing countries (0.8).183

Eh, there was no allocation methodology (0.7) until 2014.184

A: (0.7) Ok. Wow. =185
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B: = So. This is the first time that the DCI and EDF instruments use the same methodology186

(1.0). A: :nd, and so the:::, let’s say, also for the DCI things have became much straight forward.187

=188

A: = Yea. =189

B: = Beforehand, I wouldn’t be able to, to (.), to tell you how it was. But I can tell you that190

there was non ((methodology)). =191

A: = Yea. =192

B: = So, it was probably more of A: : political negotiation [ or decision (0.4) happening193

within, I mean proposition made by the commission (0.5) .hh, decision in the committees (0.3). [194

An then [ the allocations have been done.195

A: [ Yea.196

A: But I don’t need to know how it was. it’s fine. I am looking into now [ and that’s good (0.6).197

E:hm but =198

B: [ Ok. Yea.199

B: = but I think, that that might be of interest. =200

A: = I mean, that is very interesting! I mean, [ 2014, that’s like (1.9) two years ago.201

B: [ That change.202

A: That is like =203

B: = Yea. =204

A: = crazy to imagine. =205

B: = Yea. Before that the was non methodology for (.) this DCI instrument. =206

A: = Yea. =207

B = But there was, for EDF. =208

A: = Yea (0.7). Ok (1.0). Ehm (1,4), Is there any (0.2) coordination between the UN, eh (0.6),209

between, eh, DEVCO and the:: UNDP going on (0.7)? Like (1.1) do you (0.3), do you, do you like210

talk about (1.1) cooperation in specific countries? Or (0.4), ehm [Q7] =211

B: = (Currently), not at the moment of (1.3), lets say (0.8), eh, elaborating the allocation. =212

A: = Yea. =213

B: = It is not at that stage. =214

A: = Yea. =215

B: = Eh (0.4), if, I mean negotiation and discussion are on-going (0.6) with the UNDP [ being,216

eh, like, eh (0.8). Fist being the UN (0.3), secondly being an important actor [ in Development217

(0.7).218

A: [ Yea.219

B: Ehm (0.7). No, So: There is no (0.3) conversation, eh, in how we allocate money. =220

A: = Yea. =221

B: = Then what can happened is that (0.4) either at the HQ level, so for the more global ( ), eh,222

programme (0.3), [ or at the delegation level, in cases UNDP runs some interesting funds, pool223

fund, eh, or trust fund (0.7), then (.) there might be a discussion on, eh, joined collaboration [ , on224

collaborations about certain issues (0.6). I mean UNDP is very focused for example on governance225

issues, or human rights, democracy. So there might be countries in which the EU is contributing to226

pool funds [ managed by ((the UNDP)) (0.4).227

A: [ Yea.228

B: I think Ethiopia, eh (0.8), [ is one of the cases. [ But that is on the very abduct bases. =229

A: [ Ok.230

A: = Yea (1.5). The European Union is also focusing on governance, right? [ But also, also =231

B: [ Yea. Yea. Yea.232

B: = No it’s just that (0.5). Well, I mean it’s (0.5). I mean (0.4), the EU is focusing on (0.3)233

governance, human right and democracy. =234
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A: = Yes. =235

B: = Ehm, than (0.3), there are difference modality to put that in place. =236

A: = Yea. Of course. =237

B: = You might want to do that through sector support (0.5) in some countries, you want to238

do that through pooled funds, if the UN or, eh, World bank doing anything of interest so then239

we might do pooled funds [ with them (0.6) .hh. And there might be also possibilities that the240

EU does it through it’s own trust fund. For example, now there is a trust fund on migration (0.4)241

.hh, so some of the activities may focus on (0.5)., ehm, governance. You might, you might have242

programmes (0.3), thats very specific programmes on certain aspects of justice. Like In Afghanistan243

for example, eh, supported to, eh::: (1.6) enforcement, law enforcement (0.4), ehm (2.1). So stuff244

like that. But, so, let’s say (0.4) one thing is the sector and one thing is how we work than in this245

sector. [ But certainly the sector is one of the two priorities for the, eh (0.9), agenda of change for246

this programing period. [ And you will see that (0.9), ehm (0.5), we have ehm (0.8), we have (0.7),247

I think around twenty-five percent of the funds (0.6) that go into, eh (0.4), good governance, eh,248

related [ activity for 2014-20.249

A: [[ Yea.250

A: (1.4) Yea. It is like you said. It is one of the three (0.4) main (1.1) main tasks, right? Main251

focuses? =252

B: = Ehm. =253

A: to twenty-thirt.., eh, twenty-three you said, [ yea? I, I, I, I think, I have read that somewhere254

as well (0.4). Ehm =255

B: [ Eh.256

B: = Yea (0.9). If you, if you see eh, unfortunately this ((Document he is pointing it)) is in257

French. But =258

A: = it’s fine. ((Saying that in a amused way))=259

B: = it’s not a problem, eh, I mean I am sure you can get.. when, when you look at the priorities260

(1.1) you will see we that the two major priorities. One is, eh (0.7), Human right, democracy and261

other, eh, aspects of good governance. =262

A: = Yes. =263

B: = And the second it’s (0.5) inclusive and sustainable, ehm, growth on development. Including264

human development (1.0) .hh. So these are the two, eh, priorities that have somehow guided the265

programming for this this period. =266

A: = Yea (2.6). Ok. Great (1.3). Ehm (1.7). Ehm (0.4), Ok (1.7). Is it (1.7). How (0.3). Is it267

possible for countries, alright, no. We talked about it already. Like when you have, when you have268

decided over a budget, you go into the countries and then you decide what you gonna do with this269

money. Right? [Q3] =270

B: = Hmh. ((affirmative)) =271

A: = So (0.6), there is no really application necessary? Like that a country needs to apply with272

specific programmes? Because that all will be discussed there. So there is no application process,273

right? [Q3]274

B: (0.3) No. I mean (0.5), No. It is part of the negotiation. [ I mean, like, they, they know they275

have an envelope and within that envelope they have to =276

A: [ Yes.277

A: = Yea. =278

B: = negotiate with the delegation. =279

A: = Yes (1.2) .hh. OK good (0.7). Ehm (3.1). [Short Laugh] The next, eh, it is one of the last280

question [ but the next question is a bit tricky (1.1). =281

B: [ Hmh. ((affirmative))282

B: = Yea. =283
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A: = Ehm, it asks: Is there a bigger purpose of allocating aid like that? So, is your bigger (.),284

bigger purpose of allocating aid like that? So (0.3) do you, is your (0.4) biggest purpose like you285

want to support the most countries in the world or you (0.3) want to make it as fair as possible [ or286

(1.1) you want to have the biggest impact, or? [Q8] =287

B: [ Hmh. ((affirmative))288

B: = Yea (0.5). I mean, if you want some thing, eh, that is very particular of the, e:h, commission289

work, the EU work (0.5) is that (0.5), ehm. While national agencies (0.5) might be driven, not just290

by development concern but also by political concern, like (0.5) countries with which they have a291

sort of preferred, e:h, relation, eh, historical legacies, [ colonial legacies (0.5) .hh. In the case of the292

EU we really allocate count, eh, allocate money (0.4) to almost any (0.4) country which is in need.293

[ So (0.5), the, the rational behind this allocation methodology is, of course, to (0.5) focus on those294

with most in need (0.3), [ ehm, where we can also have the biggest impact.295

A: [[ Yea.296

B: Ehm, you will see, you will notice e:h, from this paper that what is happened is that we have297

increased aid towards least develop countries (0.6) [ and we have (0.4) left (0.6) some upper middle298

income countries (0.7).299

A: [ Mhm. ((affirmative))300

B: So, this year, there was a graduation, I mean ((not)) this year, in this programing period,301

there was a graduation for 16 countries =302

A: = That’s a lot. =303

B: = Ehm, including, for example: China, Brazil, eh, [ India, (0.5). It is explained also here (0.5).304

So, what happened (this year) was (0.8), I mean this year. this programing period (0.3), it’s that305

we wanted to focus (0.5) more on (.) least developing countries. On countries that really had (0.4),306

eh, major poverty issues (0.8). [ Ehm (0.7). So (0.5), for upper middle income countries, you will307

see in the DCM, in the DCI ((!)) instruments (0.5), it was decided that (0.6) countries that score,308

that rank as upper middle income countries, in the DAC, but we are talking about DAC, [ so the309

OECD DAC, not the world bank definition, but in the OECD definition (0.7), those development310

countries which are UMC and were financed under the DCI (0.4), would be graduated. [ So (0.5),311

eh, that happened for, I don’t know if they are listed here, but you can find it in may different312

places (0.3) ((He goes quickly through some sites)). The names of this countries =313

A: [[ Yea.314

A: = I have seen them somewhere in a footnote. [ Some countries.315

B: [ You have probably seen it somewhere. Yea. Exactly.316

B: (0.4) Eh (0.6), So. This countries where graduated (0.6). So, they were taken out of the317

bilateral envelope. [ So, the envelope that we consider was just for those Lower middle income318

countries, LDC or eh, low income countries (0.7). Ehm (0.7), [ So (0.4), I mean in terms of purpose,319

it is really to reach as much as possible those countries which are most in need. [ Ehm (1.7), of320

course, there, there are special relation, because if you think about the EDF (0.9). That is (0.4),321

e:h, a special (0.4) agreement that we have with 79 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries (1.3).322

So, there is (0.2) an idea of (0.4) reserving (0.8) some money (0.8) to this countries (0.4). But on323

the other side, these are also the most, eh, poorest countries. [ Even if you apply this methodology324

(0.6) without taking to account the difference of those two instruments you will end up, most likely,325

with giving more to these. And it is probably possible that in (0.6) 2020 (0.4) there wound’t be326

any more (0.4) separate (0.8) budgets for ACP ((African, Caribbean, and Pacific Group of States))327

(0.8). So, they will just put together into the same pool (1.4). Ehm, what will happened then is328

difficult to say now (0.4). [ But, eh, I mean (0.5).329

A: [[ Yea.330

B: Lo-look at the ACP countries and you will see that they are (0.4), like (0.6), out of the331

forty-eight, eh, LDC something like thirty-six, no even more probably, forty (0.8) are in ACP332
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countries.333

A: [ Mhm. ((affirmative))334

A: = Ok. =335

B: = So by focusing on them, you are already focusing on them [ you are focusing already on [ the336

[ others (1.8). So (0.5), yea, I would that (0.3), really, the, the difference between the commission337

because the commission of course has to respond to all the twel.. the, the (.), the of the member338

states, not just a few =339

A: [[ Yea.340

A: = Mhm. ((affirmative)) =341

B: = It is really to try to (0.4) allocate money in the (0.5), in the most objective, ehm (0.6),342

fashion possible (0.6). Of course in the committees, there is a little bit of negotiation with the343

states [ they might want to increase and decreased. But (0.4), I mean, even there we are talking344

about ten-twenty percent. [ We are not talking about overall making a deciding which already [345

has been (1.2), eh (1.1), proposed.346

A: [[ Yea.347

A: So (0.3). For me, it looks (0.3). it’s like a pretty fair progress, eh, process. =348

B: = Yea. But I mean, of =349

A: = it’s nice. =350

B: = At the same time it is also understandable that national, eh, agencies the::y (0.9), they351

have to (0.6) for their own reasons.352

A: (0.4) Yes. =353

B: = It is also a matter of (0.6) eh, reaching critical mass (0.3). Because (0.5), maybe a single354

country is, I mean (1.2), I, of course Danish, eh, Danish aid it’s it’s high (0.3) visa-vis their GDP355

but it not huge (4) [ in absolute terms.356

A: [ No.357

B: So if you spread money everywhere, then you are, you are not (0.4) even reaching critical358

mass to really have an [ influence. =359

A: [ Yea.360

A: = Like =361

B: = It is not bad to focus.362

A: (1.2) Denmark is giving, I guess it was Nigeria, like fifty Euros a mon, he a year ((Saying that363

in a amused way)) (0.9). And it [ is like =364

B: [ Who? =365

A: = Nigeria (0.5). Denmark. =366

B: (0.4) Ah (0.3). Ok.367

A: That was the lowest (0.2) number of, of [ aid they are giving to a country. And then you are368

asking (0.7): [ Ok, fifty Euros a year, what can you do? =369

B: [[ Yea.370

B: = Which, which country?371

A: (0.2) Eh, Nigeria (0.5). I think it was Nigeria (0.7). In Africa, yea. =372

B: = Ok373

A: (0.8) But, eh (1.0). [ I should (0.4), that’s like (0.7), yea (0.5). Like you said [, where, whe..374

(0.3), does it make sense? =375

B: [[ Yea.376

B: = No. =377

A: = Probably not (1.2). [ Ehm (0.3), Ok (0.3). Cool (0.9). One last question (1.0). =378

B: [ of course.379

B = Sure. =380

A: Ehm (1.0), it is more a personal one. =381
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B: = Yea. =382

A: Can you see, eh (0.3), the impact of your work? [Q9]383

B: (5.5) Well, this is a one million dollar question (2.0). I mean, I think, I think we can see384

the impact (0.6) of, eh (0.4), for example (0.8), of this, eh, strategic document, of this guideline385

document (0.7), into our programming (0.5). =386

A: = Yea. =387

B: = I mean if we are really talking about the present (0.4), it’s quite difficult to say (0.6) that388

we see an impact (0.4). =389

A: = Yea. =390

B: = Because most of the activities are not even started or they are just started (0.7) .hh. So if391

you want to say like (0.6): do you see any (0.3) relation between your guiding documents and what392

you are doing now in practice in terms of implementation (0.3) .hh. Yes, of course there is. =393

A: = Yea. =394

B: = Because this document is telling use to focus more of countries with need (.). And as395

you can see from statistics, we are focusing much more on (0.3) least developing countries (0.3)396

lees on, on eh, LMC ((Lower Middle Income Country)) (0.3), and, and, and almost, eh, and we397

do almost nothing in terms of bilateral, eh, envelopes (0.6) with, eh UMC, with, eh (0.3), upper398

middle income countries. So (0.7), in terms of differentiation (0.5). Yes! We are differentiate (0.3).399

And this is also in line with the recent commitment that we were taking in Addis for example. Of400

focusing more on LDC countries (0.5) .hh. it’s somehow changes a trend that has been negative401

for a lot of LDCs that, eh (0.6) donor were giving less to LDCs and more to other countries (0.4).402

So, in this terms, I think, we can see (0.4), the effect of political decision into the implementation403

(1.1). To::, to say that we can see the impact of our work (0.4) now (1.2). it’s a little bit to early.404

Ehm (0.5), I think this year there will be the first attempt made by the commission (0.4) to really405

measure results.406

A: (0.3) Ok.407

B: (0.7) Eh, it will, I think it will be issued sometime this year. =408

A: = Yea. =409

B: = It will be the first report. It is called, ehm (0.4), the framework, ehm (0.5), is a (0.6),410

results framework (0.4). =411

A: = Ok. =412

B: = it’s called eh (0.4), the EU result framework and the aim is really to look at (0.4) project413

that have ended, activities that have ended (0.7) and the results that they have (1.2). But there414

is a problem, of course, when you look at that (0.8). Because, if you think about the cycle, the415

programming cycle (0.3), you take a decision, lets say (0.3) in 2014, than (0.7) that decision has416

to become a programme (0.9). To become a programme takes a year (0.4). To then become an417

activity it takes, lets say, another (0.5) two–three years because you have to implement it (0.6).418

Then to have any. So that is when you have the results, so the [ simplest thing is (.) that you have419

build a hospital (0.6), then (0.5), but how does that hospital [ really changes the life of the people420

(0.3)? [ Then you can measure it after five to ten years (0.5). [ So when you say impact, is, eh, is421

sometimes, eh, the organisations say: ”that is the impact of what we do”. But you always have to422

(0.7) really judge it with a little bit of criticism (0.3). No no. Not because people are trying to423

cheat, it is just that it’s =424

A: [ Yea.425

A: = Difficult. =426

B: = Difficult! It is difficult also to establish a causality (0.5) .hh. =427

A: = Yea =428

B: = You have done this, therefore:: this is happened. Because there might be many other429

variables (2.0) .hh. So::, I mean, the result framework it’s a, it’s a, it’s a framework that (0.3), that430
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eh (0.2), that is trying to (0.5), to say: what are the concrete results (0.6). In terms of impact431

(0.5), basic requirement and even broader (0.5), work where you have to control from all the other432

variables that might have (1.2) had an impact.433

A: (0.2) Yea.434

B: (0.2) You, you, you take for example, the example of China. China (0.3), eh, we have given435

money to China, it’s because of our money that China is what it is? ((Saying the last part of this436

sentence in a amused way)) I think not (0.5). But, eh (1.3), you know, [ if you don’t manage the437

statistic well you might even see a correlation between the two things [ which is not the causality438

(0.6). [ So (0.4), on impact, I, I wouldn’t really say much, eh (0.3), on (0.9) the impact on the439

ground. [ I would say more on the impact on the policies. So the policies have changed (0.5). [440

Ehm (0.4), we have (0.4), we, we want to focus on.441

A: [[ Yea.442

B: We say that we want to focus more and we are focusing more (0.4) on financial terms so that443

is, let say, the best evidence you can get (1.3).444

A: (0.3) Yea.445

B: (0.7) How this will, eh, impact (0.3), I think we will have this discussion in ten, five-teen446

years ((Saying the last part of the sentence in a amused way)) (0.4). To see the impact of this (0.7)447

document on..448

A: (1.6) But, eh (0.4) Yea. That will be interesting.449

B: (0.3) Yea.450

A: (0.8) Ehm (0.8). Ok (0.3). I don‘ t have any question anymore. [ At least you feel like we451

have forgotten to talk about something (0.4) or if you have any comments? [Q10]452

B: [ Hmh. ((affirmative))453

B: (0.8) Uhm (0.9). No, I mean. Just, eh, have a look at this two sources. I would say (0.5). =454

A: = I will. Definitely. =455

B: = Yea (1.0). FERDI, to (0.3), to even better understand, what is behind this, eh, methodology456

(0.4). May I think it, it, it, it is very econometric what they are saying, but (0.7) for you that might457

be easier to understand (0.5) .hh. And then (0.6): Look at the assessments made by (0.4), ehm458

(0.5), international organisation, or (.) other donors like the DFID or the OECD in the pure reviews.459

Because they may have elements (0.8) for you to judge. to have a source for an independent view [460

on how the EU is allocation money (1.3). Eh (0.2), for the rest, I think. Well, I mean (0.4), when461

you go through the documents and if you have an additional question you can always contact (0.4)462

if I can answer or if I can direct you somewhere where you can find other sources.463

A: [ Yea.464

A: (0.8) Ehm. Thank you very much!465

B: (1.2) You are welcome.466

A: (0.4) That’s pretty nice. Thanks for you time!467
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Appendix I: Initial Thematic Map with Relationships

Figure 8: Initial Thematic Map with Relationships, Source: Own creation.
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Appendix J: UNDP: Organisational Chart 2016

Figure 9: UNDP: Organisational Chart 2016, Source: Own creation based on UNDP (2016a).
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Appendix K: DFID: Key Review Processes and Timelines

Figure 10: DFID: Key Review Processes & Timelines, Source: DFID (2015c, p. 8)
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Appendix L: DFID’s Need-Effectiveness Country List

Quartile 150 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

India Cameroon Sri Lanka El Salvaor

Nigeria Guinea Tajikistan Mongolia

Ethiopia Benin Kyrgyz Repub-
lic

Tunisia

Bangladesh Madagascar Djibouti Iran

Pakistan Nepal Colombia Solomin Islands

Uganda Haiti Swaziland Kazkhstan

DRC Chad Zimbabwe Azerbaijan

Afghanistan Liberia Thailand Dominican Repub-
lic

Tanzania Angola Bhutan Jordan

Burkina Faso Iraq Georgia Cape Verde

Niger Vietnam Guatemala Ukraine

Kenya Cambodia Bolivia Paraguay

Burundi Central African
Republic

Occupied Pales-
tinian Territo-
ries

Guyana

Mozambique Uzbekistan Brazil Sao Tome and
Principe

Rwanda Togo Timor-Leste Jamaica

Mali Mauritania Honduras Maldives

Burma Egypt Algeria Ecuador

Sierra Leone Papua New
Guinea

Somalia Albania

Indonesia Laos Nicaragua Bosnia & Herze-
govina

Yemen Philippines Syria Equatorial Guinea

Senegal Gambia Moldova Samoa

Ghana Guinea-Bissau Namibia Turkmenistan

China Morocco Armenia Fiji

Sudan Lesotho Peru Cuba

Côte d’lvoire Congo, Republic Serbia Macedonia

Malawi Eritrea Comoros Suriname

Zambia Belaru

Table 8: Source: Own creation based on DFID (2011).

50Based on the formula presented in 3.2.3, Quartile 1 corresponds to the 25% of the countries
with the highest need-effectiveness score based (DFID 2011).
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